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ABSTRACT
The importance and benefits of knowledge management (KM) and change management
(CM) have been increasingly recognized in the Architecture, Engineering and Construction
(AEC) Industry. A large proportion of the problems on construction projects emanate from the
lack of appropriate mechanisms to effectively manage knowledge, changes and dependencies.
Changes can alter service or product variables, and it is challenging to manage the impacts of
changes and the associated dependencies. Traditional manual methods of managing changes are
inefficient and do not fully engage all team members or adequately capture the rationale for
changes. In energy efficient retrofits, inadequate management of changes could have negative
impacts on building energy performance. In addition, knowledge is often generated as part of the
change management process. Given that knowledge has become a fundamental resource for
organizations and can provide organizations with competitive advantages, it is imperative that
any new knowledge generated from change management is captured and disseminated.
The aim of this research is to investigate the feasibility of an integrated approach to
managing change and knowledge in energy efficient retrofit projects. In order to understand
theoretical perspective and similar work in change and knowledge management, a detailed review
of literature was conducted. The review was based on the most important aspects of knowledge
management, change and dependency management, and their applications in construction. Two
case studies were undertaken using individual interviews, focus group interviews and
questionnaires to investigate challenges and current practices of managing changes, dependencies
and knowledge in the AEC Industry.
An Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) approach was developed to
address the challenges of change and knowledge management, and provide an effective
mechanism for simultaneously managing changes and knowledge in energy efficient retrofit
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projects. The integrated approach established a systematic way to facilitate change and
dependency management, capture lessons learned during change management processes, and
support information exchange between different disciplines in change and knowledge
management activities. To demonstrate the feasibility and potential benefits, the ICKM approach
was implemented in the overall construction workflows and Building Information Modeling
(BIM), and two case studies were conducted to investigate current challenges and the need for an
integrated approach, and validate the feasibility of the ICKM approach.
Based on the ICKM approach, a prototype system - the Integrated Change and
Knowledge Management System (ICKMS) was developed to automate the ICKM process.
System requirements, use cases, components and techniques were identified in the research. The
prototype was developed as a Web-based system for easy access and maintenance, which is
composed of two sub-systems: a change management system (CMS) to support CM processes
and a knowledge management system (KMS) to support KM processes. Capri.net was adopted as
the KMS in the prototype. The use of the integrated system in energy efficient retrofit projects is
expected to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of simultaneously managing changes and
knowledge.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Background
A construction project is unique and complex, and involves various participants (Jia,

2010). A large proportion of the problems on construction projects emanate from the lack of
appropriate mechanisms to establish and track the dependencies between project elements, which
makes it very difficult, and in some cases, impossible to anticipate and manage the changes that
occur in the course of a project (Jallow, 2011). This can also have potentially debilitating impacts
on a project thus impairing the likelihood of successful project outcomes. Similarly, the
inadequacies in systems and approaches to managing knowledge and the lessons learned on
projects often result in considerable rework, repeated mistakes, ‘reinventing the wheel’,
unnecessary expenses and other inefficiencies. Given that changes on projects often serve as a
learning opportunity, there is a need for systems that can simultaneously manage change and
knowledge. Project teams are usually aware of the importance and necessity of knowledge
generation and utilization, as well as managing changes. However, they generally allocate a lower
priority to these activities than to primary project goals. Effective management of changes and
knowledge is particularly important in energy efficient retrofit projects, which are often
associated with a number of uncertainties.
Sanvido and Riggs (1993) indicated that a ‘retrofit project’ is “the modification or
conversion (not a complete replacement) of an existing process, facility or structure. Such
modification may involve additions, deletions, rearrangements or not-in-kind replacement of one
or more parts of the facility. Changes may alter the kind, quantity, cost or quality of the products
or services being produced by the facility.” (Sanvido and Riggs, 1993) Based on the definition of
Sanvido and Riggs (1993), ‘energy efficient retrofit projects’ are projects that are designed to
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improve energy performance and reduce energy consumption (Buonicore, 2012). The
significance of managing changes and dependencies in the context of energy efficient retrofit
projects is that if they are poorly or inadequately managed, changes initiated and implemented
during the design, construction and operations of buildings could potentially impact negatively on
energy efficiency goals. Similarly, previous knowledge is important to help energy simulations
and project lifecycle management, which will contribute to energy efficiency performance.

1.2
Importance of Managing Changes and Knowledge in Energy Efficiency Retrofit
Projects
Managing change and knowledge is one of the key factors that contribute to a successful
energy efficient retrofit project. The need for tools to support construction project management
has been widely recognized in construction industries, and “companies recognize that insufficient
control of changes plays a major role in accidents” (CCPS, 2008). An increasing number of
retrofit projects have been designed to achieve energy efficiency goals (Buonicore, 2012). In the
management of energy efficient retrofit projects, inadequate management of changes and
knowledge can lead to critical problems such as inefficient project management and poor energy
performance, and could result in a failure to meet the owner’s requirements and energy efficiency
goals.

1.2.1

Changes and Dependency Management
Changes occur in all phases of a construction project, and it is essential to implement an

appropriate change management (CM) regime to reduce change-associated cost and time delays.
Poor management of changes will lead to cost overruns and failure to meet the owners’ goals and
expectations (Jallow et al., 2013). For energy efficient retrofit projects, it is typically more
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complex than expected to mitigate the negative impacts of changes. Changes can be triggered by
multi-discipline interactions, various requirements from different stakeholders, and multi-scale
simulations and iterated calculations.
Challenges in managing changes and dependencies could impact negatively on energy
efficiency goals. Either small or large scale, energy efficient retrofit design and development
require multi-scale and multi-discipline interactions during which several decisions are made.
Often, these decisions result in some changes to project variables. This is realistic, because
repeatedly, requirements and/or design parameters are altered to generate optimal energy models.
However, it remains doubtful if those alterations are appropriate to meet the defined goals, and
what impact they would have across other components. In fact, dependency and impact analysis
of those alterations is generally not undertaken systematically. Similarly, the rationale for the
alterations is often not documented for future reference, and the decisions on the most appropriate
options are often based either on assumptions or experience. In energy efficient retrofitting,
achieving energy efficiency goals is amongst the most important objectives. Parties involved in
an energy efficient retrofit project not only need to collaborate with other disciplines, but also
have to coordinate with the original design and specifications of the building (if available). As a
result, such projects would need to review any change requests against the owner’s energy
efficiency goals and values, not mainly against budget and schedule.

1.2.2

Knowledge Management
According to Stewart (1998), knowledge has become the most important factor and

resource for organizations today. Knowledge is dynamic justified true belief and is created by
individual as well as organizational interactions in the society (Nonaka et al., 2000).
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Appropriate knowledge is needed to determine the most appropriate design, but
knowledge is often disconnected from project teams. Without knowledge, people will make
decisions based on assumptions and experience (Heo et al., 2012). Lack of access to the right
knowledge by project teams could result in the design and retrofitting of buildings which do not
meet the owner’s goals for energy efficiency. A good knowledge management procedure is
critical to facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse among team members, and this can contribute to
achieving energy efficiency goals.

1.3

Research Problem Statement
In current construction management practices, there are two gaps in the management of

knowledge and changes: the gap between knowledge management (KM) and change and
dependency management (CM), and the gap between change and knowledge management (CKM)
and the overall construction workflows. This research was conducted to provide solutions to these
two gaps.

1.3.1 Gap between Knowledge Management (KM) and Change and Dependency
Management (CM)
KM and CM processes in construction projects are isolated and performed independent of
each other, resulting in a gap between the two. This limits the opportunity to maximize the
benefits of leveraging the interactions between change and knowledge management. For example,
new knowledge is often generated in the process of managing change but there are usually no
effective mechanisms for managing the new knowledge. Conversely, the reuse of knowledge
from one project to another may instigate changes that need to be managed. When a change is
requested, it is often managed through an iterative process, during which a large amount of
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information is processed and new knowledge may be generated. However, Lessons learned
during the change management process are not efficiently captured and used for future projects
(Senaratne and Sexton, 2004). Moreover, new knowledge created mainly remains as tacit
knowledge in the heads of participants and is not shared with the wider organization (Senaratne
and Sexton, 2008). As a result, this gap causes loss of knowledge during CM processes and
makes it difficult for knowledge reuse in future change evaluations and resolutions. Therefore, it
is important that lessons learned are captured, validated and stored for use in later stages of a
project and/or future projects. It means that change management processes are application areas
of knowledge and within these processes, and knowledge is generated through the capture and
validation processes of lessons learned. There is also no structured process or information
exchange data schema to integrate them.

1.3.2 Gap between Change and Knowledge Management (CKM) and Construction
Workflows
Similar to the gap between CM and KM, there is the lack of a systematic process to adopt
change and knowledge management in construction workflows. There are possibilities to create
new knowledge and/or manage new changes in activities that involve design reviews, decisionmaking, and interactions between different disciplines. When these activities are conducted,
project teams do not have a structured process to follow to adequately manage changes and
knowledge. As a result, the gap between CKM and construction workflows can cause negative
impacts on productivity and team collaboration. Therefore, it is important to fuse CKM processes
within the entire construction workflows so that team members are proactive in managing
changes and knowledge.
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1.4

Aim and Objectives
To improve efficiency and productivity on energy efficient retrofit projects, the aim of

the research is to develop an integrated approach to managing changes and knowledge to
facilitate efficient and effective energy building retrofits. It is fundamental and extremely relevant
that change and knowledge management processes are integrated to support the integrative
energy efficient design and development. The specific objectives of the research project are to:


Identify limitations and challenges in existing CM and KM methods in the AEC Industry;



Develop an integrated method to manage changes, dependencies and knowledge for
energy efficient retrofit projects;



Investigate the possibility and feasibility to embed change and knowledge management
processes in construction workflows;



Establish appropriate protocols to integrate change and knowledge management
processes with Building Information Modeling (BIM); and



1.5

Develop and evaluate a prototype system for the integrated approach.

Research Scope and Steps
The core component of the research is the development of the Integrated Change and

Knowledge Management (ICKM) approach. The new approach indicates an efficient way to
conduct CKM activities in retrofit projects. To address its feasibility, the ICKM approach was
evaluated in two case studies, and implemented in overall construction workflows and BIM. After
that, an Integrated Change and Knowledge Management System (ICMKS) was designed based on
the ICKM approach. It is built upon the Capri.net system (a previously developed KMS) and
demonstrates the processes of managing changes and knowledge at the information system level.
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Although the focus of the research is energy efficient retrofit projects, the outcome can be
adapted to other types of construction projects such as commercial buildings and residential
buildings. Figure 1-1 shows the scope of this research.

Figure 1-1 Research Scope

The research was carried out in 5 steps:


Review of related work;



Development of the ICKM approach;



Implementation of the ICKM approach;



Design and Evaluation of the ICKMS; and



Documentation.

1.6

Structure of the Dissertation
This dissertation documents and presents the steps followed in the conduct of the

research. The structure of the dissertation is as follows:


Chapter 1: introduction of research background, scope, aims and objectives;



Chapter 2: literature review on change and dependency management;
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Chapter 3: literature review on knowledge management;



Chapter 4: review of research methodologies;



Chapter 5: the Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) Approach;



Chapter 6: the implementation of the ICKM approach;



Chapter 7: the Integrated Change and Knowledge Management System (ICKMS)
prototype; and



Chapter 8: research summary, conclusions, contributions and limitations.
Case study interview questions and the ICKMS evaluation questionnaire are attached as

appendices to the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Change and Dependency Management (CM)

2.1

Introduction
In a construction project, changes are inevitable throughout the lifecycle of a building,

and change and dependency management is an important aspect of construction management
(Hao et al., 2008). A change refers to “an alteration or a modification to pre-existing conditions,
assumptions or requirements” in construction work (Sun et al., 2004). Problems caused by
changes are typically related to schedule, efficiency, cost, and quality (Sun et al., 2004; Zou and
Lee, 2008). Dependency is the interactions among different elements, and a change in one
element must coordinate with others to achieve the functionality of a system (Jallow, 2011).
Change management (CM), according to Voropajev (1998), is “an integral process
related to all project internal and external factors, influencing project changes; to possible change
forecast; to identification of already occurred changes; to planning preventive impacts; to
coordination of changes across the entire project” (pp.17). Dependency management aims to
"provide a procedure and associated guidelines to facilitate the management of project
dependencies" (COGTA, 2006, pp.1). Motawa et al. (2007) indicated that identification of change
sources, evaluation of change effects and dependency management are critical activities of
dependency management, and Leyland et al. (2009) emphasized this by stating that dependency
management is used to analyze, control and mitigate various factors in construction processes.
Construction is a time consuming and complex process, and changes could happen at any
time during the project. Changes occur at various times in all phases, and improper management
of changes will generate disruptive impacts (Motawa et al., 2007). Changes also generate iterative
cycles and uncertainties in construction (Lee and Peña-Mora, 2007). Therefore, it is essential to
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implement change and dependency management in a construction project. Good change and
dependency management enables the evaluation of change dependencies and their associated
effects, as well as the capture and dissemination of change history.

2.2

Key Concepts in Change and Dependency Management

2.2.1

Classification of Changes
Changes are classified in various ways, with the most common being organizational

changes and project changes (Rajagopalan and Spreitzer, 1997; Sun et al., 2004). According to
Sun et al. (2004), organizational changes happen in all industry sectors, while project changes are
more related to project-based industries such as construction. This research focused on the
management of project changes. However, the various types of change are presented here to
facilitate understanding of the key change characteristics being addressed, and to demonstrate the
similarities and differences of the various change types.

2.2.1.1 Organizational Change
Organizations typically have different groups with specific roles, and the motivation to
make maximum benefits generates organizational changes (Price and Chahal, 2006). Different
researchers categorize organizational changes in different ways (Cao et al., 2003). For example,
episodic changes are infrequent, intentional and discontinuous organizational changes, while
continuous changes are evolving, ongoing and cumulative changes (Weick and Quinn, 1999).
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1) Strategic and non-strategic change
Rajagopalan and Spreitzer (1997) classified organizational changes into strategic and
non-strategic changes, and analyzed strategic changes in the three theoretical lenses: rational,
learning, and cognitive lenses. The rational lens perspective focuses mainly on consequences of
strategic change, and the learning and cognitive lens perspectives concentrate on the role of
managers in strategic change processes. From the rational perspective, strategic change is “a
unitary concept measured through discrete changes in a firm's business, corporate, or collective
strategies”, and in the learning and cognitive lenses, strategic change is the combination of
“changes in the content of strategy” and managerial action caused changes in organizational and
environmental conditions (Rajagopalan and Spreitzer, 1997).
2) Incremental and radical change
Organizational change can be classified into gradual change and radical change based on
the scale (Sun et al., 2004). Gradual change, also known as incremental change, occurs gradually
during a long period of time, and it is “the sort of ongoing change that is routinely necessary for
any organization to adapt to its environment”; while radical change typically occurs suddenly and
dramatically, and it is “the sort of change that necessitates a thoroughgoing re-examination of all
facets of an organization” (Cao et al., 2000).
3) Planned and Emergent Change
Some changes result from deliberate and conscious actions, and they are well planned
prior to their occurrence. This type of change is termed planned change (also known as
anticipated change). In contrast, other changes are generated by external factors (political issues,
economic environment, etc.) or not foreseen in advance, which occur in a spontaneous way. This
type of change is called emergent change. (Jisc infoNet, 2012; Sun et al., 2004) Similarly, Price
and Chahal (2006) categorized changes into chosen and crisis changes. Crisis change is “a
reactive approach driven by external factors and fear of failure”, which is similar to emergent
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change. Chosen change, similar to planned change, is more proactive and driven by the desire for
organizational success (Price and Chahal, 2006).
4) Developmental change, transitional change, and transformational change
Anderson (1986) defined three types of changes in organizations (as shown in Figure 21): developmental change, transitional change, and transformational change. Developmental
change, the simplest among the three types, refers to the improvement of current conditions,
standards, skills or methods that are not appropriate for present or future requirements. The goal
of developmental change is to enhance and develop existing performances and operations, and
typically it responses to relatively small environmental shifts. Therefore, the risks and variables
of developmental change are much fewer than those of the other types. The second type, the
transitional change, is a more significant shift under certain marketing or environmental
circumstances. It replaces the existing condition entirely rather than just improving it. Examples
of transitional change are reorganizations, divestitures, and creation of new services, etc. This
kind of change typically has a well-designed transition plan with specific start date and end date,
which defines clearly about the differences between the desired state and the current state. The
last type, transformational change, is the most complex one. Unlike the transitional change which
does not require a change in human behavior, transformational change requires a significant shift
in the culture, society and human awareness. (Anderson, 1986) The outcome of the
transformational change is also uncertain at the very beginning and the final result depends on the
change effort during the whole process (Anderson and Ackerman-Anderson, 2001).
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(a) Developmental Change

(b) Transitional Change

(c) Transformational Change
Figure 2-1 Three Types of Organizational Change (Anderson and Ackerman-Anderson, 2001)

Nadler and Tushman (1989) developed an illustration of different types of changes based
on the features and characteristics of change. Four types of changes are identified in the chart (as
shown in Figure 2-2): tuning, adaptation, reorientation, and re-creation, and their relative intensity
ranges from low to high (as shown in Figure 2-3). Tuning aims at future development and does
not occur as a result of current problems, while adaptation is caused by external events such as
competition and marketing issues. These two types of changes are incremental changes.
Reorientation is made by the anticipation of potential future events and involves significant
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organizational redirection, and re-creation is in response to urgent external threats to the
organization. These two are strategic changes. (Nadler and Tushman, 1989)

Figure 2-2 Types of Organizational Change (Nadler and Tushman, 1989)

Figure 2-3 Relative Intensity (Nadler and Tushman, 1989)

2.2.1.2 Project Change
Project changes typically occur during the implementation process, and they can be
caused by both internal and external forces (Voropajev, 1998). Project changes include changes
in project scope, quality, time, cost, risk, procurement, and communications (Voropajev, 1998).
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Hao et al. (2008) classified construction changes according to stages: specification,
design, and construction (as shown in Table 2-1).

Table 2-1 Summary of Construction Changes (Hao et al., 2008)
Stage

Stakeholder

Specification

Owner/Client/User
orArchitect

Design

Design/engineering
Consultant

Construction

Contractor/Subcontractors

2.2.2

Types of Changes
Changes to requirements
including specifications, scope of
projects, design brief, etc.;
changes in codes and regulations
Incomplete/inconsistent drawings;
design error/defect; design
change; omissions of site
conditions and buildability
As-builts not in conformity with
design; quality defect; unforeseen
site conditions; value engineering;
materials or equipment not
available; inclement weather

Impacts
Changes in design
and construction
processes
Rework of design
and drawing; rework
in construction;
change orders
Rework; change
orders; changes in
design

Causes of Change
Changes can be caused by internal and external factors, and it is essential to identify and

differentiate the two types of causes for an organization (Sun et al., 2004). Internal causes are
initiatives of company policies, development strategies, and long-term goals, which can be
triggered by both process-related and technology-related issues; while external causes, mainly
generated by technology-related issues, are shifts in the external environment, competition with
other organizations, as well as government and financial regulations (Love et al., 1999a).
Anderson and Ackerman-Anderson (2001) developed a model for the drivers of change
(as shown in Figure 2-4), and classified internal and external change drivers into seven levels:
environment, marketplace requirements for success, business imperatives, organizational
imperatives, cultural imperatives, leader and employee behavior, and leader and employee
mindset. The first four factors are external drivers, while the other three are internal drivers.
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Changes in external domains (which are more related to organization leaders) typically trigger
changes in internal domains (which are new to most), and a good change management strategy
should balance both external and internal domains (Anderson and Ackerman-Anderson, 2001).
Sun et al. (2004) summarized the causes into three different levels (as shown in Figure 25): external environment, organizational level, and project level. The project level has the greatest
impacts while the external environment has the least impacts on construction changes. Hao et al.
(2008) indicated that change drivers can be specification-generated, design-generated, and
construction–generated. Changes are classified into different stages, and they can be generated
from technical errors, lack of information, as well as requirements from clients (Sun et al., 2004).

Figure 2-4 The Drivers of Change Model (Anderson and Ackerman-Anderson, 2001)
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Figure 2-5 Causes of Changes (Adapted from Sun et al., 2004)

2.2.3

Effects of Change
Sun et al. (2004) highlighted that adequate management of changes is necessary to avoid

(or mitigate) the consequences of direct and indirect impacts. For direct effects, the major concern
is the cost of rework and time overrun, which is generated from uncertainties and poor
information communication (Love et al., 1999b; Sun et al., 2004). Rework is re-doing
unnecessary construction processes that are not completed correctly, and the cost of rework can
take up 10-15% of the whole contract value (Sun et al., 2004). This is a waste of both time and
money in construction projects, and it causes difficulties for decision-making (Hao et al., 2008).
Other examples include deletion of work, specification change, addition of work, and revisions of
project schedule. Indirect effects refer to the impacts that are not closely associated with a
specific construction process and may have adverse effects on future plans. They can lead to the
need to communicate with other project members, cash flow changes, and loss of ‘float’ (Sun et
al., 2004).
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According to Motawa et al. (2007), changes in a project life cycle are mainly driven by
two feedback processes (as shown in Figure 2-6): reinforcing and balancing. Reinforcing is the
process that causes other changes or errors, and balancing is the process that resolves changes or
errors. The cycle of the feedback process can generate uncertainties and cause unintended
changes (Motawa et al., 2007).

Figure 2-6 Change Feedback Processes (Motawa et al., 2007)

An important aspect of change management is a good understanding of the dependencies
between the key elements of a project. Dependencies dictate how changes are propagated in a
project setting (i.e. ‘the ripple effect’), and it is necessary to manage these in order to reinforce or
mitigate the impact of changes in a given situation.

2.2.4

Applications of Dependency Management
According to Huang et al. (2007), the term ‘dependencies’ refers to “the interrelationship

of resources or information between activities in either a physical or a logical way”. Research on
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dependency issues has been conducted in various fields, and a number of dependency
management models have been developed according to different requirements.
In the software engineering field, it is important to keep track of dependencies at the
system-wide level (Ding et al., 2006). Many individuals and teams work together on one system
release, and it is impossible for each individual/team to predict all possible failures (Babinet and
Ramanathan, 2008). Dependencies between system components can cause errors and impact
coding efficiency, therefore, a good management of dependencies is critical in locating faulty
states (Liu et al., 2009). Table 2-2 lists previous research on dependency management
models/theories addressing software programming challenges.

Table 2-2 Dependency Management Models/Theories in Software Engineering
Authors

System Type

Dependency Management Model

Liu et al., 2009

Discrete Event System (DES)

Ding et al., 2006

Real-time System

Ma et al., 2007
Cui and
Nahrstedt, 2001
Schaaf et al., 2001

Service Hosting Environment

Fault Dependency Relationship Matrix
Dependency Management Framework
(DMF)
Model-Based Dependency Management

Component-Based Systems

QoS-Aware Dependency Management

e-Business Applications

MILOS Dependency Management

In manufacturing, a good dependency management approach is essential to ensure the
efficient performance of a manufacturing enterprise agent platform. Huang et al. (2007) proposed
an integrated dependency management framework that investigates the optimization of high-level
decision-making by the real-time information that may come from the managed physical layer
(numerical controllers, robots, and cell controllers, etc.) (as shown in Figure 2-7). A mobile agent
(MA) dependency application that can provide dependency information of resources was
developed using mobile agent platform (MaP) based on this framework (Huang et al., 2007).
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Figure 2-7 Integrated Manufacturing Management Framework and Agent Platform (Huang et al.,
2007)

In the AEC Industry, dependency management is a critical part of managing changes and
mitigating change-related impacts. Building elements and disciplines are dependent on each other
and this causes complexity in effectively managing changes. Change and dependency
management models and tools developed in the construction sector are discussed in sections 2.3
and 2.4.

2.3

Change and Dependency Management Models and Tools in Construction
Research related to change management has been conducted mainly on the prediction of

changes, identification of changes, and evaluation of change effects (Motawa et al., 2007).
Several models for change and dependency management have been developed and are described
below.
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2.3.1

Generic Change Management Process Model
Motawa et al. (2007) developed a generic change management process model for

construction projects (as shown in Figure 2-8). In their research, they introduce the term
‘stability’ to define the degree to which a work scope can be performed without changes. The
higher the stability is, the smaller the number of potential changes will be.
The generic change management process model contains four stages: start up, identify
and evaluate, approval and propagation, and post change.
1) Start up
Proactive requirements for efficient change management are defined at this stage. With
these requirements, project teams are able to respond to and manage changes effectively, and
make contingency plans to deal with unanticipated changes.
2) Identify and evaluate
Change drivers, types and implications are identified prior to any decision-making
processes. Then the evaluation steps analyze possible management alternatives and the optimal
option after all related information has been acquired. Possible criteria and decision-making
systems can be used to optimize the evaluation steps.
3) Approval and propagation
This stage enables the collaboration between clients and managers. Potential changes are
reviewed against project baseline using decision-making techniques before a change option can
be decided. Related documents and files are also processed at this stage.
4) Post change
All disciplines involved in the project will be notified when a change is approved, and the
new schedule needs to be modified and agreed by all parties. The direct and indirect causes
should be investigated if dispute resolution is applicable.
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Figure 2-8 Generic Change Process Model (Motawa et al., 2007)
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Hao et al. (2008) also developed a similar generic change process model containing 5
stages: identify, evaluate & propose, approve, implement, and review (as shown in Figure 2-9).

Figure 2-9 General Change Process Model (Hao et al., 2008)
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Based on the concept of a generic process, a dynamic construction project model with
effective change management was developed by Park and Peña-Mora (2003) at the strategic and
operational levels (as shown in Figure 2-10). The model contains a core process model structure
which captures and stores dynamic change and feedback processes in construction, and four
supporting model structures (scope, resource, performance, and policies) which help analyze the
change management process and ensure the efficiency of the work.

Figure 2-10 Dynamic Construction Project Model (Park and Peña-Mora, 2003)

2.3.2

Change Prediction System
Motawa et al. (2006) conducted research that focused on “identifying and forecasting

potential changes and evaluating the impact of changes before they actually occur”. A change
prediction model using fuzzy modeling was developed to “estimate the likelihood of occurrence
of a change event and to predict the effect of change on project parameters using data available at
the early stages of projects (Motawa et al., 2006).
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The fuzzy model was implemented in a software system (change prediction system) to
predict and identify the stability of change events by investigating early-stage information. This
prediction system can also be used to reduce the disruptive implications of potential changes and
determine the possibility of a specific change case (Motawa et al., 2007; Motawa et al., 2006).
The system consists of five components (as shown in Figure 2-11):
1) Database
The system database contains two types of information: (i) “data collected from the case
studies carried out regarding the prediction elements of change” (stored in a set of tables); and (ii)
“case-base, which represents specific knowledge tied to specific situations of a change case, also
represents knowledge at an operational level”;
2) Project Data
These interface frames (JFC (Swing) Frames) “provide users with interactive tools” and
are used to “locate the input data” (selecting either from databased or from the user);
3) Modeling Change Cases
This is implemented as a Java code that “translates the fuzzy model for change prediction
and effects into the computer program”;
4) Output Form
This JFC Frame is used to display system outputs;
5) The Archive
This is a “documentation system for all information on the change case and the system
output”.
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Figure 2-11 Architecture of the Change Prediction System (Motawa et al., 2006)

A similar change prediction system was developed using Matlab and MS SQL database
by Zhao et al. (2008). It includes four sections: data acquisition, data analysis, process simulation,
and output analysis.

2.3.3

Information Flow-based Model
Zhao et al. (2008) indicated that there are two information flow types according to the

information sources in change management processes: activity-based information flow (AIF) (as
shown in Figure 2-12) and non-activity-based information flow (NAIF). The sources for AIF are
the activities listed in a project’s schedule, and the sources for NAIF are Not Activity-based
Factors (NAF) such as external environment, labor and government policies (Zhao et al., 2009).
Figure 2-13 shows how NAIF affects activities in the construction process (Zhao et al., 2008).
The AIF can be categorized into three types (Zhao et al., 2008): rework iteration’s
information flow (RIIF), overlapping iteration’s information flow (OIIF), and sequential
iteration’s information flow (SIIF). RIIF means that one activity’s information change may cause
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the successor’s rework, and it represents major change causes. OIIF refers to overlapping
techniques in construction processes, where information exchange exists all the time. When
changes happen in two dependent overlapping activities, the output information for downstream
activities will cause partial rework. SIIF is the rework iteration information loop between two
interdependent activities. For two activities, information modification of either one will generate
new output sources for the other in the construction sequence. Both AIF and NAIF can be
modeled by using activity-based Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM) (Zhao et al., 2008; Zhao et
al., 2009).

Figure 2-12 Relation Types between Activities (Zhao et al., 2008)
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Figure 2-13 Diagram (Zhao et al., 2008)

2.3.4

Dependency Structure Matrix Tools
DSM (Dependency Structure Matrix) is a powerful tool developed by Steward (1981) to

manage construction projects, and dependency relationships between construction activities are
presented in a structured way using a matrix (Chen et al., 2003; Zhao et al., 2009). Unlike
traditional project scheduling methods (e.g. critical path method or CPM, program evaluation and
review technique or PERT) which are not able to support dependency management, DSM is a
generic matrix-based framework to analyze information flow and complex sequences in
construction processes (Chen et al., 2003; Steward, 1981).
The relationships between activities (as shown in Figure 2-14) can be categorized as
dependent, independent, and interdependent (Maheswari et al., 2006). Sequencing for a project
containing all independent tasks is easy, and few changes need to be made during the construction
process. However, most construction projects consist of dependent and interdependent tasks, and
a change of one element must be followed by a corresponding update for other related activities
in order to maintain the functionality of the whole system (Maheswari et al., 2006; Jallow et al.,
2010). By identifying the dependency components of all tasks, the sequence can be re-ordered by
manipulating the DSM matrix (Chen et al., 2003).
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Figure 2-14 Types of Relationships (Maheswari et al., 2006)

The main advantages of DSM tools are (Chen et al., 2003; Maheswari et al., 2006; Jia,
2010):


DSM matrix has the ability to clearly represent systematic maps of dependency
relationships and provide sequence options for evaluation;



The matrix structure provides a collaboration platform to improve the communication
between different disciplines, and allows team members to inform the manager of a
potential problem in a timely manner;



All modifications and analysis can be recorded in detail for future reference, and matrix
structures can be easily manipulated and stored electronically; and



DSM overcomes the complexity problems of other graph-based techniques (e.g. PERT,
CPM, etc.).
DSM is an N-square diagram that consists of all activities in rows and columns, and it

represents dependency relationships by the interactions through cells (Chen et al., 2003; Zhao et
al., 2009). Figure 2-15 shows an example of activity-based structure matrix. According to
Maheswari et al. (2006), the order of tasks indicates the execution sequence, and the mark “X”
stands for dependencies between activities. Marks above and under the diagonal are feedback
marks and feed-forward marks respectively, and feedback marks implicate that an assumption is
needed for the execution of the corresponding sequence (Maheswari et al., 2006). Activities along
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the columns are read as “give information to”, which reveal the output sources; while activities
along the rows are read as “need information from”, which indicate the input sources (Zhao et al.,
2009).

Figure 2-15 Sample Task-based Design Structure Matrix (Chen et al., 2003)

Furthermore, the “X” marks can be replaced by numbers from a numerical rating system,
and the rating can be based on the strength of correlation, sensitivity, and information accuracy,
etc. (Maheswari et al., 2006). Figure 2-16 shows an example of this type.

Figure 2-16 DSM (Zhao et al., 2009)
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Chen et al. (2003) suggested using DSM tools in the following steps:


Read the task of the DSM in sequence;



Read the estimate duration for this task;



Correctly schedule it according to its relationship with other tasks;



Repeat steps 1–3 for all the tasks until no tasks left; and



Confirm the feasibility of the schedule generated.
To optimize the construction sequence and minimize the number of assumptions, the

actions of partitioning and tearing can be involved when using DSM. Partitioning aims to split a
DSM into several independent zones, and activities in a zone have dependent or interdependent
relationships in single or multiple feedback circles. Tearing is to sequence activities within each
zone and make assumptions of required information sources. Dependency relationships will be
moved below or close to the diagonal in the partitioning process. (Maheswari et al., 2006).

2.4

Change and Dependency Management in Retrofit Projects

2.4.1

Need for Change and Dependency Management
Multi-scale and multi-discipline interactions occur during design and development with

several decisions made. Often, these decisions result in some changes to project variables. As a
result of dependencies between project elements, this also creates the phenomenon of change
propagation by which a change to a project scope or design element requires additional changes
throughout the building. The significance of managing changes and dependencies in the context
of energy efficient retrofit projects is that if they are poorly or inadequately managed, changes
initiated and implemented during the design, construction and operation of buildings could
potentially impact negatively on energy efficiency goals.
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Sanvido and Riggs (1993) indicated that there are four constraints within a retrofit
project: information, time, space, and working environment. Due to these constraints, a retrofit
project is typically more complex than a new build project. In energy efficient retrofits, lack of
information and working space can cause potential changes in the construction process. Any
changes or errors can delay the whole project schedule, which conflicts with the proposed short
construction time. In addition, the parties involved in a retrofit project not only need to
collaborate with other disciplines, but also have to coordinate with original design drawings and
specifications of the building (if available). Moreover, change and dependency problems that
occur in a retrofit project often involve more participants and sources. Therefore, a well-planned
change management strategy is indispensable and should be developed prior to the retrofit work.

2.4.2

Requirements for Change and Dependency Management in Retrofit Projects
The requirements for change and dependency management in retrofit projects include:



Identify the vision and goal, and develop a change and dependency management strategy.
The goal and strategy should be specifically related to retrofit projects and the unique
features of retrofit work should be fully considered. (Snyers, 2011)



The primary users should have basic knowledge of change and dependency problems and
be able to understand dependencies between each activity. They should also know how to
manage changes and minimize impacts during construction processes. (Sun et al., 2004)



There should be sufficient infrastructure support. Both hardware and software
(management tools/systems) should be prepared well prior to the construction work and
function properly according to the requirements.
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2.5

Summary
Changes are inevitable in construction projects and through the lifecycle of a building. In

many cases, each change triggers a chain of other events which need to be managed. This makes
change and dependency management one of the most critical activities in construction project
management. This is particularly important in retrofit projects, which are typically complex due
to the constraints in the availability of information (such as original owner requirements, design
and specifications and associated decisions) and limited or lack of access to the project team
involved in the original design and construction of the building.
In the AEC Industry, changes can be categorized by phases: specification-generated,
design-generated, and construction-generated. Both external and internal factors can cause change
and dependency problems, which will generate uncertainties and cost issues in a project.
Examples of change and dependency theories include generic change process model and
information flow-based model, and tools such as the change prediction system as well as DSM
tools have been used to manage changes and dependencies.
The following limitations have been identified from the review of literature on change
and dependency management:
(1) No previous research has been conducted on a structured change and dependency
management process for energy efficient retrofit projects. The change management models
developed by Motawa et al. (2007) and Hao et al. (2008) are generic processes that do not focus
on retrofit projects.
(2) There was no research on the integration of change and dependency management in
construction workflows. Although theories of changes and dependencies have been well
developed (such as change classifications, effects and causes), it is unclear how to embed the
management of changes and dependencies in the project process.
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(3) As indicated by Senaratne and Sexton (2008), lessons learned should be efficiently
captured and managed during change management processes. However, there is the lack of a
systematic procedure for capturing, sharing, reusing and maintaining change related knowledge.
This research was proposed to address these limitations, with a particular focus on
integrated change and knowledge management. A detailed review of knowledge management
(KM) is presented in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Knowledge Management (KM)

3.1

Background

According to Stewart and Ruckdeschel (1998), knowledge has become the most important factor
and resource for organizations today. Knowledge is dynamic “justified true belief”, and is created
by individual and organization interactions in the society (Nonaka et al., 2000). Knowledge is
also regarded as part of the hidden assets of organizations and companies (Edvinsson, 1997).
The significance of knowledge management and well-designed knowledge management
systems has been widely recognized (Elgobbi, 2010; Tan et al., 2010), and knowledge
management has become one of the major fields for business thinking and decision making
processes (Udeaja et al., 2008). The objective of knowledge management is to increase the
productivity and the behavior of teams through a knowledge sharing platform (Ribino et al.,
2009). In order to achieve success, an organization should perform knowledge management
activities as a whole, and motivate individuals to facilitate the process (King, 2007). This section
intends to give a thorough overview of knowledge management concepts and development, as
well as its potential implementation in retrofit projects.

3.1.1

Data, Information and Knowledge
The concepts of data, information and knowledge are similar to each other and closely

related (Kock et al., 1997). According to Ackoff (1989), the content of the human mind contains
five categories: data, information, knowledge, understanding, and wisdom. The first four
categories are related to past experience and lessons learned, and the last one incorporates vision
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to deal with the future (Ackoff, 1989). It is commonly known that knowledge has a higher level
than information, and information has a higher level than data (Tuomi, 1999).

Figure 3-1 The Conventional View on the Knowledge Hierarchy (Tuomi, 1999)
Data is “carrier of knowledge and information, a means through which knowledge and
information can be stored and transferred” (Kock et al., 1997). Information is descriptive and
related to the past and the present, while knowledge can be used to predict the future within a
certain limit. (Kock et al., 1997).

The role of knowledge is to facilitate the processes of

transforming data into information through data interpretation, deriving new information from
existing through elaboration, and acquiring new knowledge through learning (Aamodt and
Nygård, 1995). Figure 3-1 shows the traditional view of the knowledge hierarchy.

3.1.1.1 Data is a set of raw facts
Davenport and Prusak (2000) indicate that “data is a set of discrete, objective facts about
events”, and “provides no judgment or interpretation and no sustainable basis of action”. Data are
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syntactic entities and patterns without meaning, and exist in usable or non-usable forms without
any significance beyond the existence (Aamodt and Nygård, 1995; Bellinger et al., 2011).

3.1.1.2 Information is structured and interpreted data
Information is structured data with meanings, and can be generated from the
interpretation process of data (Aamodt and Nygård, 1995; Davenport and Prusak, 2000). Ackoff
(1989) defined information as “data that are processed to be useful, providing answers to ‘who’,
‘what’, ‘where’, and ‘when’ questions”.

3.1.1.3 Knowledge is refined information
According to Stewart and Ruckdeschel (1998), knowledge has become the most
important factor and resource for organizations today. Knowledge is dynamic “justified true
belief”, and it is created by individual and organization interactions in the society (Nonaka et al.,
2000). It is the “application of data and information”, and answers the “how questions” (Ackoff,
1989). Knowledge is created through cognitive efforts and contains judgment compared to data
and information (Tuomi, 1999).
Chen et al. (2009) defined data, information and knowledge in the computational space,
which is closely related to virtual building modeling (as shown in Table 3-1).

Table 3-1 Definitions in the Computational Space (Chen et al., 2009)
Category
Data
Information

Knowledge

Definition
Computerized representations of models and attributes of real or
simulated entities
Data that represents the results of a computational process, such as
statistical analysis, for assigning meanings to the data, or the transcripts
of some meanings assigned by human beings
Data that represents the results of a computer-simulated cognitive
process, such as perception, learning, association, and reasoning, or the
transcripts of some knowledge acquired by human beings.
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3.1.2

The Definition of Knowledge Management
Knowledge management is a mix of techniques and strategies to dispense information

resources (Dalkir, 2005), and a number of definitions for knowledge management have been
created in recent years. Generally, knowledge management identifies and analyzes necessary
available knowledge, therefore generating actions to fulfill organizational/individual goals by
developing knowledge assets (Sensky, 2002). It is designed for sharing an organization’s
expertise to make knowledge explicit, and managing information with the help of information
technologies (Ribino et al., 2009). Knowledge management contains a series of procedures to
manage an organization’s current knowledge processing pattern and improve its outcomes
(Elgobbi, 2010). According to Kok et al. (2003), knowledge management is “a systematic and
organized approach to improve the organization's ability to mobilize knowledge to enhance
performance”. It is also defined as a process to acquire, share and utilize organizational
knowledge by learning and managing tools (Civi, 2000).
Knowledge management is a universal concept that can be applied in many research
fields, such as linguistics, cognitive science, and library science (Dalkir, 2005). Different
definitions have been generated in different areas. For example, in the human resource
management filed, knowledge management involves all activities that interact with humans under
a knowledge transfer mechanism (Desouza and Awazu, 2003), while within the psychiatry field,
knowledge management is defined as “the creation, acquisition, analysis, maintenance and
dissemination of knowledge for the benefit of patient care” (Sensky, 2002).
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3.1.3

The Importance of Knowledge Management
Knowledge management plays an important role in providing organizations with

competitive advantages (Elgobbi, 2010). According to a recent survey conducted by the
Technology Services Industry Association (TSIA) (Ragsdale, 2014), an increasing number of
organizations are aware of the importance of knowledge management, and 40% of the
participating organizations believed that implementing knowledge management could increase
their productivity by 20%-30%.
Kok et al. (2003) stated that the benefits of knowledge management are: improving
customer value, reducing costs, increasing product quality, and minimizing potential risks.
Knowledge management can also help companies keep pace with the changing requirements in
the market, reduce imposing top-down radical adjustments, and enhance individuals’ working
efficiency (Elgobbi, 2010).
Dalkir (2005) classified the benefits of knowledge management into three categories:
individual, community, and organization. For an individual, knowledge management strengthens
personal relationships with the organization, reduces working difficulties and time, as well as
generating opportunities for future development. For a community, knowledge management
facilitates peer-to-peer mentoring, creates a code of ethics in a professional way, and builds an
efficient collaboration process. For an organization, knowledge management increases the
possibilities for innovation, keeps the organization ahead of its competitors, and stores
organizational memory.
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3.2

Key Concepts in Knowledge Management

3.2.1

Dimensions of Knowledge
Several dimensions have been created to classify knowledge (e.g. individual and group

knowledge, internal and external knowledge), and the most basic one is tacit and explicit
knowledge (King, 2007; Robinson et al., 2005). Tacit knowledge is the knowledge stored in
people’s heads and is difficult or even impossible to articulate or communicate externally
(Robinson et al., 2005). By contrast, explicit knowledge is captured in the form of words,
sentences or other explicit formats which can be easily exchanged and communicated, and is
stored in manuals, documents or information systems (King, 2007). The properties of tacit and
explicit knowledge are summarized as follows (Dalkir, 2005):




Tacit knowledge
o

Ability to adapt to new and changing situations;

o

Ability to spread a culture or exchange a vision;

o

Sharing experience on a face-to-face basis.

Explicit knowledge
o

Ability to document, disseminate and exchange within the whole organization;

o

Ability to train and educate individuals;

o

Ability to adapt to an explicit statement or guidelines;

o

Ability to transfer knowledge through products or documents.

Nonaka (1994) defined the knowledge formalization process (as shown in Figure 3-2)
based on the above classification, and indicated that there are four ways to share knowledge:
externalization, internalization, socialization, and combination. Externalization is to transfer tacit
knowledge into explicit knowledge that can be shared and communicated as the basis of new
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knowledge, while internalization happens when creating new tacit knowledge by acquiring and
learning tacit knowledge (especially in practice). Socialization is to exchange tacit knowledge in
daily social interactions and share tacit knowledge directly, and combination is to learn and apply
new explicit information in a more complex and systematic way.

Figure 3-2 SECI Process (Adapted from Nonaka, 1994)

3.2.2

Knowledge Management Strategy
Implementing knowledge management successfully is essential for an organization to be

ahead of its competitors in the market. A knowledge management strategy is a general approach
to identifying practical objectives and methods within an organization under the guidance of
specialized principles (Srikantaiah and Koenig, 2000). The goal of a successful knowledge
management strategy is to find out how an organization can best balance and arrange its
knowledge resources, and the main problems that a strategy deals with are listed as follows
(Dalkir, 2005):
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What kind of approaches will benefit the organization most?



How to choose the best approach among several alternatives that all seem to be appealing
with limited resources?
Hansen et al. (1999) indicated that there are two primary knowledge management

strategies: codification and personalization.
The codification strategy centers on information technologies and stores (codifies)
knowledge in computers (databases) where all necessary information can be easily retrieved and
accessed by individuals in an organization. The personalization strategy applies more to
individuals and knowledge is mainly shared through face-to-face interactions.
Computers act as centers for knowledge management in the first strategy and tools for
people to communicate in the second strategy (Robinson et al., 2005). The difference between the
two strategies is that, codification provides “high-quality, reliable, and fast information-systems
implementation by reusing codified knowledge” in a “people-to-documents” way; while
personalization provides “creative, analytically rigorous advice on high-level strategic problems
by channeling individual expertise” in a “person-to-person” way (Hansen et al., 1999).

3.2.3

Knowledge Management Processes
Knowledge management plans, organizes, motivates, and controls individuals and

information systems to improve an organization’s knowledge assets and production efficiency
(King, 2007). Davenport and Prusak (2000) delineated the content of knowledge management
processes as: knowledge generation, knowledge codification and coordination, and knowledge
transfer. Bhatt (2001) indicates that knowledge management contains five processes: creation,
validation, presentation, distribution, and application. According to King (2007), knowledge
management processes include acquiring, creating, refining, storing, sharing and utilizing
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knowledge. By properly implementing these processes, knowledge management can help
accelerate the organization’s improvement.
Tan et al. (2010) summarized different process models and categorizes them into four
processes: knowledge capture, knowledge sharing, knowledge reuse, and knowledge maintenance.
Knowledge capture is to identify and store knowledge, and evaluate knowledge captured;
knowledge sharing is to exchange and transfer knowledge to a person or an organization through
media such as documents, phone, and the Internet; knowledge reuse is to re-apply knowledge
stored for innovation; and knowledge maintenance is to archive and refine knowledge in the
repository, and keep the necessary knowledge up-to-date.

3.3

Knowledge Management Theories

3.3.1

Knowledge Creation Theory
Nonaka’s knowledge creation theory has been one of the most famous theories since the

middle 1990s (Gourlay, 2006), and his model has greatly influenced related studies (Otsuki and
Okada, 2009). Organizational knowledge creation is “the process of making available and
amplifying knowledge created by individuals as well as crystallizing and connecting it with an
organization’s knowledge system” (Nonaka et al., 2006). The creation process contains three
elements (Nonaka et al., 2000): the SECI process, Ba, and knowledge assets.
The SECI process is the process to create new knowledge through the interaction of tacit
and explicit knowledge (Nonaka, 2007), and the transformation process is called “conversion”
(Nonaka et al., 2000). Four modes are contained in this process: externalization (tacit knowledge
to explicit knowledge), internalization (explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge), socialization
(tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge), and combination (explicit knowledge to explicit
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knowledge). Knowledge creation is a dynamic interaction process between the four modes, and it
can be recognized as an upward “spiral” progress which begins at the individual level, goes up to
the collective level and the organizational level, and finally reaches the inter-organizational level
(Nonaka, 1994). The SECI process is illustrated in Figure 3-2.
Ba, which means “place” in Japanese (Peltokorpi et al., 2007), is the context shared for
creating new knowledge (SECI, ba and leadership) and a space shared for emerging relationships
(Nonaka et al., 2006). It provides a platform to advance and share individual knowledge, and it
can be a physical space (e.g. an office), a virtual space (e.g. email), or a mental space (e.g. shared
ideals) (Nonaka et al., 2006; Nonaka et al., 2000; Peltokorpi et al., 2007). There are four types of
Ba: originating Ba (knowledge is shared among individuals), interacting Ba (specific knowledge
is shared among selected individuals), cyber Ba (explicit knowledge is shared with existing
knowledge in a virtual world), and exercising Ba (explicit knowledge is converted to tacit
knowledge) (Nonaka and Konno, 1998).
Knowledge assets are defined as “the inputs, outputs, and moderating factors of the
knowledge creating process” (Nonaka et al., 2000). Nonaka et al. (2000) divided knowledge
assets into four categories: experiential knowledge assets, conceptual knowledge assets, systemic
knowledge assets, and routine knowledge assets. Experiential knowledge assets refer to tacit
knowledge “shared through common experience”, such as passion and individual know-how.
Conceptual knowledge assets contain explicit knowledge expressed in the form of pictures,
signals and language, such as product design and company equity. Systemic knowledge assets
stand for the explicit knowledge that has been packaged and systemized, such as specifications
and database. Routine knowledge assets refer to routinized tacit knowledge, such as company
routines and organizational culture.
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3.3.2

Realistic Theory of Knowledge
Jashapara’s realist theory of knowledge is a new concept different from Nonaka’s

knowledge creation theory. It focuses on a realistic basis of consciousness and intentionality,
which challenges Nonaka’s tacit and explicit knowledge creation process (Jashapara, 2007).
According to Jashapara (2007), consciousness is defined as “the knowledge processes that are
constituted and reconstituted in everyday experience and shaped by memory”, and intentionality
is defined as “a mental process that occurs within an individual and concerns their representation
of objects, events and states of the world related to any given situation”. The realistic theory
involves two levels (Jashapara, 2007): the individual level and the organizational level (as shown
in Figure 3-3 and 3-4).
On the individual level, the mental state of one’s conscious experience will be initiated
when facing a new challenge. An individual will try to deal with the new problem with similar
cases in the past, and this process may create new individual knowledge as well as influencing the
individual’s tacit and explicit knowledge. As a result, the person’s behavior will be determined by
the intentionality.
On the organizational level, when an organization faces a new situation, necessary new
knowledge may be generated by collective consciousness of discussion, communication and
interaction among individuals, and the knowledge behavior of the organization will then be
defined by this process. Jashapara (2007) indicated that the collective consciousness is influenced
by the memory and history of the organization.
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Figure 3-3 Individual Level (Adapted from Jashapara, 2007)

Figure 3-4 Organizational Level (Adapted from Jashapara, 2007)

3.4

Knowledge Management Tools and Systems
A knowledge management system is the technological platform or infrastructure that is

capable of supporting knowledge sharing and facilitating knowledge transformation processes
(Robinson et al., 2004). Some systems are similar to Communications and Information
Processing (CIP) systems in an organization, but a knowledge management system may not be as
automated as a CIP system and usually needs to involve human participation activities (King,
2007). A successful system usually contains both IT tools and non-IT tools (Anumba and Pulsifer,
2010).

3.4.1

IT Tools
Information technology (IT) has been widely recognized as significant for knowledge

management (Carrillo et al., 2000). IT tools, also referred to as technologies, are information
technology based systems for knowledge management. Ruikar et al., (2007) summarized
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knowledge management technologies as including the following: data and text mining, groupware,
intranet, extranet, knowledge base, and taxonomies and ontologies.
The implementation of IT tools includes both hardware and software technologies.
Hardware provides the platform to capture, store and share information, while software provides
solutions and technical support for the system (Anumba and Pulsifer, 2010). Hardware
requirements include infrastructure (such as computers, workstations and servers, etc.) to enable
the access to knowledge repository and network organizations, while various software
applications have been developed by different vendors, which makes it difficult to identify the
most suitable solution (Ruikar et al., 2007). With an increasing number of vendors providing such
a variety of IT tools, different organizations have adopted different knowledge management
solutions (Anumba and Pulsifer, 2010).

3.4.2

Non-IT Tools
Non-IT tools, also called techniques, support the knowledge management process without

direct use of information technologies. Many organizations have taken advantage of non-IT tools
more readily than IT tools, as the adoption threshold is relatively low. Examples include face-toface communication, project reviews, recruitment and brainstorming (Anumba and Pulsifer,
2010). Face-to-face interactions are efficient to share tacit knowledge within an organization and
increase the organization’s memory, and brainstorming relies on group creative thinking and
innovation (Ruikar et al., 2007). Non-IT tools are cost effective and easy to implement, and they
can facilitate the accumulation of tacit knowledge for an organization (Anumba and Pulsifer,
2010).
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3.4.3

Examples of Knowledge Management Systems
There are a number of knowledge management systems that have been developed for use

in the AEC Industry (Anumba and Pulsifer, 2010). Some examples are the Capri.net system (Tan
et al., 2010), CLEVER_KMTM (Anumba et al., 2005; Anumba and Pulsifer, 2010), CBIMKM
(Lin, 2014), IMPaKT (Carrillo et al., 2003), e-CKMI (Lima et al., 2003), and COLA (Orange et
al., 1999), etc.

3.4.3.1 Capri.net System
The Capri.net system is a Web-based system for project knowledge management (Udeaja
et al., 2008), and it was to “automate the methodology for the ‘Live’ capture and reuse of project
knowledge” (Tan et al., 2010). It was developed using MicrosoftTM SQL Server Express 2005
and ASP.NET 2.0. The Capri.net system can store information in the form of a project knowledge
file (PKF), and team members can share their project knowledge through this platform. (Tan et al.,
2010).
Figure 3-5 shows the interface of the Capri.net system.
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Figure 3-5 User Interface of Capri.net System (Capri.net, 2011)
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The CAPRI.NET system is capable of capturing, representing, validating and searching
knowledge (Tan et al., 2010), and provides the functions of (Capri.net, 2011):


Collecting newly generated project knowledge with a user-friendly interface design;



Capturing related files (pictures, documents, etc.) with new knowledge;



Validating and rating newly captured information;



Searching for knowledge by a search engine;



Notifying users when new knowledge is created.

3.4.3.2 CLEVER_KMTM
The CLEVER_KMTM tool was developed in the CLEVER Project which aimed to: (i)
“Generate an ‘as-is’ representation of KM practices in project environments”; (ii) “Derive generic
structures for these practices by cross-sectoral comparisons”; (iii) “Develop a viable framework
for KM in a multi-project environment”; and (iv) “Evaluate the framework using real-life projects
and scenarios supplied by the participating companies” (Anumba et al., 2005). It contains four
stages (as shown in Figure 3-6): identify knowledge management problems, define “to-be”
solution, choose critical migration paths, and establish proper processes for knowledge
management (Anumba et al., 2005).

Figure 3-6 CLEVER_KMTM Stages (Adapted from Anumba and Pulsifer, 2010)
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3.4.3.3 CBIMKM
The Construction BIM-based knowledge Management (CBIMKM) system was
developed in 3D Computer-aided Design (CAD) environment. It is built for engineers to better
reuse project knowledge, and can “facilitate visual knowledge sharing and managing during the
construction phase”. The system was developed using Java Server Pages (JSPs), and incorporated
BIM as an information model in the system. The BIM approach provides “provides 3D nowledge
object and illustration when knowledge and experience are available” and “generates 3D
knowledge map from identified knowledge”. The system was tested in case studies and proved to
be effective in managing construction knowledge. (Lin, 2014).

3.4.3.4 IMPaKT
The Improving Management Performance through Knowledge Transformation (IMPaKT)
framework was developed to facilitate the transformation of project knowledge, and it contains
three stages (Carrillo et al., 2003): developing a business improvement strategy, developing a KM
strategy, and developing a KM evaluation strategy and an implementation plan. This knowledge
management framework is capable of linking, developing and monitoring knowledge
management strategies and business improvement.

3.4.3.5 E-CKMI
The e-COGNOS Knowledge Management Infrastructure (e-CKMI) is an ontologyenabled and Web-based knowledge management solution in the e-COGNOS consortium. It was
aimed to “support the consistent knowledge representation of construction knowledge items”. The
development of e-CKMI adopted Web services models including XML, SOAP and WSDL, and
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used the Java language due to the flexibility and interoperability across operating systems. The
end users include two types: manager and ordinary users. The manager is responsibility for “the
integrity of the e-COGNOS ontology” and is granted “the permission to update the ontological
structure”. The ordinary users, as the knowledge seekers or providers, “can suggest the inclusion
of new entities which will be evaluated by the manager using the right tool to accept/reject the
referred suggestions”. (Lima et al., 2003).

3.4.3.6 COLA
The Cross Organizational Learning Approach (COLA) information system was proposed
in the Building a High Value Construction Environment (B-Hive) project and was based on the
COLA approach, which can “facilitate processes for review, learning, knowledge generation and
dissemination”. The system was designed to “reside in an extranet environment from where it is
accessible to all partner organizations”, and would provide a knowledge repository. It was aimed
to promote knowledge sharing and learning across organizations. (Orange et al., 1999).

3.5

Knowledge Management in Construction
Construction projects are in “knowledge-intensive environment” where “many

interrelated components work together in a complex manner” (Ahmad and An, 2008). Knowledge
is important for construction projects to reduce the cost and time of problem solving, and enhance
project manage processes (Lin et al., 2005). However, the fragmented nature of the AEC Industry
poses challenges for capturing and reusing project knowledge (Dave and Koskela, 2009).
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3.5.1

Challenges for Knowledge Management
Knowledge Management within projects faces two challenges (Kamara et al., 2002): one

is the changes throughout the lifecycle of a building; the other is the collaboration between
different disciplines on various project issues. Changes and uncertainties happen all the time in
the planning, design, construction and operation phases, and each phase involves different people.
In a particular phase, several team members (e.g. designers, contractors, etc.) work together for
the same project. Therefore, knowledge should be transferred from the beginning of a project
seamlessly, and needs to be shared between different disciplines in a timely manner. Traditional
procurement methods lack collaborative features and bring more challenges to knowledge
management in projects (McCarthy et al., 2000).
The implementation of knowledge management in construction organizations should
enable knowledge transfer cross different projects, as well as capturing and storing knowledge in
an efficient way (Kamara et al., 2002). The organization’s knowledge resources and innovation
ability should be improved in the management process (Tan et al., 2007).

3.5.2

The Need for Knowledge Management in Retrofit Projects
The importance of knowledge management has been widely recognized in the AEC

Industry (Tan et al., 2010). The need for complex products, innovation activities and customer
satisfaction has put an emphasis on the implementation of knowledge management in a
construction company (Kamara et al., 2002). As construction projects have become more and
more complex recently, project managers must be able to recognize and manage all necessary
information in a project (Kanapeckiene et al., 2010).
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Retrofit projects are more complex than new construction projects as retrofit projects
involve existing facilities, which introduce additional considerations for project owners, designers
and engineers. Justifications made for a retrofit project may include integrating new technologies,
incorporating safety controls, expanding plant scales, and adapting to environmental requirements.
In many cases, retrofit projects need to be undertaken within a relatively short period of time, and
they are always based on existing site conditions and facilities. Many projects are also limited
with regard to operating temperature, properties of materials, construction contamination and
equipment noise, so the working environment should also be taken into serious consideration.
(Sanvido and Riggs, 1993).
In terms of knowledge management, information availability could be a limitation in
retrofit projects. Unlike new construction projects which have large amounts of data and statistics,
retrofit projects often lack enough usable information. Existing site conditions may be uncertain,
the project scale may be ill-defined, and design drawings may be out of date. (Sanvido and Riggs,
1993). Therefore, it is important to implement knowledge management to capture and reuse
previous knowledge in order to support retrofit design and construction. Moreover, a good
knowledge management procedure can also help create new knowledge to improve information
availability.

3.5.3

Requirements for Knowledge Management in Retrofit Projects
The goal for the implementation of knowledge management in retrofit projects is to

capture, store, reuse and maintain knowledge in the lifecycle of the facility. A well designed
execution plan should include:
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An integrated knowledge management strategy. The plan should be able to incorporate a
proper knowledge management process with regard to retrofit projects in order to
coordinate all the knowledge flow generated and captured in the project lifecycle;



An appropriate knowledge management system. The system should be able to implement
the integrated KM strategy in facilitating knowledge capture, reuse, sharing and
maintenance; and



Hardware support. The knowledge management system should be deployed on a support
platform such as a database server or a high performance computer. A network should
also be set up to enable the knowledge distribution and sharing process.

3.6

Current Status of Knowledge Management in Retrofit Projects
Currently, the implementation of knowledge management in retrofit projects has the

following problems (Anumba et al., 2011):


Project information and lessons learned from the site are poorly captured and stored,
which leads to inefficiency and the repetition of mistakes in the construction process;



Background information of the existing facility is not properly managed and shared
among all teams, which sets barriers for the following work;



Construction project teams are transient and fragmented, and this can cause challenges to
knowledge capture and reuse.
Therefore, a well designed and built knowledge management approach that is able to help

collect, store and share information efficiently is needed for retrofit projects.
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3.7

Summary
The implementation of knowledge management to capture, store, share and maintain

knowledge is important for an organization. Knowledge can be classified as tacit and explicit
knowledge, individual and group knowledge, or internal and external knowledge. Many theories
have been developed, among which Nonaka's knowledge creation theory and Jashapara's realistic
theory of knowledge are most influential. In order to manage knowledge properly in construction
(especially in retrofit projects), an appropriate strategy should be well defined, and an efficient
knowledge management system should be developed. Due to the fragmentation and constraints in
retrofit projects, knowledge management can facilitate the construction process and collaboration
success.
Based on the literature review, the following limitations regarding previous knowledge
management research have been identified:
(1) No previous research has adequately addressed knowledge management in
construction workflows. While the importance of knowledge management has been recognized
by the AEC Industry, there is inadequate clarity on how to integrate knowledge management with
other construction activities.
(2) Although a number of knowledge management systems have been developed in
previous research, none of them focused on the management of change-related knowledge and/or
were able to facilitate capture and reuse of lessons learned in change and dependency
management processes.
(3) There is the lack of an appropriate mechanism for integrating change and knowledge
management with BIM. Although the work of Fruchter et al. (2009) addressed points of departure
for Building Knowledge Modeling (BKM), it did not explore the management of changes in BIM,
or define a process to integrate KM and CM with BIM.
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The research presented in this thesis seeks to address these limitations and provides, in
subsequent chapters, novel approaches and mechanisms to address these. In particular, new
integrated process models and schemas for integrated change and knowledge management within
the context of energy efficient retrofit projects are presented and discussed.
The next chapter, Chapter 4, presents a detailed review of research methodologies
including research paradigms and approaches, and describes the adopted research methods in this
research.
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Chapter 4
Methodology

4.1

Introduction
Research is a process of inquiry to search for information (Graziano and Raulin, 2007),

and it is a methodical and deliberate way to discover new knowledge and insights (Jonker and
Pennink, 2010). Graziano and Raulin (2007) indicated that there are 7 general research phases:
idea-generating phase, problem-definition phase, procedures-design phase, observation phase,
data-analysis phase, interpretation phase and communication phase. Table 4-1 shows the
activities of each phase.

Table 4-1 The Phases of a Research Study (Graziano and Raulin, 2007)
Research Phase

Activity

Idea-generating phase

Identify a topic of interest to study

Problem-definition phase

Refine the vague and general idea(s) generated in the previous step into a
precise question to be studied

Procedures-design phase

Decide on the specific procedures to be used in the gathering and statistical
analysis of the data

Observation phase

Use the procedures devised in the previous step to collect your observations

Data-analysis phase

Analyze the data collected, using appropriate statistical procedures

Interpretation phase

Compare your results with the results predicted on the basis of your theory.
Do your results support the theory?

Communication phase

Prepare a written or oral report of your study for publication or presentation to
colleagues. Your report should include a description of all the preceding steps.

The number of research approaches has increased in recent years and investigators have
many choices when designing a research plan (Creswell, 2002). According to Jonker and Pennink
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(2010), research can be divided into scientific research (or fundamental/basic research) and
applied research. Scientific research produces general knowledge in the form of a generally
applicable form (models, concepts, theories and statements). Scientific researchers define
research problems that are not specifically tied to a certain field and contribute to the existing
knowledge by generating new knowledge. In comparison, applied research uses resources such as
methods, data and concepts that are derived from a specific organizational or managerial
problem. Applied researchers focus on problem solving and issue improvement in an
organization. Table 4-2 shows the differences between basic and applied research (Rajasekar et
al., 2006).

Table 4-2 Differences between Basic and Applied Research (Rajasekar et al., 2006)
Basic Research

Applied Research

Seeks generalization

Studies individual or specific cases without the objective to
generalize

Aims at basic processes

Aims at any variable which makes the desired difference

Attempts to explain why things happen

Tries to say how things can be changed

Tries to get all the facts

Tries to correct the facts which are problematic

Reports in technical language of the topic

Reports in common language

Research in construction management and engineering belongs to the applied discipline.
One of the challenging in this field is focusing too much on concepts and theory while neglecting
the industry need. It is necessary to combine the objectives of both scientific and applied research
to create new theories as well as solving practical problems (Azhar et al., 2010).
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4.2

Research Paradigms
A paradigm can be viewed as a set of metaphysics that represents of a worldview of its

holder (Guba and Lincoln, 1998). Filstead (1979) defined the term ‘paradigm’ as a “set of
interrelated assumptions about the social world which provides a philosophical and conceptual
framework for the organized study of that world”. There are four major paradigms in research:
positivism, post-postivisim, interpretivism and critical theory (Williamson and Johanson, 2013).

4.2.1

Positivism
Positivists focus on the discovery of existing truths with the tenets of ‘measurement’ and

‘objectivity’ (Williamson and Johanson, 2013). Positivist researchers seek to test and verify their
hypotheses (Guba and Lincoln, 2005), and they “usually begin with theories and models, single
out certain variables for study and predict their relationships by framing hypotheses which are
then tested” (Williamson and Johanson, 2013).
Neuman (2011) indicated that the positivist approach combines “deductive logic with
precise empirical observations of individual behavior in order to discover and confirm a set of
probabilistic casual laws”. Positivist research designs are generally “‘experimental design’, with
its emphasis on cause and effect, and ‘survey’, which must be carried out according to scientific
principles” (Williamson and Johanson, 2013). The basic beliefs of positivism are (Guba and
Lincoln, 1998):


Ontology: realism (“An apprehendable reality is assumed to exist, driven by immutable
natural laws and mechanisms.”);



Epistemology: dualist and objectivist (“Values and biases are prevented from influencing
outcomes.”);
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Methodology: experimental/manipulative (“Questions and/or hypotheses are stated in
propositional form and subjected to empirical test to verify them.”).
Figure 4-1 shows the elements of positivist research (Williamson and Johanson, 2013).

Figure 4-1 Positivist Research Process (Williamson and Johanson, 2013)

4.2.2

Post-positivism
Post-positivists believe that it is not easy to discover existing reality in a ‘critical realist’

position (Williamson and Johanson, 2013). The variables in post-positivist research are often
“deterministic, driven by previous research and identified in advance” (Koro-Ljungberg and
Douglas, 2008). The quality standards of post-positivism are “objectivity, validity and
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reliability”, and this paradigm aims to “produce objective and generalizable knowledge about
social patterns, seeking to affirm the presence of universal properties/laws in relationship
amongst pre-defined variables” (Taylor and Medina, 2013).
The basic beliefs of post-positivism are (Guba and Lincoln, 1998):


Ontology: critical realism (“Reality is assumed to exist but to be only imperfectly
apprehendable.”);



Epistemology: modified dualist/objectivist (“Dualism is largely abandoned”, and
“replicated findings are probably true”.);



Methodology: modified experimental/manipulative (Aims are “accomplished largely
through the increased utilization of qualitative techniques”.).

4.2.3

Interpretivism
Interpretivism originated from hermeneutics and interpretivist researchers believe that

“the social world is constructed by people (the nominalist position) and is therefore different from
the world of nature” (Williamson and Johanson, 2013).
According to Koro-Ljungberg and Douglas (2008), interpretivism is defined as “a
theoretical perspective that believes that truth is situational, and so it depends on the context of
the environment, the background and prejudices of the observed, as well as perspectives brought
to the situation by the observer”. Figure 4-2 shows the interpretivist research process.
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Figure 4-2 Interpretivist Research Process (Williamson and Johanson, 2013)

Interpretivism is a broad paradigm that includes constructivism and phenomenology
(Williamson and Johanson, 2013).

4.2.3.1 Constructivism
According to Williamson and Johanson (2013), constructivist researchers “investigate
constructions or meanings about broad concepts such as cultural values; or more specific issues or
ideas”. Constructivists can be categorized as personal constructivists that focus on “individual,
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personal constructions” and social constructionists that focus on “shared meanings or social
constructions”.
The basic beliefs of constructivism are (Guba and Lincoln, 1998):


Ontology: relativist (“Realities are apprehendable in the form of multiple, intangible
mental constructions, socially and experientially based, local and specific in nature”, and
“dependent for their form and content on the individual persons or groups holding the
constructions”.);



Epistemology: transactional and subjectivist (“The investigator and the object of
investigation are assumed to be interactively linked”.);



Methodology: hermeneutical and dialectical (Individual constructions can be elicited and
refined only through interaction between and among investigator and respondents”.).

4.2.3.2 Phenomenology
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (2013) defined ‘phenomenology’ as follows:
“Phenomenology is the study of structures of consciousness as experienced from the
first-person point of view. The central structure of an experience is its intentionality, its being
directed toward something, as it is an experience of, or about, some object. An experience is
directed toward an object by virtue of its content or meaning (which represents the object)
together with appropriate enabling conditions.”
Phenomenology aims to “capture the richness of experience, the fullness of all the ways
in which a person experiences and describes the phenomenon of interest” (Marton and Booth
1997).
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4.2.4

Critical Theory
Neuman (2011) defines critical social science as “a critical process of inquiry that goes

beyond surface illusions to uncover the real structures in the material world in order to help
people change conditions and build a better world for themselves”. The role of researchers in this
type of paradigm is “one of advocacy, a change agent who argues for and leads the way towards a
more equitable, fair and sustainable society” (Taylor and Medina, 2013).
The similarities between critical theorists and interpretivists are that they are “critical of
positivist approaches and believe that reality is interpreted or constructed by social actors as
individuals or in social groups” (Williamson and Johanson, 2013). The basic beliefs of critical
theory are (Guba and Lincoln, 1998):


Ontology: historical realism (“A reality is assumed to be apprehendable that was once
plastic, but that was, over time, shaped by a congeries of social, political, cultural,
economic, ethnic, and gender factors, and then crystallized” “into a series of structures
that are now” “taken as ‘real’”.);



Epistemology: transactional and subjectivist (“The investigator and the investigated
object are assumed to be interactively linked, with the values of the investigator”
“inevitably influencing the inquiry”.);



Methodology: dialogic and dialectical (“The transactional nature of inquiry requires a
dialogue between the investigator and the subjects of the inquiry; that dialogue must be
dialectical in nature to transform ignorance and misapprehensions” “into more informed
consciousness”.).
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4.2.5

Comparison of Theoretical Paradigms
The four paradigms discussed above can be categorized as positivism/post-positivism and

situational theoretical perspectives (Koro-Ljungberg and Douglas, 2008). Post-positivist research,
which includes quantitative and qualitative research, focuses on identifying cause-and-effect
relationship between variables and testing hypotheses (Creswell, 2007). In comparison, the
purpose of situational theoretical paradigms (interpretivism and critical theory) is to “provide
descriptions or critiques of particular situations in order to understand, criticize, emancipate, or
deconstruct specific phenomena” (Koro-Ljungberg and Douglas, 2008).
Guba and Lincoln (1998) made a detailed comparison of the four paradigm positions on
selected practical issues (as shown in Table 4-3).

Table 4-3 Paradigm Positions on Selected Practical Issues (adapted from Guba and Lincoln,
1998).
Issue

Positivism

Post-positivism

Interpretivism

Critical Theory
Critique and

Inquiry aim

Explanation: prediction and control

Understanding;

transformation;

reconstruction

restitution and
emancipation

Nature of knowledge

Verified

Nonfalsified

Individual

hypotheses

hypotheses that

reconstructions

Structural/historical

established as

are probable facts

coalescing around

insights

facts or laws

or laws

consensus

Accretion-“building clocks” adding
Knowledge

to “edifice of knowledge”;

accumulation

generalizations and cause-effect
linkages

Goodness or quality
criteria

Conventional benchmarks of
“rigor”: internal and external
validity, reliability, and objectivity

More informed and
sophisticated
reconstructions;
vicarious
experience

Historical
revisionism;
generalization by
similarity

Trustworthiness

Historical

and authenticity

situatedness; erosion

and

of ignorance action

misapprehensions

stimulus
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Table 4-3, continued
Issue

Positivism

Post-positivism

Values

Excluded-influence denied

Interpretivism

Critical Theory

Included-formative
Intrinsic; process

Extrinsic; tilt toward deception

Ethics

tilt toward

Intrinsic; moral tilt

revelation; special

toward revelation

problems
“passionate

Voice

“disinterested scientist” as informer

participant” as

“transformative

of decision makers, policy makers,

facilitator of multi-

intellectual” as

and change agents

voice

advocate and activist

reconstruction
Technical and
Training

quantitative;
substantive
theories

Accommodation
Hegemony

4.3

Technical;
quantitative and

Resocialization; qualitative and

qualitative;

quantitative; history; values of altruism and

substantive

empowerment

theories

Commensurable
In control of publication, funding,
promotion, and tenure

Incommensurable
Seeking recognition and input

Research Approaches
Research approach can be classified as quantitative, qualitative, or mixed based on the

strategies, knowledge claims and the method (Creswell, 2002). Creswell (2002) defined the three
approaches as:


Quantitative approach: “the investigator primarily uses postpositivist claims for
developing knowledge (i.e., cause and effect thinking, reduction to specific variables and
hypotheses and questions, use of measurement and observation, and the test of theories),
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employs strategies of inquiry such as experiments and surveys, and collects data on
predetermined instruments that yield statistical data”;


Qualitative Approach: “the inquirer often makes knowledge claims based primarily on
constructivist perspectives (i.e. the multiple meanings of individual experiences,
meanings socially and historically constructed with an intent of developing a theory or
pattern)

or

advocacy/participatory

perspectives

(i.e.,

political,

issue-oriented,

collaborative. or change oriented) or both”;


Mixed methods Approach: “the researcher tends to base knowledge claims on pragmatic
grounds (e.g. consequence-oriented, problem-centered, and pluralistic)”, and employs
“strategies of inquiry that involve collecting data either simultaneously or sequentially to
best understand research problems”.

4.3.1

Quantitative Approach
Quantitative approach is a method in which researchers project their findings “onto the

larger population through an objective process” (Borrego et al., 2009) and quantitative research is
typically initialized with a closed question at the beginning (Jonker and Pennink, 2010). Figure 43 illustrates the research outline that is guided by a closed question.
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Figure 4-3 The Box of Bricks: Closed Question (Jonker and Pennink, 2010)

This research method is characterized by “the collection of information which can be
analyzed numerically, the results of which are typically presented using statistics, tables and
graphs” (ACAPS, 2012). Quantitative data are usually collected by experiments, statistical
records, content analysis, case-control studies, surveys and statistical records, etc. (McNabb,
2013). Creswell (2002) described two strategies of inquiry: experiments and surveys. The
following lists some characteristics of quantitative research (Rajasekar et al., 2006):


It is numerical, non-descriptive, applies statistics or mathematics and uses numbers;



It is an iterative process whereby evidence is evaluated;



The results are often presented in tables and graphs;



It is conclusive;



It investigates the what, where and when of decision making.
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4.3.2

Qualitative Approach
Qualitative research is based on the fact that “knowledge about reality can only be

obtained through ‘the eyes of someone else’” (Jonker and Pennink, 2010). In comparison with
quantitative approach, the qualitative approach is more flexible as it is guided by open-ended
questions and “the relationship between the researcher and the participant is often less formal
than in quantitative research” (Mack et al., 2005). Open-ended questions have the advantage of
evoking responses that are (Mack et al., 2005):


Meaningful and culturally salient to the participant;



Unanticipated by the research;



Rich and explanatory in nature.
Figure 4-4 shows the research outline that is guided by an open question (Jonker and

Pennink, 2010).

Figure 4-4 The Box of Bricks: Open Question (Jonker and Pennink, 2010)
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Qualitative research is used to explore a topic of interest through case studies, interviews,
ethnographic work, participant observation, anthropological research and field research (Harwell,
2011; McNabb, 2013). Five strategies are associated with qualitative approach: ethnographies,
grounded theory, case studies, phenomenological research and narrative research (Creswell,
2002). Qualitative research has the following characteristics (Rajasekar et al., 2006):


It is non-numerical, descriptive, applies reasoning and uses words;



Its aim is to get the meaning, feeling and describe the situation;



Qualitative data cannot be graphed;



It is exploratory;



It investigates the why and how of decision making.
Given the nature of this research (especially the need for detailed exploration of change

and knowledge management issues and processes), the qualitative approach was considered
appropriate for most aspects of this research, and details of the adopted methods are discussed in
Section 4.5.

4.3.3

Mixed Methods Approach
Mixed methods approach, also referred to as ‘multi-method’ and “hybrid approach”,

involves the use of both quantitative and qualitative methods in a single study (Williamson and
Johanson, 2013; Jonker and Pennink, 2010). This research approach tends to use closed measures
and open-ended observations and combines techniques and research questions (Jonker and
Pennink, 2010; Creswell, 2002). Creswell (2002) presented three general strategies for the mixed
methods approach: sequential procedures, concurrent procedures and transformative procedures.
Figure 4-5 shows the way to combine open and closed research questions (Jonker and Pennink,
2010). The prototype system evaluation adopted a mixed methods approach - both qualitative
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data (collected from case studies, individual interviews and questionnaires) and quantitative data
(collected from questionnaires) were used to evaluate the prototype.

Figure 4-5 Nature of the Question Combined (Jonker and Pennink, 2010)

4.3.4

Comparison
Quantitative approach is a predetermined approach that uses closed questions and

numeric data, while qualitative approach is an emerging approach that uses open-ended questions
and text or image data (Creswell, 2002). Mixed methods approach combines both the quantitative
approach and qualitative approach as an emerging and predetermined approach that uses both
open-end and closed questions (Creswell, 2002). Table 4-4 shows the key differences between the
three approaches (Johnson and Christensen, 2014).
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Table 4-4 Emphases of Quantitative, Mixed, and Qualitative Research (Johnson and Christensen,
2014)
Quantitative Research
Confirmatory or
“top-down”
The researcher tests
hypotheses and theory
with data.

Mixed Research
Confirmatory and
exploratory

Ontology
(i.e., nature of
reality/truth)

Objective, material,
structural, agreed-upon

Epistemology
(i.e.,
theory of
knowledge)

Scientific realism; search
for Truth; justification
by
empirical confirmation
of
hypotheses; universal
scientific standards

View of
human
thought
and behavior

Regular and predictable

Most
common
research
objectives

Quantitative/numerical
description, causal
explanation, and
prediction

Interest

Identify general
scientific laws; inform
national policy.

“Focus”

Narrow-angle lens,
testing
specific hypotheses

Pluralism; appreciation of
objective, subjective,
and intersubjective reality
and their
interrelations
Dialectical pragmatism;
pragmatic
justification (what works
for whom in specific
contexts); mixture of
universal (e.g., always be
ethical) and communityspecific needs-based
standards
Dynamic, complex, and
partially predictable
Multiple influences include
environment/nurture,
biology/nature,
freewill/agency, and
chance/fortuity.
Multiple objectives;
provide complex and fuller
explanation and
understanding; understand
multiple perspectives
Connect theory and
practice; understand
multiple causation,
nomothetic (i.e., general)
causation, and idiographic
(i.e., particular, individual)
causation; connect national
and local interests and
policy.
Multi-lens focus

Scientific
method

Qualitative Research
Exploratory or “bottom-up”
The researcher generates or
constructs knowledge,
hypotheses, and grounded
theory from data collected
during fieldwork.
Subjective, mental, personal,
and
constructed

Relativism; individual and
group
justification; varying standards

Situational, social, contextual,
personal, and unpredictable

Qualitative/subjective
description,
empathetic understanding, and
exploration
Understand and appreciate
particular groups and
individuals; inform local policy.

Wide-angle and “deep-angle”
lens,
examining the breadth and depth
of
phenomena to learn more about
them
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Table 4-4, continued
Quantitative Research
Study behavior under
controlled conditions;
isolate the causal effect
of single variables.
Collect quantitative data
based on precise
measurement using
structured and validated
data-collection
instruments.

Mixed Research
Study multiple contexts,
perspectives, or conditions;
study multiple factors as
they operate together.
Collect multiple kinds of
data.

Nature of data

Variables

Data analysis

Identify statistical
relationships among
variables.

Results

Generalizable findings
providing representation
of
objective outsider
viewpoint of populations

Form of final
report

Formal statistical report
(e.g., with correlations,
comparisons of means,
and
reporting of statistical
significance of findings)

Mixture of variables,
words, categories, and
images
Quantitative and
qualitative analysis used
separately and in
combination.
Provision of “subjective
insider” and “objective
outsider” viewpoints;
presentation and
integration of multiple
dimensions and
perspectives
Mixture of numbers and
narrative

Nature of
observation

Form of data
collected

4.3.5

Qualitative Research
Study groups and individuals in
natural settings; attempt to
understand insiders’ views,
meanings, and perspectives.
Collect qualitative data such as
in-depth interviews, participant
observation, field notes, and
open-ended questions. The
researcher is
the primary data-collection
instrument.
Words, images, categories

Use descriptive data; search for
patterns, themes, and holistic
features; and appreciate
difference/variation.
Particularistic findings;
provision of
insider viewpoints

Informal narrative report with
contextual description and
direct
quotations from research
participants

Triangulation
Triangulation is defined as “the mixing of data or methods so that diverse viewpoints or

standpoints cast light upon a topic”, and the mixing of methodologies is a “more profound form
of triangulation” (Olsen, 2004). It can “stimulate the creation of inventive methods, new ways of
capturing a problem to balance with conventional data-collection methods”, and bring confidents
to researchers about their findings (Jick, 1979). Triangulation makes it possible to “examine and
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phenomenon in reality by means of different theories” and assess the consistency of findings
obtained by different instruments (Jonker and Pennink, 2010; Harwell, 2011). It can be achieved
by asking the same in different ways, involving other research and/or using different types of data
(Jonker and Pennink, 2010).

4.4

Research Design and Process
Research design is important before conducting the research process and it provides the

foundation of the entire work that includes approaches, sources, information, cost budget and
time frame (Rajasekar et al., 2006). According to Bhattacherjee (2012), the quality of research
design can be evaluated by four key design attributes: internal validity, external validity,
construct validity, and statistical conclusion validity. The definitions of these attributes are
(Bhattacherjee, 2012):


Internal validity “examines whether the observed change in a dependent variable is
indeed caused by a corresponding change in hypothesized independent variable, and not
by variables extraneous to the research context”;



External validity “refers to whether the observed associations can be generalized from the
sample to the population (population validity), or to other people, organizations, contexts,
or time (ecological validity)”;



Construct validity “examines how well a given measurement scale is measuring the
theoretical construct that it is expected to measure”;



Statistical conclusion validity “examines the extent to which conclusions derived using a
statistical procedure is valid”.
Creswell (2002) presented three questions on the design of research:
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What knowledge claims are being made by the researcher (including a theoretical
perspective)?



What strategies of inquiry will inform the procedures?



What methods of data collection and analysis will be used?
Figure 4-6 shows the combination of knowledge claims, strategies and methods to form

research approaches (Creswell, 2002).

Figure 4-6 Knowledge Claims, Strategies of Inquiry, and Methods Leading to Approaches and
the Design Process (adapted from Creswell, 2002)

As described in the next section, efforts were made to ensure rigor in the research by
integrating the above attributes into the research design.

4.5

Adopted Research Methods and Justification
Research methods are defined as “designs for undertaking research, including the

theoretical background to these designs” (Williamson and Johanson, 2013). This section
describes the research methods used in this research: literature review, case studies, and data
collection methods.
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4.5.1

Key Research Steps
In this research, an Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) approach

for energy efficient retrofit projects was developed and demonstrated using a prototype system.
Figure 4-7 shows the research design steps.
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Figure 4-7 Research Design and Steps
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As shown in Figure 4-7, five steps were designed to conduct this research: (1)
background review (Chapter 2-3), (ii) development of the ICKM approach (Chapter 5), (iii)
implementation of the ICKM approach (Chapter 6), (iv) system prototype development and
evaluation (Chapter 7), and (v) documentation. Table 4-5 presents methods used in various key
research tasks.

Table 4-5 Methods Used in Key Research Tasks
Background Review

Development of the

Prototype System

ICKM Approach

Evaluation

Literature Review

X

X

Case Studies

X

X

X

X

X

Individual Interviews
Focus Group
Interviews

X

Questionnaires
Qualitative Data
Analysis

4.5.2

X
X

Literature Review
It is important for researchers to regularly assess the status of their research areas through

critical examination of previous research and abstraction of findings, ideas and conclusions from
many studies (Graziano and Raulin, 2007). Literature review as “a crucial early step in the
design and conduct of all research is a thorough investigation of the relevant literature on the
study topic” (McNabb, 2013) and helps researchers limit their research scope (Creswell, 2002).
The purposes of literature review are sharing “with the reader the results of other studies that are
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closely related to the study being reported” and “providing a framework for establishing the
importance of the study as well as a benchmark for comparing the results of a study with other
findings”, etc. (Creswell, 2002)
In order to identify research problems and define the research scope, a detailed review of
literature has been conducted in the areas of energy efficient retrofits (Chapter 1, 2 &3), change
and dependency management (Chapter 2), knowledge management (Chapter 3), research
methodology (Chapter 4), and Building Information Modeling (Chapter 6). The development of
the Integrated Change and Knowledge Management approach was also based on the results from
previous related research.

4.5.3

Case Studies
A case study is “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon

within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are
not clearly evident” (Yin, 1994). Williamson and Johanson (2013) categorized case studies into
four types: research case studies, positivist case studies, interpretivist case studies and critical
case studies.


Research case study:
This type of case study aims to “add to the information systems body of knowledge, by
addressing important and relevant research questions” (this type of case studies was
adopted in this research);



Positivist case study:
This type of case study is “based on an ontology in which an objective physical and
social world exists independently of humans’ knowledge of it”, and outcomes may be
“generalized to theoretical propositions using analytical generalization”;
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Interpretivist case study:
This type of case study is “based on an ontology in which reality is subjective and is
constructed and interpreted by individuals as social actors according to their beliefs and
value systems”;



Critical case study:
This type of case study is based on the belief that “reality is interpreted or constructed by
social actors as individuals or in social groups” and aims to transform “social systems and
emancipate people”.
Case study research is flexible to use quantitative and qualitative data, and it can be

“either deductive (theory testing) or inductive (theory building)” (Williamson and Johanson,
2013). It focuses on “providing a detailed account of one or more cases” (Johnson and
Christensen, 2014).
Typically, case studies include multiple data collection techniques: interviews,
questionnaires, surveys, psychometric instruments, observations, archival data, and relevant
documents, etc. (Yin, 1994; Fellows and Liu, 2008; Swanson and Holton, 2005). Table 4-6 lists
key characteristics of case study research (Swanson and Holton, 2005).

Table 4-6 Characteristics of case studies (adapted from Swanson and Holton, 2005)
Characteristic
Bounded

Explanation
“The phenomenon of interest is bounded through the choice of research
problem and questions.”

Embedded

“The case is always a microcosm of a larger entity.”

Multi-method

Multiple methods can be used to collect data.

Multidisciplinary
Multisite

An analysis of a phenomenon is often conducted on multiple perspectives for
thorough understanding.
Case studies can be a single site (person) or multiple sites (persons).
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This research adopted case studies because it is important to understand current problems
and practices in the AEC Industry (especially energy efficient retrofit projects, and the detailed
approaches to change and knowledge management in such projects), and to make sure the
findings from this study are applicable to and beneficial for real projects. Two case studies have
been conducted in support of (i) background review (current challenges and practices of
managing changes and knowledge), (ii) development of the ICKM approach (evaluation of the
ICKM approach), and (iii) system prototype evaluation. Details of these case studies

are

presented in Chapter 5. The data collection and analysis methods used in the case studies are:
individual interviews (unstructured and semi-structured), focus group interviews, and qualitative
data analysis (discussed in Section 4.5.4).

4.5.4

Data Collection and Analysis Methods
Four data collection and analysis methods are used in this research: individual interviews,

focus group interviews, questionnaires and qualitative data analysis.

4.5.4.1 Individual Interviews
Interviewing is a data collection method for qualitative research, and the data collected in
this process are usually in the form of text (Johnson and Christensen, 2014). Individual interviews
are used to “elicit a vivid picture of the participant’s perspective on the research topic” and are
often “conducted face-to-face and involve one interviewer and one participant” (Mack et al.,
2005).
There are three types of interviews: structured, semi-structured and unstructured
(Williamson and Johanson, 2013; Fellows and Liu, 2008). Structured interviews are principally
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administered by a questionnaire and all respondents are provided with the same questions in the
same order (Williamson and Johanson, 2013), “with little scope for probing those responses by
asking supplementary questions to obtain more details and to pursue new and interesting aspects”
(Fellows and Liu, 2008). Semi-structured interviews, or key informant (KI) interviews, are
administered by a list of questions in a flexible way (Williamson and Johanson, 2013) and
“provide vital information on individual perspectives and experiences through direct discussion”
(ACAPS, 2012). In unstructured interviews, the interviewer records participants’ statements after
a brief introduction of the topic (Fellows and Liu, 2008). Semi-structured and unstructured
interviews have the advantage of recording the respondents’ own words for better analysis with
the interviewees’ permission (Williamson and Johanson, 2013).

4.5.4.2 Focus Group Interviews
Focus group interviews involve a small group of respondents at the same location to have
a discussion on a topic for a certain period of time (typically 1.5 to 2 hours) (Bhattacherjee,
2012). This method is effective in “eliciting data on the cultural norms of a group” and
“generating broad overviews of issues of concern to the cultural groups or subgroups
represented” (Mack et al., 2005). Table 4-7 compares individual interviews and focus group
interviews (Mack et al., 2005).
In this research, both semi-structured and unstructured interviews were conducted for the
two case studies in the forms of individual interviews and focus group interviews (Chapter 5).
Interviews are great information sources to get to know the practices and challenges in project
teams, and the research findings were validated and improved by interacting with industry
practitioners. Various types of interviews were conducted to eliminate potential bias of a single
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interview type and collect as much information as possible to support the study. Sample questions
for the semi-structured interviews are documented in Appendix A.

Table 4-7 Strengths of In-depth Interviews versus Focus Groups (adapted from Mack et al., 2005)
Individual
Interviews

Focus Group
Interviews

Appropriate for
Eliciting individual experiences,
opinions, feelings;
Addressing sensitive topics.

Identifying group norms;
Eliciting opinions about group
norms;
Discovering variety within a
Population.

Strength of method
Elicits in-depth responses, with nuances
and contradictions;
Gets at interpretive perspective, i.e.,
the connections and relationships a
person sees between particular
events, phenomena, and beliefs.
Elicits information on a range of norms
and opinions in a short time;
Group dynamic stimulates conversation,
reactions.

4.5.4.3 Questionnaires
A questionnaire is “a set of questions for obtaining statistically useful or personal
information from individuals” (Merriam-Webster, 2015). It is the most widely used method to
create data and solicit information for analysis (Jonker and Pennink, 2010). Questions on a
questionnaire must be clear defined and easy to answer (Fellows and Liu, 2008).
Questionnaires can be used in different research designs, such as experimental design and
a case study, and have the following advantages (Williamson and Johanson, 2013):


Large amounts of data can be collected with low cost;



Respondents are offered with anonymity to provide frank answers;



They are convenient to respondents and can be answered at respondents’ convenience;



Data are “relatively easy to collect and analyze”.
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The use of questionnaires was considered appropriate for the prototype system evaluation,
as a set of questions regarding system functions, benefits and limitations can be pre-defined so
that the prototype can be fully evaluated. There are both open questions that ask for participants’
subjective opinions and closed questions that require participants to provide rating scores. This
mixed methods approach ensured a comprehensive evaluation of the system prototype. Details of
the system evaluation are discussed in Chapter 7, and the questionnaire used in this research is
included in Appendix B.

4.5.4.4 Qualitative Data Analysis
Qualitative data analysis is an approach to interpret and describe “the topics and themes
that are evident in the contents of communications when framed against the research objectives of
the study” (Williamson and Johanson, 2013). As construction research is ‘human-oriented’, the
aim of data analysis is to analyze people’s behaviors by examining the raw data (Fellows and Liu,
2008).
Although detailed information can be collected through various types of interviews,
human errors and bias may be involved in these conversations. Project documents in the two case
studies were great sources of documented project information and facilitated understanding of
current practices. They were supplemental to the information collected from interviews. In this
research, project documents such as Requests for Proposal (RFP) and change order requests were
collected and used to support the development and validation of the ICKM approach. Details are
discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.6

Summary
This chapter has given an in-depth review of research methodology. Four major research

paradigms are positivism, post-postivisim, interpretivism and critical theory, and three major
research approaches are quantitative approach, qualitative approach and mixed methods
approach. Mixed methods approach was adopted to evaluate system prototype, and qualitative
approach was adopted for the other tasks in this research. This research was conducted using
literature review, case studies, and data collection and analysis methods (individual interview,
focus group interview, questionnaires and qualitative data analysis). Five research steps were
designed in conducting this research. By using these research methods and following these steps,
an Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) approach was developed, which is
discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Integrated Change and Knowledge Management Approach

5.1

The Need for an Integrated Approach
Changes and knowledge are managed separately in current project management

approaches, and this hinders the information exchange between KM and CM procedures. When
new lessons learned are created due to changes, they cannot be captured in the same process of
change management. As a result, the isolation management processes may reduce project
management efficiency and there is a possible to lose new knowledge. In energy efficient retrofit
projects, successful management of changes and knowledge plays a key role to facilitate energy
simulation and achieve energy efficiency goals. Therefore, it is fundamental and extremely
relevant that change and knowledge management processes are integrated to support the
achievement of energy efficiency goals.

5.1.1

Energy Efficient Design
Energy efficient retrofit projects are more complex than new construction projects

because (i) project teams in energy efficient retrofits need to work with both previous and
renovation designs, (ii) potential existence of unforeseen conditions in energy efficient retrofits
can cause challenges to project schedule and budget, and (iii) the project delivery needs to meet
energy efficiency goals.
Parties involved in an energy efficient retrofit project not only need to collaborate with
other disciplines, but also have to coordinate with the original design drawings and specifications
of the building (if available). As a result, project teams need to put more efforts managing
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changes caused by design conflicts and/or potential unforeseen conditions in energy efficient
retrofit projects than in new construction projects. Moreover, as achieving energy efficiency goals
is one of the core requirements of energy efficient retrofit projects, project teams would need to
review change requests not only against budget and schedule but also against the owner’s energy
efficiency goals and values. Various stakeholders often have unique requirements, and it is the
project team’s responsibility to satisfy each requirement and resolve potential conflicts. Multiscale and multi-discipline interactions also occur during design and development with several
decisions made. As a result, these requirements and decisions may result in some changes to
project variables. Due to the dependencies between project elements, this also creates the
phenomenon of change propagation by which a change to a project scope or design element
requires additional changes throughout the building.

5.1.2

Effects on Energy Efficiency Goals
In energy efficient retrofitting, achieving energy efficiency goals is amongst the most

important variables. Due to the complexity of energy efficient retrofit projects, multi-scale and
iterated energy simulations are conducted throughout the project phases, and inadequate change
management and lack of knowledge can cause negative impacts on meeting energy goals.
Based on energy simulation results, changes may be requested for better energy
performance and these changes can affect several disciplines. This is realistic because, repeatedly,
requirements and/or design parameters are altered to generate most appropriate energy models.
However, it remains doubtful if these alterations are adequate to meet the defined goals, and what
impact they would have across other components. In fact, dependency and impact analysis of
those alterations is generally not systematically undertaken. As shown in Figure 5-1, energy goals
relating to lighting and airflow may be impacted in this process.
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Figure 5-1 Effects of Changes on Energy Goals

The rationale for the alterations is often not documented for future reference, and this
causes the lack of knowledge that can create difficulties and confusion in the decision-making
process. As a result, decisions on the available options are based either on assumptions or
experience, and there is a possibility that decisions made in this process are not optimal, and do
not fully contribute to energy efficiency goals.

5.1.3

Loss of Change-Related Lessons Learned
There is potential for lessons to be learned when performing project activities and during

the process of managing and implementing changes. However, knowledge gained from this
process is not, if at all, adequately captured and stored in a knowledge management system. For
better informed decision-making in retrofit projects, it is important that lessons learned in the
change management process are captured, validated and stored for use in later stages and future
projects; this creates a bi-directional relationship between change and knowledge management
processes. This means that change management processes have the capacity to generate new
knowledge through capture and validation of the lessons learned within these processes. The
integration of change and knowledge management will significantly contribute to the project
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variables such as time, budget, value and benefits. It will make provision for the dynamic
management of change and knowledge, which are usually static and isolated from the workflows.
The integration also propels the ability and agility of project teams and building managers to
respond appropriately to changes (however initiated) and new knowledge. This agility includes
being able to approach and manage problems in a proactive manner

5.2

Development of the Integrated Change and Knowledge (ICKM) Approach
In order to make change management and knowledge management more effective in

energy efficient retrofit projects and enhance the performance of project management work, it is
vital to develop an approach that manages changes, dependencies and knowledge in an integrated
way. In this research, an Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) approach was
designed to achieve the following objectives:


Manage changes, dependencies and knowledge in a systematic and integrative way;



Capture and reuse knowledge to facilitate change and dependencies management
processes and avoid loss of knowledge;



Share and disseminate knowledge with all team members seamlessly.
This section discusses the development of the ICKM approach, including related work,

framework development and the dependency checking process. Based on these work, the ICKM
approach was developed in the form of process models, which is presented in Section 5.3.
Figure 5-2 shows the process for the development of the ICKM approach.
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Figure 5-2 Process for the Development of the ICKM Approach

The development process includes two key steps: development of theoretical foundations
and development of the ICKM approach.
There are three foundations to support the approach:
(i) Theoretical Framework: This was developed based on literature and shows how
change and dependency management (CM) and knowledge management (KM) can be integrated
from the conceptual level. It also defines key activities and information flows in the integration
process, details of which are discussed in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2;
(ii) Dependency Matrix: A dependency matrix was developed to facilitate automated
dependency checking in the Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) process. It
was developed based on literature, and case studies, and demonstrates an approach to automated
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dependency checking using predefined rules (‘element-discipline’ relationships). Details are
discussed in Section 5.2.3;
(iii) Process Models: Detailed knowledge management (KM) process models and change
and dependency (CM) process models were developed using the Business Process Model and
Notation (BPMN) method based on information obtained from literature and the case studies.
These models define processes to efficiently manage knowledge and changes, and are not simple
documentations of the current practices in the AEC Industry. Key stages and activities in KM and
CM processes are defined in the process models. Details are discussed in Section 5.3.1.
Based on these three foundations, the Integrated Change and Knowledge Management
(ICKM) approach was developed and validated through case studies. Further details are presented
in Section 5.3.2.

5.2.1

Related Work
Senaratne and Sexton (2008) developed a knowledge-based project change process model

based on Nonaka and Takeuchi’s knowledge creation theory (as shown in Figure 5-3). Their
findings indicate that knowledge flows related to change management mainly focuses on the tacit
knowledge (experience) between persons (Senaratne and Sexton, 2008). In this way, the
implementation of knowledge management in change and dependency management involves
identification of personal expertise, communication and sharing of tacit knowledge, as well as
codifying and storing valuable knowledge (Sun et al., 2004).
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Figure 5-3 Knowledge-based Project Change Process (Senaratne and Sexton, 2008)

5.2.2

Theoretical Framework
In order to achieve the objectives of the ICKM approach, a theoretical framework (as

shown in Figure 5-4) was developed based on the work of Senaratne and Sexton (2008), Nonaka
(1994), Browning (2001) and Hao et al. (2008), to demonstrate the integration between CM and
KM at a conceptual level. This framework focuses on three key elements: knowledge, changes,
and dependencies. These elements are incorporated into one process to improve management
efficiency and eliminate unnecessary work. The framework defines the relationships between
knowledge and change/dependency problems as well as the internal interactions within the
integrated process.
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(1-Capture, 2-Share, 3-Resolution, 4-Predict, 5&6-Dependency, 7&8-Lessons Learned, 9&10Resources)
Figure 5-4 Theoretical Framework for Integrated Change and Knowledge Management

The framework has two levels. The first level is the integration between knowledge
management (KM) and change/dependency management (CM), which is represented in the center
of Figure 5-4. The second level is illustrated as the three circles while arrows 1-10 in Figure 5-4
represent the information flows and interactions between knowledge, existing change/dependency
problems, and potential change/dependency problems.
When a change happens, all related lessons learned and sources will be collected and
stored in the knowledge repository as new knowledge after validation. On the other hand,
knowledge captured during the construction process can be used to predict potential changes in
the project, thus taking measures in advance. During the change resolution stage, the knowledge
repository can act as a platform to call for the most suitable person to help solve problems caused
by the change, and lessons learned can be captured and stored in the knowledge management
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system. Finally, all change/dependency related knowledge will be properly stored and shared
between project team members.
Activities are represented as arrows 1-6 and information flows are represented as arrows
7-10.


Arrows 1 and 2
These are the knowledge capture and share processes. Project knowledge will be
captured, stored and reused throughout the lifecycle. Key activities include identifying
knowledge need and location, creating knowledge, collecting and storing knowledge, and
retrieving knowledge, etc. The full list of key activities is documented in the knowledge
management process model in Section 5.3.1.1.



Arrow 3
Existing knowledge can be used to support change and dependency management process.
Key activities include identifying knowledge users, establishing knowledge requirements,
and transferring knowledge, etc. The full list of key activities is documented in the
knowledge management process model in Section 5.3.1.1.



Arrow 4
Existing knowledge can be used to predict and reduce potential change and dependency
problems. Key activities are the same as those in Arrow 3.



Arrows 5 and 6
These are dependency checking processes. Dependent disciplines will be identified for
each change request and get involved in change approval processes. More details are
discussed in Section 5.2.3.



Arrows 7 and 8
Lessons learned generated in change and dependency management processes will be
captured and transferred to the knowledge repository to avoid loss of knowledge.
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Information such as the knowledge type, topic, details, and the condition for reuse will be
collected and stored in these processes.


Arrows 9 and 10
Previously captured and validated knowledge is a good resource to help resolve change
and dependency problems. Information such as the knowledge type, topic, details, and the
condition for reuse will be retrieved and reused in these processes.

5.2.3

Dependency Matrix
A building is a complex system that is composed of dependent elements, therefore,

changes may impact more than one element due to interdependencies between building elements.
A good dependency management procedure is critical to effectively manage changes (Fewings
2013), and it is one of the critical components in the integrated framework (arrows 5 and 6 in
Figure 5-3).
To facilitate dependency checking, a dependency matrix was proposed and developed
based on OmniClass Construction Classification System (OCCS). ‘Table 21-Elements’ and
‘Table 33-Disciplines’ (OmniClassTM, 2015) in OCCS, which categorize building elements and
their related disciplines respectively, are used to build the matrix. Elements in Level 3 in ‘Table
21-Elements’ are adopted and a list of twelve disciplines is defined according to OmniClass
description in ‘Table 33-Disciplines’ (as shown in Table 5-1). A priority attribute is assigned to
each discipline. It helps define the sequence in the change approval process. A discipline with a
high priority is at a more senior position. For example, if a change approval process involves the
architect, mechanical engineer and client representative, the approval sequence can be:
architectmechanical engineerclient representative. In this example, client representative is
the person that makes the final decision for the change request.
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Table 5-1 Discipline Categories
ID
1

2

3

4

5

6

Disciplines
Owner

Architect

Project
Manager
(General
Contractor)
Structural
Engineer/
Subcontractor
Mechanical
Engineer/
Subcontractor
Electrical
Engineer/
Subcontractor

OmniClass
Definition
Real Estate,
Facility Owner
Design Disciplines,
Landscape
Architecture,
Interior Design,
Graphic Design
Construction
Management

Structural
Engineering

Mechanical
Engineering
Electrical
Engineering,
Electrical
Contracting

Priority

Disciplines
7

4
8
1

9
0
10
2
11
2
12
2

Masonry
Engineer/
Subcontractor
Concrete
Engineer/
Subcontractor

OmniClass
Definition
Masonry
Contracting

2

Lighting
Design

Fire Protection
Engineer/
Subcontractor

Fire Protection
Engineering,
Fire Protection
Contracting
Cost
Estimation

Client
Representative

2

Concrete
Contracting

Lighting
Engineer/
Subcontractor

Cost Estimation
Coordinator

Priority

2

2

3

Finance
4

The dependencies between elements and disciplines are predefined in the matrix
according to OmniClassTM (2015) and the two case studies in this research, so that when a change
occurs, the dependent disciplines (marked by ‘X’) can be identified accordingly. Figure 5-5
shows the structure of the dependency matrix with some sample data.

(a) Matrix Structure
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(b) Sample Data of the Matrix
Figure 5-5 Dependency Matrix Structure

The dependency checking process includes 3 steps (as shown in Figure 5-6): (1) When a
change occurs, identify the change related elements in the ‘change proposed element’ column; (2)
Locate the dependent disciplines in the ‘Dependent Elements’ row in the matrix (dependent
elements are marked with ‘X’); and (3) The dependent disciplines will be involved in the change
approval process and make sure the energy efficiency goals are not negatively affected. For
example, in the case of a window glazing change (single glazing changed to double glazing), the
change proposed element is Exterior Windows (see Figure 5-5 (a)). From the matrix we are able
to locate the dependent disciplines: lighting engineer and mechanical engineer.
The dependency matrix is used to automate dependency checking in the prototype system
design. It works as a set of rules that are predefined using IF-THEN format and embedded in the
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system codes (database). Although dependency relationships can be retrieved from the matrix, it
is important to manually review the result and make adjustments if needed. The purpose of the
matrix is to give recommendations on dependencies and facilitate decision-making in the change
management process.

Figure 5-6 Dependency Checking Process

5.3

The Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) Approach

5.3.1

KM and CM Process Models
High level (Level 1) Knowledge Management(KM) process model and Change and

Dependency Management (CM) process model have been developed by adapting the previous
work of Motawa et al. (2006), Tan et al. (2010) and Sun et al. (2004) using the BPMN method.
Detailed process maps of key activities (marked by ‘+’ in Level 1) are documented in Level 2
process maps.
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) is a notation approach created by Object
Management Group (OMG) to standardize business process model design and process
implementation (OMG, 2011). Its primary goal is to “provide a notation that is readily
understandable by all business users, from the business analysts that create the initial drafts of the
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processes, to the technical developers responsible for implementing the technology that will
perform those processes, and finally, to the business people who will manage and monitor those
processes” (OMG, 2011).

5.3.1.1 Knowledge Management (KM) Process Model
The Level 1 Knowledge Management (KM) process model has 7 key activities in 4
stages: Identification, Capture & Store, Share & Use/Reuse, and Maintenance (as shown in Figure
5-7).


Identification
This is the preparation stage for knowledge management, including determining goals,
level of needs, requirements and domain for the needed knowledge. It is essential for the
following stages such as knowledge capture, share and reuse.



Capture & Store
This stage involves capturing and storing knowledge which can be retrieved and reused
in later phases. If the needed knowledge identified in “Identification” stage exists, its
source should be located. If the needed knowledge does not exist in the existing
knowledge repository, there is a need to generate the desired knowledge individually or
organizationally through conversion between tacit and explicit knowledge (Nonaka,
1994). Useful knowledge is classified and stored in a pre-defined format in the central
knowledge repository.



Share & Use/Reuse
This stage includes three activities: retrieve knowledge, share knowledge, and utilize
knowledge. Useful knowledge is retrieved by certain search criteria and shared to
knowledge users through selected knowledge transfer mechanism.
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Maintenance
Useful knowledge should be checked and maintained regularly in the repository.
Obsolete knowledge should be preserved and removed to keep the knowledge
management process effective (Rollett, 2003).

Figure 5-7 Knowledge Management (KM) Process Model (Level 1)

Seven key activities in the Level 1 process model are: identify knowledge need, identify
location, acquire/create knowledge, collect & store knowledge, retrieve knowledge, share
knowledge, and maintain knowledge. Detailed activities in each key activity are documented in
Level 2 sub-process models (as shown in Figure 5-8).
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(a) Identify Knowledge Need (Level 2)

(b) Identify Location (Level 2)
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(c) Acquire/Create Knowledge (Level 2)

(d) Collect & Store Knowledge (Level 2)

(e) Retrieve Knowledge (Level 2)
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(f) Share Knowledge (Level 2)

(g) Maintain Knowledge (Level 2)
Figure 5-8 Sub-process Models in Knowledge Management
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5.3.1.2 Change and Dependency Management (CM) Process Model
The Level 1 Change and Dependency Management (CM) process model has 4 stages:
Start Up, Identify & Evaluate, Approval, and Implement & Review (as shown in Figure 5-9).


Start Up
Plan and develop a good change management strategy including its goals, processes,
information and resources.



Identify & Evaluate
This stage includes identification and evaluation of changes. Prior to submitting change
requests, causes and significance of changes should be identified. Dependencies are
analyzed in the “evaluate change” activity.



Approval
Generally, when a change is requested, it will go through internal/team reviews and
external/client reviews. Each approval process may result in approval, partial approval, or
rejection. If a change is approved, it will be implemented in the next stage. If a change is
partially approved, the request needs to go back to the evaluation process for additional
information or alternative solutions. If a change is rejected, a notification will be sent out
to the team and the whole process will come to the end.



Implement & Review
When a change request is approved, it will be finalized and recorded before its actual
implementation. Relevant information will be sent to related disciplines and disputes (if
any) about the implementation will be solved. After a change is successfully
implemented, its effectiveness will be assessed.
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Figure 5-9 Change and Dependency Management (CM) Process Model (Level 1)

Three key activities in the Level 1 process model have been identified: plan change
management, identify change, and evaluation change. Detailed activities in each key activity are
documented in Level 2 sub-process models (as shown in Figure 5-10).
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(a) Plan Change Management (Level 2)

(b) Identify Change (Level 2)
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(c) Evaluate Change (Level 2)
Figure 5-10 Sub-process Models in Change and Dependency Management

5.3.2

The ICKM Approach
The Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) approach was developed

by the integration of change and knowledge management processes using BPMN signal
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intermediate events (as shown in Figure 5-11). According to BPMN method, signal intermediate
events, which include ‘send’ and ‘receive’, are used for sending or receiving general
communication within and across processes during the flow of a process. The signal send
intermediate event is used to send signals, and the signal receive intermediate event receives
signals that trigger the process to continue (OMG, 2011).

Signal Send
Intermediate Event

Signal Receive
Intermediate Event

Figure 5-11 Signal Intermediate Events

The CM and KM process models are integrated with each other in Figure 5-12. Two
signal intermedia events are highlighted to demonstrate the process. When changes are requested,
approved and implemented, lessons learned will be captured and the signal send intermediate
event (i.e., ‘Change-driven knowledge’, as highlighted in Figure 5-12 (a)) on the change and
dependency management part will be triggered to communicate the captured knowledge as a
signal to the knowledge management part. The signal receive intermediate event (i.e., ‘Changedriven knowledge’, as highlighted in Figure 5-2 (b)) will receive the broadcast signal and trigger
the knowledge management process. In this way, lessons learned from changes can be transferred
and stored adequately in the knowledge repository following their validation. Without this
integrative approach, it is very likely that the lessons learned from changes would not be captured
and made available in the knowledge repository for future utilization, thus causing loss of
knowledge. The same approach can be applied to retrieve knowledge from the knowledge
repository to utilize during change approval processes.
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(a) Change and Dependency Management Part
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(b) Knowledge Management Part
Figure 5-12 Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) Approach (Level 1)

5.3.3

Validation and Refinement of the ICKM Approach

5.3.3.1 Validation
The ICKM approach was validated by practitioners from the AEC Industry as part of the
interviews in case studies (Case A and Case B). This section focuses on the validation of the
ICKM approach, and details of case studies are discussed in Section 5.4.
(a) Validation with Case A Participants


Focus Group Interview
In one of the focus group interviews of Case A, three participants (design integrator,

project manager, and CM firm representative) helped reviewed the ICKM approach (mainly
Level 1). The validation focused on both the change management and knowledge management
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parts of the ICKM approach, as well as their integration. Participants agreed that the ICKM
approach is ideal to be used in construction projects, and it will improve current industry practice
and help manage changes and knowledge effectively if it is successfully implemented.


Change Directive Process Map Analysis
An internal directive process map on change management was collected from the case

study. The internal process map categorized change request review results into three types:
proceed (implement the change request); price & proceed (implement the change request with a
price adjustment); price, do not proceed if there’s impact (if the contract amount is affected, do
not proceed the change without detailed pricing analysis).
This process is consistent with the internal and external reviews in the Approval stage in
the ICKM approach, while the ICKM approach has more detailed definitions of activities such as
internal/team review and external/client approval.
(b) Validation with Case B Participant
The participant (project manager) in the individual interview helped go through the
ICKM approach (Level 1). He agreed that it is feasible to be used in the real project. For example,
in their project team, the CM firm and architect were responsible for “internal/team review” and
the owner representatives were responsible for “external/client approval” in the Approval stage.
He also indicated that the implementation of the ICKM approach will greatly improve the
management of changes and knowledge in a project, which was one of the weak points in their
practices.

5.3.3.2 Refinement
Participants from Case A suggested that there is a possibility that project schedule does
not allow adequate wait time for change approval result. If this happens, subjective decisions
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regarding a change request may be made prior to the final decision and the change will be
implemented if it is necessary. Based on this suggestion, the ICKM approach was updated with a
gateway after the “Evaluate Change” activity to identify if project schedule allows waiting for
final decisions. The updated ICKM approach (Level 1) is shown in Figure 5-13.
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(a) Change and Dependency Management Part

(b) Knowledge Management Part
Figure 5-13 Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) Approach (Level 1,
updated)
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5.4

Potential Benefits of the ICKM Approach
The uncertainties and complexity in energy efficient design make it difficult to

effectively manage changes, dependencies and knowledge in existing project management
procedures. The ICKM approach offers the potential to considerably improve the simulation and
analysis process and enhance the industry’s performance by adequately managing changes and
knowledge. Energy efficient retrofit projects can benefit significantly from the implementation of
the ICKM approach.
The following potential benefits are associated with the ICKM approach:


Facilitate information flow and exchange between teams involved in change and
knowledge management;



Establish a systematic, methodical and standardized way for the management of changes
and knowledge for value creation;



Seamlessly capture lessons learned during the change management process and
subsequently store them in a knowledge repository;



Help avoid or mitigate against the potential loss of knowledge;



Utilize knowledge for key decision-making during the change management processes;
and



Support and equip project teams to be more proactive in addressing change and
knowledge management issues.

5.5

Project Case Studies
Two construction project case studies have been conducted to investigate current

management procedures and the applicability of the ICKM approach.
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5.5.1

Introduction
The objectives of the case studies were to:



Identify problems in current project management practices, with a focus on the
management of changes, dependencies and knowledge;



Validate the Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) approach (details
are discussed in Section 5.3.3); and



Evaluate the Integrated Change and Knowledge Management System (ICKMS) prototype
developed based on the ICKM approach (details are discussed in Section 7.6.1).
Two different types of retrofit projects (Case A and Case B) were chosen to achieve the

above objectives, as they both involved energy efficient retrofit buildings but with different sizes
and building types. The data collection methods include individual interview (semi-structured),
focus group interview (semi-structured and unstructured), and qualitative data analysis.
Case A is a $39 million project consisting of two buildings using integrated project
delivery (IPD) approach. One of the buildings (Building 1) is a historic building renovation
building that serves as a practice model for future historic reuse, energy efficient design and
commercial building projects. It was built in 1942 as a gymnasium and was designed to be
renovated as 38,000 square-foot research and administrative headquarters. The other building
(Building 2) is a new facility that was designed to incorporate sustainable technologies with high
energy efficiency performance.
Case B is an $84 million, design-build project with guaranteed maximum price (GMP)
and involved the renovation of a student residential hall at a major research university. It included
the renovation of four dormitories and recreational commons (RC), and the construction of a new
200-bed dormitory. There were 15 subcontractors in the project team. The project was completed
at the end of 2014.
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The details of case study procedures are described in the following sections.

5.5.2

Case A

5.5.2.1 Interview Schedule
Two focus group interviews were conducted as follows:
Interview 1:


Data collection methods: focus group interview (unrecorded);



Interview type: unstructured;



Participants: design integrator and project manager;



Project phase: design phase;



Main objectives:
o

Investigate the existence of any formal and agreed processes for change
and dependency management (CM) and knowledge management (KM)
being used by the project team;

o

Understand the project’s approach and requirements of CM and KM;

o

Identify key areas to collaborate and help review (if already exist) or
support the development of processes and tools for CM and KM (if nonexist);



Collected data: request for proposal.

Interview 2：


Data collection methods: focus group interview (recorded);



Interview type: semi-structured;



Participants: design integrator, project manager, and CM firm representative;
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Project phase: construction phase;



Main objectives:
o

Follow-up any updates (if any) on the change and knowledge
management in the design phase;

o

Identify current CM and KM methods and challenges in the construction
phase;

o

Gather key CM and KM cases to support the validation of the integrated
change and knowledge management (ICKM) process models and the
development of IT applications;



Collected data: change directive process maps and form letter, and controls
alternate document.

5.5.2.2 Current CM and KM Methods
(a) Design Phase


Decision Making
Decisions are made based on values – i.e., value-based decision making. Stakeholders are

brought together periodically to make design decisions, ranking key decisions based on values
and options factoring cost, time and values. This is regarded as Target Value Design (TVD)
selecting options based on discussions. The Building Steering Committee (BSC) is the main
approval body, making final decisions based on recommendations. BSC is made up of architects,
construction managers, and owner representatives. Risk and insurance issues are also integral
factors considered when making decisions.
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Documentations for Changes and Decisions
Two methods are used to document changes and decisions: (i) minutes taken during

stakeholder meetings, which are distributed internally, and (ii) paper sheets developed to record
changes and history as well as future steps. A Web-based project management information
system that is used for collaborative mark-up has red-line review and is meant to capture design
reviews. Changes are also tracked by a cost model, and there are notes in the model that
document change information. However, the documentation is not fully shared among team
members.


Management of Changes
Both participants in the interviews acknowledged that changes in the design phase are

inevitable and they could affect the time, cost and work load, etc. The potential for changes to
occur in a repeated design process was also emphasized. The meeting confirmed the importance
of managing changes during the design phase and outlined current methods to ensure that values
are incorporated and monitored throughout. It was highlighted that changes are managed during
the design phase in the current process. This is because even though design is iterative during
which options are selected as decision solutions, changes could happen to the scope, which is
defined at the initial stage of the project (i.e., the project team has a clearly defined scope prior to
the design phase, and certain options could affect that scope). The project team tries to manage all
possible changes during the design phase in order to simplify the management work in the
construction phase. It was also noted that proposed changes outside of authority level would
require a change management.


Knowledge Management
The importance of managing knowledge to support project teams is recognized by the

project team. Reference was made to a previous project where there was a knowledge database
used by the team. A knowledge expert was available to vet submitted information before it is
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stored in the database as knowledge. They are useful because most of the information/knowledge
remains in people’s heads and is difficult for others to access. However, current knowledge
management tools are not very helpful to avoid problems. This means they are not proactive. The
project team, in particular the design integrator, is interested on how a knowledge management
system (KMS) can be used proactively to prevent problems from occurring. An interesting
approach of integrating KM with staff training especially during employee onboarding was also
suggested.
(b) Construction Phase
The team tried to manage all potential changes in the design phase to minimize the cost
and efforts. Change management in the construction phase is incorporated with a change
management scope from the owner side. Two attributes are generally the main focus for
approving/authorizing changes: how much money is available, and how much time is needed to
proceed with the change.


Bulletins & Architect’s Supplemental Information (ASI)
Documents

were

produced

at

the

end

of

the

design

phase,

and

new

modifications/information were addressed in the bulletins to the contract documents (around 5
bulletins have been issued). Changes may be requested by different teams/disciplines, such as the
integrated design teams in the project, authorities, and the architects (when getting new
information from consultants), etc. All these are captured in bulletins, and new
drawing/specifications are issued with regards to the change information.
The term of ‘ASI’ is used to track potential changes and revisions. When more
information about field conditions/unknown conditions is needed, the architectural engineering
firm will issue ASI.
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Documentation of change information
Cloud-based construction project management software is used to document change

information. Every team member (designers, stakeholders, etc.) has an account to access the most
updated information in the system. It ensures that everyone has the same latest information. PostIFC (issued for construction) changes and related information (cost, time, etc.) are posted in the
system.


Decision-making process
The Building Steering Committee (BSC) is the main change approval body, making final

decisions based on recommendations. BSC is made up of researchers, designers, OPP
representatives, and stakeholders, etc. 90% of the decisions are made by the integrated design
team based on the value that was come up with prior to the design phase. Different disciplines
focus on different aspects, as follows:
-

Architect: how will the change affect other disciplines?

-

Construction

management

firm:

how

would

the

change

affect

schedule/constructability?
-

Owner representatives: what are the impacts on the maintenance/operation of the
building?

-

Researchers: how will the change affect users of the facility?

-

Landlord: what impacts will the change cause on traffic, maintenance and electricity
capacity of the facility?

The committee meets as a decision-making body every two weeks, and part of the
meetings discusses potential changes (new changes that may not have price/cost information).
They would also discuss changes ready for a decision and the overall budget. Decisions, potential
decisions to be made and the impacts on overall budget will be recorded in meeting minutes. One
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of the purposes for these meetings is to make sure there is enough money to pay for every
approved change.
A change management process map was developed by the team showing how to deal
with 3 categories of changes: proceed; price & proceed; and price, do not proceed if there’s
impact. A sample of the process map is shown in Figure 5-14.
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Issue change
document in the
ASI module

Project manager and
CM firm representative
review to confirm
category of change

Project manager and
CM firm representative
determine it's Change
Category 1

Yes

CM firm representative
creates Correspondence
for Change Category 1

Project manager and
CM firm representative
sign/initial the Change
Category 1 Directive

No (see other categories)

CM firm representative
issuse the executed
Change Category 1
Directive
Correspondence

Primes review to
confirm no change

No

Yes

Primes proceed with
change

Primes submit change
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Figure 5-14 A Sample of the Change Process Map from Case A
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5.5.2.3 Challenges
(a) Design Phase
The project team members are faced with some challenges regarding change and
knowledge management practices. These were discussed in the interview as follows.


Documentation/Distribution Procedures
Currently there are no formal systematic documentation and distribution procedures or

systems to assist the change and knowledge management (CKM) processes. The meeting minutes
and cost model documentations are not sufficient and not all relevant information is captured
explicitly. This mechanism is also inefficient for adequate information exchange and sharing
among team members. In addition, no automatic CKM system/tool is implemented for use in the
project. Visibility and traceability of changes matters a lot too.


Collaboration between Different Disciplines
It was reported as challenging and often very difficult to involve team members from

different disciplines in change management and decision making processes. Typically, design
process meetings are led by architects and this may reduce the passion of other team members.
For example, mechanical engineers may feel uninterested in a structural review meeting and they
may not participate in the discussion fully. The criticality of this problem is that decisions made
in such kind of meetings could potentially impact on mechanical project components because of
the lack of input from the mechanical engineer. A similar example was cited in a project when
cost escalated as a result of landscaping decision because a civil engineer was not involved in the
decision making process.


Change and Knowledge Management (CKM) Integration
A major challenge noted is the lack of know-how on the implementation and use of KM.

The managers are willing to use knowledge management especially for training purposes and to
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prevent potential problems, but there are not many practices. Furthermore, the lack of integration
of change and knowledge management practices within the workflows is not helpful. This
reduces the visibility and traceability of changes, which causes inconvenience for the
management during the design and construction phases, in particular when there is a need to
revisit decisions made earlier. In the context of the project, efficient and effective use of the paper
based documentation method as part of the workflows would be ideal. The participants
emphasized how the integration can help highlight points of interactions for the project team and
facilitate collaborative decision making.
(b) Construction Phase


Change approval process
It usually takes a long time to process a change request. One of the main factors is cost,

and it may take 6 weeks before the cost of the change can be estimated. If a change is not urgent
and its delay would not cause negative impacts on the project, the team will wait until a good
estimate of time and cost is made. If the change is critical to determine the construction process,
subjective decisions have to be made in order to keep the construction work going and avoid
delays in the schedule. A change can be implemented before a final decision is made if the team
is confident to keep the time and cost of the change within their capacity.


Lack of an automatic change and knowledge management system
Sometimes a change needs to be implemented before continuing the construction, and

waiting for its approval may cause a delay in the schedule and more cost. A mechanism is needed
to find a balance between waiting for change approval and continuing the construction process.
There is no change management system used in the project that can track change progress and
facilitate issuing change orders while keeping the construction schedule. An automated change
and knowledge management system will be highly beneficial to the project team.
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Dependency checking
Dependency checking (impact analysis) is part of the challenges. The current method is

to analyze dependencies and their impacts in BSC meetings, and there is no automatic procedure
to check for dependencies and assess the potential impact of changes.


Budget for changes
The project team has $1,600,000 in contingency funds, and current changes will cost

around $500,000. The $1million left for future changes is not much for a project at the beginning
of the construction phase. For a retrofit project, changes will occur from the beginning of the
renovation through the construction process, and the team has already ran into several unknowns
and paid for them at the very beginning of construction. Therefore, a well-planned budget should
be made at the beginning of the retrofit project.

5.5.2.4 CM and KM Examples
The following examples regarding change management and knowledge management
were collected from Case A to support the development of the prototype system. All these
changes were manually managed through paper based communications and emails, and no
change management system was implemented to facilitate this process. As for the knowledge
management examples, participants indicated that lessons learned like the example below is
important for their future projects and organizations. But as they did not have a knowledge
management procedure, this kind of knowledge would only stay inside people’s heads (as tacit
knowledge) and is difficult to retrieve and/or be reused by other members.
(a) CM Example
Three change management examples were collected from Case A.
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Example 1
-

Description: incorporate a control measuring system;

-

Reason: to collect information/data;

-

Initiator: research stake holders;

-

Location: Building 1 (electrical/mechanical systems);

-

Affected disciplines: mechanical subcontractor and electrical subcontractor;

-

Project phase: design phase;

-

Estimated cost: $200,000;

-

Schedule delay: N/A.

Example 2
-

Description: a separate switch is required for electrical transformers, and the
enclosure needs to be changed from one box to two boxes;

-

Initiator: utilities company;

-

Location: Building 2;

-

Affected disciplines: general contractor, electrical, and building enclosure
subcontractor;



-

Project phase: construction phase;

-

Estimated cost: pending contractor’s information at the time of interview.

Example 3
-

Description: the stormwater management system needs to be changed from
infiltration bed to retention piping;

-

Reason: the water table is higher than the infiltration bed, and the change ensures
water percolating back into the soil;

-

Initiator: water authorities;

-

Location: Building 2;
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-

Project phase: construction phase.

(b) KM Example
A knowledge management example regarding working with local authorities was
collected.
-

Knowledge topic: how to deal with local water authorities;

-

Details:


It takes a long time for the review process in water authorities, which can
cause a delay in awarding a contract;



5.5.3

Which local authorities department has the jurisdiction;

-

Condition for reuse: project in the same city;

-

Capture from (individual/meeting): individual.

Case B

5.5.3.1 Interview Schedule
One focus group interview and one individual interview were conducted as follows:
Interview 1:


Data collection methods: focus group interview (unrecorded);



Interview type: semi-structured;



Participants: project manager and virtual facilities engineer;



Main objectives:
o

Investigate the existence of any formal and agreed processes for change
management and knowledge management being used by the project
team;
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o

Understand the project’s approach and requirements of CKM;

o

Gather key change management and knowledge management cases;

o

Identify key areas to collaborate and help review (if already exist) or
support the development of processes and tools for CKM (if non-exist);



Collected data: project master schedule, two change order request documents,
and project phasing plan.

Interview 2:


Data collection methods: individual interview (recorded);



Interview type: semi-structured;



Participants: project manager;



Main objectives:
o

Discuss the change order request examples in detail (esp. change request
processes, team structure and collaborations, etc.);

o

Validate the ICKM approach that was developed in previous research
work;

o

Gather comments and suggestions for ICKMS prototype.

5.5.3.2 Current CM and KM Methods


Decision Making/Change Approval
Change decisions are made based on cost impacts and schedule impacts. When a change

occurs, the general contractor would notify related teams (e.g. field team, design team, etc.) and
work with them for a decision. A regular meeting is held every other Thursday for decision
making, and the participants include representatives from project owner, architect and CM firm.
The outcomes of regular meetings will be published.
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One of the main factors in approving a change is the estimated cost. Each discipline has
its own budget allowance for potential changes. If the cost for implementing a change is not high,
the impacted team can proceed the change based on the direction given by the project leader. If
the estimated cost is high, the change request would need to go through project owner for
approval.


Documentations/Distribution of Change Information and Decisions
Change orders are used to submit and approve change requests. The project manager

keeps a change log to document and track change information, and different disciplines are
communicated with each other by emails and phone conversations. In addition, an online project
document system is implemented in this project. It helps maintain most updated project
information, and change updates will be distributed to every team member.
When a new change is requested and approved, the architect will be notified to update the
BIM models accordingly. The new models will be distributed to each team through BIM FTP.


Causes of Changes
Changes can be caused by existing conditions, unforeseen conditions, ‘act of god’, credit,

and schedule, etc. Unforeseen condition is a kind of existing condition that the project team is not
aware of in advance. ‘Act of god’ refers to natural disasters like hurricanes and earthquakes. A
credit back can also cause change orders. In Case B, the majority of changes are due to
architect/engineer teams (internal), and there are not many owner requested changes.
When an unknown condition was discovered, the project manager will take pictures and
decide if this could be solved with the documents or if this is a bigger problem. The design team
will get involved and provide their opinions. Then they will work together to come up with a
solution. The owner representative will also be involved in this process.
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Change Order Request Log
The project team uses a ‘Change Order Request Log’ to document and number revisions

(e.g. COR 10 r1, COR 10 r2 …) as well as tracking pending and approved change requests. It also
records change status, reasons (e.g. design failure, contingency, etc.), architect/engineer sign up
date, notice to proceed (NTP) date, and approved date. There are also three places for pricing‘approximate’, ‘pending’, and ‘approved’. When a change is coming, a potential change order
(PCO) will be created and numbered (PCO #), and the pending cost will be estimated. Some
PCOs end up not being a cost issue, and some PCOs will officially become CORs (change order
requests) and be sent to the owner representative. PCOs are useful to accurately describe how
much money is left in the budget in real time (projected amount). The ‘pending’ column will be
filled when the cost information is collected from subcontractors. After the owner representative
approves the request, the estimated cost will be recorded in the ‘approved’ column.


Change Request Scope Sheet
The participants agreed that the concept of ‘level of changes’ is important. A scope sheet

template developed in Microsoft Excel is adopted in this project. In the change request process,
the project manager will prepare a scope sheet for clarification notes and distribute to each
subcontractor. Only important and/or big changes will be defined in this scope sheet, and this is
very helpful for the subcontractors that may have confusion about change requests.
To minimize the impacts of changes on the schedule, some change requests will be
implemented before all the cost and delay information is collected. The project manager will
communicate with the owner representative on the phone and by emails about the changes, and
prepare formal change order requests later.


Knowledge Management
The project team does not implement knowledge management procedures in the project,

which may cause a potential loss of knowledge.
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5.5.3.3 Challenges


Unexpected Existing Condition
Unexpected existing condition (also known as unforeseen condition) is a common

challenge in renovation projects. Typically, the project team is not aware of the problem until the
new condition is exposed on the site. For example, in one of the dormitories in Case B, moisture
caused the deterioration of rebar in bathrooms due to the lack of water proofing for the slab in the
1960s. When the construction team discovered this problem, they had to remove the entire slab
and re-pour it, and this generated new cost and caused delay to the project schedule. In general, a
retrofit project would spare more contingency money (4% of the total budget) for grey areas
(unexpected conditions) than a new project (usually 3% of the total budget).


Dependency Checking/Automated Workflow
In Case B, new change information will be distributed to every team member and each

disciplines need to decide whether they are influenced by the change. There is a lack of an
automated dependency checking mechanism to help decide change-impacted disciplines. Besides,
the online management system in this project distributes change information to all team members
instead of the affected disciplines. This would cause redundant workload as the project manager
needs to communicate with all disciplines for every change order request.


Automatic Model Update
Currently, the architect is responsible for the model modification and a new change

cannot be updated automatically on the BIM models. An automatic model update mechanism
would be helpful in keeping the model up-to-date in a timely manner and reduce the architect’s
workload.
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5.5.3.4 CM Examples
Two change management examples were collected from Case B to support the
development of the prototype system. These change requests were managed mainly by the project
manager, and it was project manager’s responsibility to decide affected disciplines and
communicate with them. From the processes of these two change requests we can see that change
requests are handled manually and the project team did not follow a standard change management
procedure. Besides, no knowledge management examples could be collected as the project team
did not have a knowledge management procedure to follow or document lessons learned from the
project.


Example 1
-

Description: Add a laundry room sink into Vending/Laundry. The locations of
laundry controller, data lines for vending machines, and two circuit duplex
receptacles for dryers need to be changed accordingly;

-

Location: Dormitory 1;

-

Cause: requested by owner;

-

Affected disciplines: general contractor, architect, owner, and mechanical
subcontractor;

-

Estimated cost: $3,114.42;

-

Schedule delay: N/A;

-

Workflow is shown in Figure 5-15.
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Figure 5-15 Change Management Example 1 (Case B)



Example 2
-

Description: A new foundation design was required to support the new construction;

-

Reason: The existing east steam tunnel foundation was not constructed as shown in
the original construction documents. The thickness of the existing footing was
approximately ½ of the thickness shown on the original documents;

-

Location: recreational commons;

-

Cause: unforeseen condition;

-

Affected disciplines: general contractor, architect, structural engineer, masonry
engineer, and concrete subcontractor;

-

Estimated cost: $103,524.45;

-

Schedule delay: 60 days;

-

Workflow is shown in Figure 5-16.
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Figure 5-16 Change Management Example 2 (Case B)

5.5.4

Cross-Case Analysis
Both Case A and Case B share similar challenges of managing changes and knowledge in

project management.


Knowledge management was not fully implemented.
Participants in both case studies have recognized the importance of managing project

knowledge, but neither Case A nor Case B had a knowledge management procedure. Project
knowledge was not formally captured and this results in loss of knowledge.


No automated process was adopted for managing changes.
In both cases, management of changes relied mainly on manual processes, where change

history was recorded on paper based documents. This caused a heavy burden of workload for
project managers. Moreover, change information was not efficiently shared among team members
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and the communication between different disciplines was mainly through letters/emails. Besides,
there was no automated dependency checking implemented in change approval processes, which
may cause confusion among team members and reduce the effectiveness of project management.


There was a lack of CM-focused information management system.
Although both cases used a certain type of project management software to manage

project documents, neither of them had an automated change management system. The systems
that they used were document based thus lacking the functions of tracking change approval
progress, searching change history, checking dependencies automatically, and managing project
knowledge, etc. Participants from both case studies expressed a desire for an automated
integrated change and knowledge management system.

5.6

Summary
This chapter highlights the need for an integrated approach to manage changes,

dependencies and knowledge in energy efficient retrofit projects, and presents the development of
the integrated approach including the framework and the dependency matrix built on literature
and case studies. Level 1 and Level 2 knowledge management and change management process
maps were modeled, and the Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) approach
was then developed by using BPMN signal intermediate events. The ICKM approach has been
validated and refined through two case studies in this research. The implementation of the ICKM
approach is discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Implementation of the ICKM Approach

The Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) approach can be adopted in
different aspects of a construction project. This chapter presents its implementation in building
lifecycle workflows and the BIM Data Hub project.

6.1
Integration of the ICKM Approach in Integrated Building Lifecycle Process Models
(IBLPM)
To identify and map-out the key stages where potential change and knowledge
management activities would be required in the construction workflow, Integrated Building
Lifecycle Process Model (IBLPM), which is an extension of the earlier Integrated Building
Lifecycle Process (IBLP) (Lee et al., 2012), was adopted. The process model depicts design
processes of key building elements/services classified in OmniClass. The model is divided into
four major phases: conceptualization, criteria design, detailed design and implementation
documents (AIA, 2007). Design activities for each building element were modeled on individual
swimlanes in an integrated fashion across the phases. One of the swimlanes (i.e., the integration
swimlane) shows activities which require multiple stakeholders (i.e., at least two or more teams)
to perform a task together. This swimlane was used to embed the change and knowledge
management activities within the IBLPM. To identify the key stages for ICKM activities, efforts
have been made on studying and analyzing the activities of the design processes of the IBLPM
focusing on where design reviews, value engineering and other major decisions are made, which
all have the potential for change and/or knowledge to be generated or managed. In addition,
industry experts and academic researchers were also approached to determine such stages. To
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embed the ICKM approach within the IBLPM, BPMN signal events are also used as the
integration mechanism at those key stages, which trigger the change/dependency and/or
knowledge management processes. The signal events are used to communicate back and forth
(i.e., sending and receiving general communication within and between the IBLPM and the
ICKM approach).

6.1.1

Development of the Integrative Approach
As discussed earlier, the IBLPM was adopted to implement the ICKM approach within

the overarching workflows. Several hundreds of activities are performed and coordinated within a
project, and these vary for every project stage. The process model identified design activities at
the conceptualization, criteria design, detailed design, implementation document, and operations
and maintenance sub-phases of the project lifecycle, along with detailed ICKM approach that
support effective management of any changes that occur and lessons learned within the IBLPM.
The philosophy of this approach, as shown in Figure 6-1, was developed by adapting the value
chain model (Porter, 1985) and classified the activities under two categories: (i) primary activities
and (ii) support activities.


The primary activities comprise the typical construction activities that are executed
across the building lifecycle stages (i.e., project initiation, design, construction and
operations). Each stage has specific activities to be executed in order to complete that
stage.



The support activities include the management activities such as managing changes and
knowledge, risk management, and cost analysis. These are used to support construction
processes. Often, these activities are not specific to any particular stage, but run across
all the stages.
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Figure 6-1 CM & KM Integration Model in the Lifecycle Workflows

Various factors relating to managing changes and knowledge in construction have been
considered from the perspective of general construction activities but with special focus on
energy efficient retrofitting. A successful construction project implementation requires a
paradigm shift from managing individual processes to integrating activities. This should include
integrating the support activities and the primary activities in a combined fashion. To address this
issue, this research adapts zur Muehlen and Rosemann (2005) philosophy of risk-oriented process
management and proposes a combined CM and KM embedded in the lifecycle workflows. In this
approach, managing changes and dependencies will need to be ‘knowledge-aware’, and the
knowledge management process should be ‘change-aware’. This creates a knowledge-oriented
change and dependency management process and change-oriented knowledge management
process. As a result, the development process was split into three main steps. Firstly, the IBLPM
was reviewed for familiarization with the tasks and to understand the interactions between the
activities. Secondly, the process activities were examined thoroughly to identify and map-out the
key stages where ICKM activities would be required. Thirdly, the ICKM approach was embedded
within the IBLPM by modeling the triggers at the key stages.
The ICKM triggers are embedded in the ‘Integration’ swimlane of the IBLPM where at
least two or more project team members would be required to perform a task. This is ideal
because ICKM involves collaboration between different participants. To identify the key stages,
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the work of Records (2005) was adapted with the following questions: (i) Which activities require
collaboration with two or more team members? (ii) Which activities would require a decision/s to
be made? (iii) Which activities require iteration? Is revision possible? (iv) Are changes possible
after performing certain activities? (v) What knowledge is required to perform the tasks? (vi) Can
any lessons be learned from performing an activity? (vii) How are the lessons learned harvested?
(viii) Is knowledge often available at the point of need?
Deliberations and answers generated from these questions have led to the identification of
the key stages for CM and KM in each of the building element/system design process. However,
it is impractical to map them on each swimlane, but on the integration swimlane where all
activities are merged for key collaboration tasks. A sample of the mapped CM and KM triggers is
shown in Figure 6-2. For the purpose of demonstrating how ICKM is embedded in the IBLPM in
section 6.1.3.2 and 6.1.3.3, some of the key stages are used as examples.

Figure 6-2 The Integration Swimlane Showing Embedded CM and KM in the Conceptualization
Phase of IBLPM
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6.1.2

Integration of CM Process in IBLPM
During the course of a project, changes can be requested by different stakeholders

depending on their roles. For example, as shown in Figure 6-3 (a), an owner is required to make a
decision on the post-design documents, and there is the possibility that a change may be required.
Depending on the degree of the changes (i.e., if any changes are required), a change request
would be generated. This will then trigger the change and dependency management process as
shown in Figure 6-3 (b) with the ‘request change’ trigger. The request will then be routed through
the change management process for assessment and approval. At the end of the approval process,
the outcome (i.e., Change Decision Reached on the change management process in Figure 6-3
(c)) will be captured and sent to the main process for the implementation of the change (if
approved). The outcome of the change request is modeled as ‘change decision reached’ in Figure
6-3 (a). Similarly, other change requests will also be managed in this way to incorporate the
change management process in lifecycle workflows.

(a) CM Triggers Embedded in IBLPM
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(b) Change Request Trigger in the CM Process Model

(c) Change Decision Captured in the CM process
Figure 6-3 Integration of CM Process in IBLPM

6.1.3

Integration of the KM Process in IBLPM
Potential lessons learned in the construction workflow need to be captured and managed

for future use according to the KM process. As shown in Figure 6-4 (a), for example, any lessons
learned following the ‘identification of potential energy load reduction strategies’ at “Preliminary
Studies” of the conceptual stage of the design should be captured, validated and stored for future
use. Therefore, a knowledge management trigger is embedded in the workflow to capture the
lessons learned (if any), which will trigger the KM process as indicated with the ‘manage
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knowledge’ trigger in Figure 6-4 (b). The KM process will then be followed through. It is
important to note that project team members will determine if there are any lessons learned,
although intelligent system support can also be used to support this process.

(a) KM Trigger Embedded in IBLPM

(b) Triggers in the KM process
Figure 6-4 Integration of CM Process in IBLPM
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6.1.4

Analysis and Discussion
Today’s construction projects, including energy efficient retrofits, increasingly adopt

integrated delivery approaches aimed at bringing the different disciplines and systems together.
This should also include bringing the various project management protocols such as ICKM
approach together in the overall process. One of the major causes of design defects is lack of the
right knowledge at the right time. As a result, energy analysts make assumptions on design
parameters during energy simulations. This could have detrimental effects to achieving energy
efficiency goals, which can result in changes and costs to escalate. Consequently, putting standard
processes and systems in place to make knowledge available when required cannot be
overemphasized. The embedded ICKM activities are integral of the entire workflows. They
facilitate the integration of the various disciplinary inputs to the collaborative and integrated
design process by clearly indicating critical stages where changes need to be managed, and where
the capture and reuse of knowledge is required fundamentally. In particular, this includes
knowledge-intensive activities within the workflows to support advanced energy retrofitting. This
integration undoubtedly plays a key role in change and knowledge management-oriented project
processes and contributes to the delivery of successful projects. This is relevant because at every
stage where a decision has to be made, there is a probability for change. There is also potential for
lessons to be learned when performing project activities and during the process of managing and
implementing changes. Consequently, it is important that lessons learned are captured, validated
and stored within the knowledge management system for use in later stages and in future projects.
For example, to identify potential energy load reduction strategies, an energy modeler may
recommend for changes on building window glazing in order to reduce the cooling load by 20%
to achieve energy performance goals. In this example, lessons learned from the rationale of the
changes to achieve this reduction could form potential knowledge for use in a subsequent stage or
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future projects. Therefore, such lessons and the associated changes should be captured and
managed adequately during the execution of the workflow activities. Similarly, an HVAC plan
indicates conflicts with the luminaires because a duct conflicted with the location of some
luminaires. Eventually it was agreed and recommended that the luminaires be changed to
pendants in order to avoid conflict with the ducts. In this scenario, capturing the rationale of the
changes and the solutions to the problem can generate valuable knowledge for future engineers
and projects.
When implemented carefully, projects can start to uncover areas of incoherence in the
construction processes, in particular in retrofitting, and begin to drive towards a more coherent
application of project management processes. ICKM approach can be fused along with other
project management tools therefore forming a well-established practice that works alongside the
more traditional construction activities within a project. Without an integrated approach to ICKM
in the workflows, project managers and other team members involved in managing changes and
knowledge will have difficulties engaging other team members to be proactive in these processes.
It will also be difficult to incorporate the holistic view of ICKM and streamlining them to the
construction processes, and not separate ad-hoc activities. The embedded CM and KM in the
workflows can contribute in standardizing the processes for projects teams. In this way, ICKM
activities will be regarded as part of the entire construction process and not to be perceived as
separate and ad-hoc.

6.2

Integration with Building Information Modeling (BIM)
Information management is a critical component in construction project management.

Building Information Modeling (BIM) has emerged to facilitate efficient information exchange
and sharing among different disciplines in an interactive environment (Eastman et al., 2011), and
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it has been well developed and widely implemented in the architecture, engineering, and
construction (AEC) Industry (Taylor and Bernstein, 2009). The Building Information
Modelserver (BIMserver) project, which is aimed to create a center of information for
construction projects using IFC standard, developed an open source BIMserver platform to help
users create their own BIMserver (BiMserver.org). However, the current approach to BIM has not
been fully developed to support adequate management of changes (Langroodi and Staub-French,
2012), and little known research has been conducted to automate the process of updating change
information in BIM models. In addition, current BIM approach is not matured enough to generate
and capture knowledge, and knowledge management is a stand-alone process separated from
BIM implementation.

6.2.1

Building Information Modeling (BIM)
Data and information fragmentation, redundancies and inefficiencies have been major

challenges for the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) sector in recent years, and
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is being widely adopted in the industry to foster
communication and collaboration (Campbell, 2007).
According to the National Building Information Modeling Standard (BuildingSMART
Alliance, 2007), a Building Information Model is defined as “a digital representation of physical
and functional characteristics of a facility”, and it serves as “a shared knowledge resource for
information about a facility forming a reliable basis for decisions during its lifecycle from
inception onward”. BIM acts as an integrated platform for team members to share and exchange
project information through comprehensive object-oriented building models (Eastman et al.
2011). It utilizes Computer Aided Design (CAD) that ties all building components together with
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rich information embedded (Smith and Tardif, 2009), and can be implemented in the lifecycle of
a project representing the plan, design, construct and operate phases (Azhar et al., 2008).
The traditional AEC Industry relies on two-dimensional (2D) printed drawings and CAD
files that store 2D geometry information of building elements (Howell and Batcheler 2005;
Goedert and Meadati 2008). With the adoption of 3D graphic prototyping technologies, 3D CAD
emerged and was quickly introduced to the construction industry (Goedert and Meadati 2008).
One of the biggest disadvantages of those 2D and 3D models is that they are separated from
building data, and information is still managed and exchanged via printed set of documents in a
fragmented way (Taylor and Bernstein 2009). According to Howell and Batcheler (2005), objectoriented CAD systems (OOCAD) have been developed that can represent relationships between
building elements with both graphic and non-graphic attributes assigned to them. BIM is the
latest generation of OOCAD systems with the inclusion of parametric 3D geometric and
functional information, which enables the function to represent complex building component
relationships. Data is interpreted into information prior to being stored in BIM models, and all
information can be easily retrieved and modified by different project teams. Relationships and
meanings of the elements in a BIM model are clearly defined, therefore different project
disciplines can collaborate together through one single virtual model.
In addition to supporting collaborative work process, BIM has been successfully
implemented in other areas in the AEC Industry. It can be used as a tool to facilitate sustainable
design and analysis (Bynum et al., 2013), automatic safety checking and hazard identification
(Zhang et al., 2012), and automated construction process measurement (Kim et al., 2012).
Different researchers have classified BIM uses into different categories. For example, Campbell
(2007) indicated that BIM can be implemented in 10 aspects: design visualization (visualize and
communicate design intentions), design assistance & constructability review (assist the design
team and help perform constructability review), site planning & site utilization (study and
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estimate site conditions), 4D scheduling and sequencing (visualize and optimize construction
sequences), “5D” cost estimating (facilitate the quantity survey of building components for cost
estimation), integration of subcontractor and supplier models (incorporate detailed data from
subcontractors and vendors into BIM models), systems coordination (identify and resolve
conflicts between different systems prior to the installation), layout & fieldwork (facilitate the
layout of materials and systems on site), prefabrication (assist in the prefabrication of building
components), and operations & maintenance (support facility maintenance and management). By
comparison, Figure 6-5 shows the 25 BIM uses throughout the lifecycle of a building (plan,
design, construct and operate) developed by the Computer Integrated Construction research
program at the Pennsylvania State University (Messner et al. 2011).

Figure 6-5 25 BIM Uses (Messner et al., 2011)

BIM has become an essential component of design and construction in the AEC Industry,
and its implementation will benefit owners, contractors, designers and operators (Dubler et al.,
2010). The implementation of BIM applications can help save lifecycle cost and cycle time,
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improve sustainable performance, and reduce human resource (Rogers, 2008; Yan and Damian,
2008). A good BIM application should have 6 key characteristics (Campbell 2007; Dace 2006):
digital (capacity to simulate design and construction phases), spatial (3D representation of
complex construction conditions), measurable (with quantifiable and query-able data),
comprehensive (building performance, constructability, project schedule, etc.), accessible
(enabling information sharing to the whole project team through an interoperable platform), and
durable (reflections of as-built conditions throughout the lifecycle of a building). Different
projects use different delivery methods and contract types, and based on specific project
requirements, the deployment of BIM systems relies on most advanced applications from
different vendors. Users are more accustomed to sharing information and files by traditional
digital/paper documents rather than sharing objects directly on building information models.
Moreover, the real-time graphics and interoperability features of BIM are often challenged by
“integrating spatial, graphic, and tabular data in countless proprietary file formats” (Campbell
2007).

6.2.2

BIM Data Hub
As part of a larger national project, BIM Data Hub is a project focusing on developing a

central repository of building information to enable the retrieval of domain specific information
(i.e., the exchange requirements specified in MVD) from IFC models according to exchange
requirements specified in MVDs for energy analysis (Jiang et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2013). This
retrieved information can be used, for example, by an engineer (e.g. lighting engineer, mechanical
engineer, etc.) to carry out simulations. The goal is to convert the data to OpenStudio file format
and interact with energy analysis tools. BIM Data Hub consists of a BIMserver that holds
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building information and a query function module that is used to extract useful information. BIM
Data Hub project is used here as a demonstration of integrating ICKM approach with BIM.

6.2.3

Integration with ICKM Approach
Figure 6-6 illustrates the communication between the ICKM approach and the BIM Data

Hub. Throughout the activities in the BIM Data Hub, new change is requested and related lessons
learned will be captured and transferred to the integrated change and knowledge management
process, where changes will be evaluated and reviewed and lessons learned will be validated and
reused. Similarly, previous knowledge and change information can also be retrieved from the
ICKM approach and used as a support source for BIM Data Hub activities.

Figure 6-6 Adoption of the ICKM approach

As BIM Data Hub was an ongoing research project and applications in BIM Data Hub
were not fully developed and functional at the time of writing this dissertation. Therefore,
explanatory and conceptual framework/use cases were developed to demonstrate the integration
between BIM Data Hub and ICKMS. Details are discussed in sections 6.2.3.1 and 6.2.3.2.
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6.2.3.1 Integrating Knowledge Management with BIM Data Hub
(a) Moving from Building Information Modeling to Building Knowledge Modeling
Current BIM applications are information-assisted building modeling technologies with
sufficient element-related information assigned to each part of the model. Knowledge
management is a separate and independent process, with no integration with BIM
implementation. As a result, the BIM and the KM approaches have to be managed and
maintained separately, thus lowering the efficiency of project collaboration. As both of them are
implemented throughout the lifecycle of a project and knowledge is the higher level of
information, it is practical and feasible to integrate them into Building Knowledge Modeling
(BKM).
Chen et al. (2009) did a similar research regarding the visualization process (as shown in
Figure 6-7). In a typical search process, a user will provide the input data and control parameters
into a visualization tool in order to get a satisfactory collection of results. To reduce the search
space in the process, an additional pipeline that displays information about the input data is added
to enable the information-assisted visualization. In such a system, the visualization efficiency and
effectiveness would be improved by replying on the information abstracted from the data.
Furthermore, knowledge from the user is an important part of the visualization system and
inadequate certain domain knowledge usually decreases the performance quality. Therefore, a
knowledge-based system that stores expert knowledge is inserted to facilitate the process by
enabling domain knowledge sharing and reusing between different users.
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(a) Typical Visualization Process

(b) Information-assisted Visualization Process

(c) Knowledge-assisted Visualization Process
Figure 6-7 Different Visualization Processes (Chen et al., 2009)
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BIM can be improved in the same way, by expanding information exchange into
knowledge sharing with the integration of a fully functional knowledge management system
(KMS). The BIM applications and KMS (which stores knowledge in a KM repository) are
connected and operated simultaneously to satisfy requirements of information exchange in BIM
uses and requirements of knowledge capture, sharing, reuse and maintenance in knowledge
management.
The expansion of BIM to BKM was explored by Fruchter et al. (2009) with the
integration of three software environments: TEKLA (BIM software platform), RECALL (KM
software to capture and reuse digital knowledge), and TalkingPaper (KM software to collect
document hard copies). A TEKLA-Structure system was developed to fully manage data,
information and knowledge in building models with the integration of RECALL and
TalkingPaper through hyperlink. Fruchter et al. (2009) indicated that a successful BKM approach
can help reduce rework, wasted time and project duration, increase possibilities for innovation
and keep the organization ahead among other competitors, and provide training resource for new
employees.
(b) Towards BKM
Based on the discussion above, Building Knowledge Modeling (BKM) can be defined as
an integrated process and multimedia technology to capture potential knowledge in the building
information modeling process, and serves as the core for team collaboration and knowledge
management via building models throughout the lifecycle of a facility. A basic premise of BKM
is the integration of knowledge capture, sharing, reuse and maintenance with the communication
of all parties involved in the planning, design, construction and operation phases.
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(c) Integration with the Integrated Change and Knowledge Management System
(ICKMS)
The goal of a successful BKM approach is to enable team collaboration and building
knowledge management in the lifecycle of a facility with the integration of BIM and KM
processes. The Integrated Change and Knowledge Management System (ICKMS), which was
developed based on the ICKM approach, can be further developed to connect BIM application to
expand BIM uses and facilitate knowledge capture and sharing within the scope of BIM. An
intermediate integration module can be developed to capture lessons learned from BIM activities
and retrieve previous knowledge from ICKMS to facilitate design and collaboration processes on
the BIM platform.
Let us use ‘Knowledge+’ as the name for the intermediate module for better
demonstration. Knowledge+ should be able to provide the functions of capturing lessons learned
in BIM activities, facilitating the communication between BIM and KM processes, and
supporting knowledge retrieval and reuse in the lifecycle of a facility. HTTP protocol can be used
to enable the information exchange mechanism between BIM applications and ICKMS. Lessons
learned from BIM activities are captured and sent to the ICKMS by Knowledge+ so that they will
be validated by related team members/experts, and stored in the knowledge repository.
Meanwhile, Knowledge+ can also be used to retrieve previous knowledge from ICKMS to
facilitate design and collaboration processes on the BIM platform.
(d) Use Case
Figure 6-8 illustrates the ideal workflow of airflow analysis in BIM Data Hub. In this
process, required building information can be retrieved from BIM models as an IFC file and sent
to BIM Data Hub, and the content in the file is then expected to be transformed and documented
in the OpenStudio file format for airflow analysis.
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Figure 6-8 BIM Use Case in Airflow Analysis

To expand the use case into BKM, let us consider the internal partition design of an
energy efficient retrofit building. The partition is first designed by the architect in the early design
phase, and it may not be energy efficient from the perspective of the energy engineer. The
partition type inside a building is one of the key components that will influence airflow, and open
partitions are important for natural ventilation (Heerwagen 1996). If the initial design does not
satisfy this energy efficiency requirement, the architect will need to collaborate with the energy
engineer to change the partition design, and this would cause a schedule delay and redundant
work. In this process, potential new lessons learned about how to design partitions for better
energy performance may be created. However, after the design is finished, this potential partition
design knowledge in energy efficient retrofit buildings would be lost as no knowledge
management mechanism is built in the BIM design process. By comparison, Figure 6-9 shows the
adoption of the new BKM approach in this case. The lessons learned from the partition design are
identified and recorded by Knowledge+ module, and then the content is sent to ICKMS for
knowledge management (validation, storage and maintenance) so that other team members can
access this new knowledge in later phases or future projects. This procedure is represented by
arrows 1 and 2. Arrows 3 and 4 represent knowledge retrieval and reuse. If similar cases occur in
the future, the architect could send a knowledge retrieval request to the Knowledge+ module that
will trigger the query function of ICKMS for previous partition design knowledge. This BKM
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approach enables more efficient project management by reducing the amount of rework and
collaboration efforts.

Figure 6-9 Use Case to Integrate Knowledge Management

6.2.3.2 Integrating Change and Dependency Management with BIM Data Hub
(a) Development of the Framework to Adopt Change and Dependency Management
Langroodi and Staub-French (2012) explored the possibility of managing changes with
BIM and evaluated the feasibility of some commercial BIM tools to check and manage changes.
Their work mainly focused on the identification of changes in BIM models by checking and
comparing different versions and the documentation of changes into certain categorizations. It is a
post-change procedure and is only able to manage changes that have already been made on
models. It does not support change approval processes or other change management activities that
are not directly made on models.
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(b) The Integrated Framework
Similar to the integration of knowledge management in BIM, change and dependency can
also be integrated with BIM activities. In the BIM Data Hub, new change requests will be
captured and managed in the ICKM process, which includes change evaluation and approval,
dependency checking, and knowledge capture and reuse, etc. When a change is approved, the
information will be sent back to BIM Data Hub and updated on IFC models.
From the perspective of system development, the integrated change and knowledge
management system (ICKMS) can be further enhanced to communicate with the BIM Data Hub
using the JSON file format. As BIMserver can only accept IFC files, a new IFC file needs to be
imported to replace the old content in order to update the contents in BIMserver. This function
can be enabled by an intermediate tool that is capable of reading change information from the
JSON file and updating the IFC file (let’s use ‘Change Sync’ as the tool name). In order to update
the IFC file, it will identify the geometry information in the JSON file which has been approved
for change. It will then retrieve the IFC file and match the geometry information in the JSON file
to that of the IFC file, and update as necessary.
The system mechanism is shown in Figure 6-10. When the energy engineer comes up
with a change request based on energy analysis, it will be put into ICKMS for change approval,
lessons learned capture, and knowledge validation, etc. If it is approved, a JSON file that contains
the change information will be generated by ICKMS and sent to Change Sync to generate a new
version of IFC file as well as updating BIMserver. In this way, the change is efficiently managed
and updated on IFC models.
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Figure 6-10 Framework to Integrate CM with BIM

(C) Use Case
Let us use the same use case as discussed in the integration of knowledge management the airflow analysis use case. For better energy performance, the geometry information of a
building is retrieved from the IFC model and converted into an OpenStudio file. The OpenStudio
file will then be simulated in airflow analysis tool by the mechanical engineer. In this process, the
engineer may request a change of building partitions. This change request will be properly
managed by ICKMS and updated on BIMserver in an automated workflow (as shown in Figure 611). Four main steps have been identified in this process:
1) An IFC file is extracted from the model and put into BIMserver, where an OpenStudio
file is generated by the query function (BIM Query Generator) for airflow analysis.
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2) To achieve energy efficiency goals, a change request regarding the new partition design
is proposed through ICKMS by the mechanical engineer. The new request will then go
through the approval process, which will include checking of dependencies, and impact
analysis, etc. The outcome of the approval will be communicated as change notifications
(i.e., if approved) to the teams that need to know about the change.
3) Once the request is approved, the Change Sync tool will identify the change request and
generate a JSON file containing the information of the partition change.
4)

The new JSON file will be imported into BIMserver (BIM Query Generator), and the
query generator will update the original IFC file. Change Sync will also trigger the query
function to generate a new OSM file for future analysis.

Figure 6-11 Use case to Integrate Change and Dependency Management
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6.2.3.3 Discussion
From the analysis in Sections 6.2.3.1 and 6.2.3.2, we can conclude that it is feasible to integrate
ICKMS with BIM Data Hub activities. As shown in Figure 6-12, ICKMS will act as a supportive
source to manage new change requests and lessons learned from BIM activities, and provide
previous change and knowledge information to support BIM collaborations.

Figure 6-12 Integration between ICKMS and BIM Data Hub (whole picture)

For system implementation, an attribute can be added to each data record of change and
knowledge information that relates it to the associated building element(s). In this way, building
elements in BIM models will be linked to their related change requests and lessons learned, and
this will facilitate the integration process. Table 6-1 shows a sample set of data in the Integrated
Change and Knowledge Management System (ICKMS) for a scenario to integrate with the BIM
Data Hub. In this scenario, a request to change the window glazing from single glazing to double
glazing is requested with new lessons to be learned. The attribute of “Affected Building Elements”
is used to link the data record to related element(s) (exterior windows in this scenario) in BIM
models. The integration can be implemented as described in Sections 6.2.3.1 and 6.2.3.2.
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Table 6-1 Scenario for Integration of ICKM with BIM Data Hub
Attribute

Content

1

Project

Project A

2

Subject

Window glazing change

3

Description

Change window glazing from single glazing to double glazing

4

Reason

It will reduce energy consumption by 5%.

5

Cost &

Estimated cost is $3,000.00

6

Schedule

No delay to the project schedule

7

Affected Building
Elements

Exterior windows

8

Knowledge category

Reusable details

9

Knowledge type

N/A

10

Knowledge topic

Window glazing and building energy performance
In energy efficient retrofit projects, double glazing has the following

11

Details

advantages compared to single glazing: more energy saving, smaller energy
bills, better heat retention, and better sound proofing.

12

Conditions for Reuse

Energy efficient retrofit projects

The integrated framework described here enables the information update process on a
BIM model, and facilitates the information flow and exchange for energy efficient design. It
provides a workflow to capture and manage change information, and demonstrates an automated
mechanism to update changes on BIM models. All change history is stored in the repository in
ICKMS so that team members can readily access it for reference. Instead of the post-change
procedure, the framework shows how to integrate change management with BIM activities
throughout the lifecycle of a project. A new change request is managed from the very beginning
through the approval and implementation processes, and finally, the updating of BIM models.
This provides an integrative and collaborative environment for energy efficient design. The
adoption of the integrated ICKM approach in this framework establishes a systematic approach to
the management of changes, and introduces a comprehensive method to managing and
propagating changes (rather than only managing model-related changes). Moreover, the
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framework can also be used to capture potential knowledge (lessons learned) from changes and
help build a project knowledge repository. It will equip teams to be more proactive with change
and dependency management issues

6.3

Summary
This chapter has described the implementation of the ICKM approach in the overall

building lifecycle workflows to support the management of changes, dependencies and
knowledge. The Integrated Building Lifecycle Process Model (IBLPM) is adopted to demonstrate
this implementation, and BPMN signal events are used to map-out the key stages. In addition, the
integration between the ICKM approach and the BIM Data Hub has been presented to facilitate
knowledge capture and reuse, and change and dependency management in BIM activities.
A prototype system has been developed based on the ICKM approach. Details are
discussed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7
Prototype System Development and Evaluation

7.1

Introduction
Application of IT is a key aspect of project management (Mak 2001). More than 100

project management programs have been introduced in the AEC Industry, which provide central
data repositories for data sharing and facilitate information exchange and communication in a
construction project (Burnson 2015).
As discussed in previous chapters, there is the need for a system to implement the
Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) approach. Such a system should have a
process flavor as an aspect of the need for simultaneous management of changes, dependencies
and knowledge as construction activities are performed. This will require automated system
functionality and a web-based platform to support collaborations and access from anywhere.
Functions such as information exchange, process coordination and integration between systems
should also be included. In addition, to implement the integration, the system must address the
necessary features including automation, information capture, storage and distribution.
Based on the ICKM approach, an Integrated Change and Knowledge Management
System (ICKMS) prototype was developed to support the simultaneous management of changes
and knowledge in construction activities. This chapter presents the design and development of the
prototype.
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7.1.1

End User Requirements
Every member in a project team may have the need to request new changes and the

opportunities to generate lessons learned in some activities. The ICKMS prototype is designed for
all disciplines involved in a construction project, including owner, project manager, architect,
general contractor, engineers and subcontractors, etc. There is also a need for a system
administrator that is responsible for system deployment and maintenance.

7.1.1.1 Discipline Categories

As discussed in Chapter 5 (Section 5.2.3), disciplines are categorized according to
OmniClass Construction Classification System (Table 5-1). The discipline configuration is
important in identifying dependencies and predefining the dependency rules. In the system
design, a unique ID is assigned to each discipline and is used to identify different user roles (as
shown in Table 7-1).
Table 7-1 Discipline Categories for the Prototype
ID

Disciplines

OmniClass Definition

ID

Disciplines

D1

Owner

Real Estate, Facility
Owner

D7

D2

Architect

D8

D3

Project
Manager
(General Contractor)

Design Disciplines,
Landscape
Architecture, Interior
Design, Graphic
Design
Construction
Management

Masonry
Engineer/
Subcontractor
Concrete
Engineer/
Subcontractor

D4

Structural Engineer/
Subcontractor

Structural Engineering

D10

D5

Mechanical Engineer/
Subcontractor
Electrical Engineer/
Subcontractor

Mechanical
Engineering
Electrical Engineering,
Electrical Contracting

D11

D6

D9

D12

Lighting
Engineer/
Subcontractor
Fire Protection
Engineer/
Subcontractor
Cost Estimation
Coordinator
Client
Representative

OmniClass
Definition
Masonry
Contracting
Concrete
Contracting

Lighting Design

Fire Protection
Engineering, Fire
Protection
Contracting
Cost Estimation
Finance
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The implementation of ICKMS in a project involves every team member and improves
work efficiency for all disciplines. Figure 7-1 illustrates the interactions between the system and
different disciplines.

Figure 7-1 System Interactions

7.1.1.2 User Roles
Different disciplines have different requirements for managing changes and knowledge.
In this research, seven roles have been identified, and users are granted specific responsibilities
and authorities based on their roles. The system is managed by an administrator that has access to
all system features and functions, and is responsible for system maintenance. The manager role is
typically undertaken by the project manager and is authorized to access all data stored in the
system. The subcontractor role is assigned to users from subcontractors that are permitted to
access the functions and data related to their work. These three roles are ‘permanent roles’ that
will be specified when a new account is created and will remain unchanged whether or not the
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user is involved in a change approval process. The other four roles (initiator, approver, senior
approver, and performer) are ‘temporary roles’ and will be only used in a change request process.
The user that submits a request is defined as the initiator, and the people that are responsible for
change review/approval are approvers. If a conflict occurs and/or approvers fail to respond to a
change request in the given time frame, the senior approver will take over the approval role.
Performers are people that do the work and implement changes, and will be notified when a
change is approved. All participants involved in a change approval process are also responsible
for identifying lessons learned. The detailed responsibilities and authorities of each role are listed
in Table 7-2.

Table 7-2 Roles of user accounts
Role

Category

Responsibility

Authority

Administrator

Permanent

Deploy and maintain the system.

Access to all system

Create and manage user

functions and data. Override

accounts.

other users and system rules.

Coordinate other users and

Access to all system

manage change requests.

functions and data.

Collaborate with other users and

Limited access to system

respond to manager’s requests.

functions and data.

Submit and view a change

Track request status and

request. Input lessons learned (if

view request history.

Manager

Subcontractor

Initiator

Permanent

Permanent

Temporary

any).
Approver

Senior

Temporary

Temporary

Approver

Review and approve/reject a

Approve/partial

change request. Input lessons

approve/reject a change

learned (if any).

request.

Review and approve/reject a

Approve/partial

change request when conflicts

approve/reject a change

happen and/or approvers fail to

request. Override approvers’

respond in a given time frame.

decisions.

Input lessons learned (if any).
Performer

Temporary

Implement approved changes.

View change request

Input lessons learned (if any).

information.
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7.1.2

Key Features
ICKMS was designed with five key features (as shown in Figure 7-2): (i) undertake

dependency checking, (ii) track and monitor change request status, (iii) notify teams of change
information automatically, (iv) enable auditability and traceability of change history, and (v)
capture lessons learned from changes.

Figure 7-2 System Features



Dependency Checking
A pre-defined dependency matrix that contains a list of rules has been embedded into the

system prototype. When a new change is request, ICKMS will be able to provide
recommendations on affected disciplines.


Track Change Status
Usually a change request needs approvals from multiple approvers before the final result.

ICKMS is able to track the approval progress of each change request to provide users with more
detailed information.
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Notify Team Members
When a change request is submitted, its affected disciplines will be notified automatically

via email to remind approvers to get involved in the change approval process.


Trace Change History
Change information and history will be stored in the database. Users will be able to

search for previous change requests through ICKMS.


Capture Lessons Learned
Lessons learned will be captured simultaneously in the change and dependency

management process. When a change is requested, users will be prompted to input new lessons
learned (if any). This will prevent loss of knowledge and help manage changes and knowledge in
an integrative way.

7.2

System Design

7.2.1

System Components
ICKMS is composed of two main sub-systems (as shown in Figure 7-3): change and

dependency management system (CMS), and knowledge management system (KMS).
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Figure 7-3 ICKMS Components

CMS is designed for the change and dependency management process including
identification,

evaluation,

internal/external

review,

confirmation,

record,

update

and

implementation of change requests.
One of the core functions of the ICKMS is the capture of lessons learned as potential
knowledge from changes. Unlike other existing change management systems that only manage
change requests, ICKMS is designed to capture lessons learned from users throughout the change
management process. Capri.net system was adopted as the knowledge management component of
ICKMS; it is a web-based system for live capture and management of project knowledge (Tan et
al., 2010). It is capable of storing tacit knowledge generated from experience or lessons learned
by project teams, as well as explicit knowledge from other sources, for example, knowledge
generated from annotations on drawings during design reviews. Information is stored in Capri.net
in the form of a project knowledge file (PKF).
The extension on Capri.net is to develop a change and dependency management system,
which enables project teams to adequately manage changes, and capture and store any associated
lessons learned from those changes. Over the past years, information exchange has received great
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attention requiring integration between applications to facilitate interoperability. In this approach,
interoperability matters immensely to enable information exchange. The integration between the
applications (i.e., the change management system (CMS) and Capri.net as the KMS) is
implemented by HTTP protocols.

7.2.2

Use Case
Figure 7-4 shows the use case diagram of ICKMS that involves the major disciplines

(owner, project manager, architects, engineers, general contractor, and sub-contractors) in a
construction project.
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Integrated Change and Knowledge Management System
(ICKMS)
Collect Project Knowledge

Locate Knowledge
1
1
1

Track Process Status

1

1

Project Manager

Architects/Engineers/
GC/Sub-contractors

1
1

Trace Change History
1
1

Capture Change Information

1

in
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d

>
e>

<<

lud
inc

Automated Dependency Checking

<<

e>
>

Owner

Capture Lessons Learned

Figure 7-4 Use Case Diagram for ICKMS

7.2.3

Interactions between Users and System Components
In ICKMS, each sub-system has its own database. Change repository is the database in

the change and dependency management system (CMS) that stores information of on-going
change requests and previous change history. Knowledge repository is the database in the
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knowledge management system (KMS) that supports the knowledge management process and
stores lessons learned and knowledge. Figure 7-5 shows the interactions between different
disciplines and the two sub-systems in ICKMS.

Owner

Receive Change Notifications
Request a Change

Change History
Change Repository (Database)

New Change Requests
Track Change Progress

Make Change Decisions

Change and Dependency
Management System
(CMS)

Request a Change
Make Change Decisions
Search Change History
Receive Change Notifications
Architects/Engineers/
GC/Sub-contractors

Project
Manager

Lessons Learned
Generate CM Reports

Receive Knowledge Notifications
Input New Lessons Learned

Search and Retrieve Knowledge
Generate KM Reports

Knowledge Management
System (KMS)

Validate Lessons Learned

Store Knowledge
Retrieve Knowledge
Knowledge Repository (Database)

Figure 7-5 Interactions between Disciplines and Sub-systems

7.3

System Development Environment
To ensure cross platform compatibility and accessibility, ICKMS was designed as a Web-

based system. Compared to other traditional applications, a Web-based system is economical to
deploy as it only requires applications on a Web server and Internet access. It also provides a
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reasonably secure environment for users and eliminates the need to monitor client computers,
thus reducing the cost and efforts of maintenance (MAGIC 2014).

7.3.1

Comparison between PHP and ASP.NET
PHP is a scripting language that is widely used for Web development, which can be

embedded into HTML (The PHP Group, 2013). PHP is better than ASP.NET in the following
aspects (Bobo, 2008):


PHP has numerous existing solution libraries. A new system can be easily and quickly
built on them;



IIS (Internet information services), which is not free, is needed to run ASP.NET on
Windows. However, Apache is free to use to run PHP;



PHP has better support for ftp, email, graphics and MySQL;



ASP.NET is mainly supported to run on Windows, while PHP can run on several
operation systems such as Unix, Linux, Solaris and Windows;



PHP has better control over error handling, and error messages are more detailed than
those of ASP.NET;



PHP is open source, which provides a larger amount of resources and support than
ASP.NET.
Chandran and Angepat (2011) presented a comparison between PHP and ASP.NET (as

shown in Table 7-3).
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Table 7-3 Comparison between ASP.NET and PHP (Chandran and Angepat, 2011)
Measures

ASP.NET

PHP

ASP programs need IIS to be installed on
Windows platform servers.
Database connectivity is expensive as MSSQL is a Microsoft product.

PHP programs runs on Apache on Linux and
Unix servers which is free.
MySQL is used as database, which is freely
available.

ASP.NET is an optimized and compiled
language and is faster in execution.

PHP is an interpreted
language and is less fast in
execution.

Longer code path leads to expensive
memory usage.

Smaller code path leads to efficient memory
usage.

Support and
Resources

Improvements and updates are made by
available number of Microsoft developers
alone.
Less support avialable to solve new
challenges.

More open source developers and resources
available for PHP.
More support available from the PHP forum.

Editors and Tools

Mostly Microsoft Visual Studio is used to
develop .NET Applications.

Editor independent. Have access to extensive
number of editors.

Cost

Speed

Memory Usage

Development and Average development time is more for
Coding
smaller websites.

7.3.2

Average development time is less for smaller
websites.

Tools and Programming Languages
There are many tools/languages for the development of a Web-based database. Some

examples are as follows:


Database Software:
o

MySQL
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o

Oracle

o

Microsoft Access

o

SQL Server

Programming Scripts/Languages:
o

Browser: HTML, JAVA Script, CSS, etc.

o

Server: JAVA, PHP, Python, Ruby, etc.

o

Software/Platform:


WAMPServer, XAMPP, LAMP, PHPStudy, AppServ, Zendstudio, etc.



Dreamweaver, Eclipse, etc.

Apache/MySQL/PHP was adopted for the development of the system prototype because
of the following advantages (Answerguide, 2013):


PHP/APACHE/MYSQL is an open source solution, and they are free to download. Both
Microsoft-based servers and Unix/Linux-based servers can support them;



Transporting a site from one host to another host is easy as PHP/APACHE/MYSQL is
widely supported by Internet hosting providers.
The development of ICKMS prototype used programming languages of SQL, PHP,

JAVA Script, HTML and CSS. Web development solutions of WampServer (URL 1) and MAMP
(URL 2) were used to host the PHP/APACHE/MYSQL environment. Figure 7-6 shows the main
files in the prototype (CMS in particular).
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Figure 7-6 Main Files in the Prototype (CMS)

7.4

System Development

7.4.1

Change Management System (CMS)
As one of the sub-systems in ICKMS, change and dependency management system

(CMS) was designed to facilitate change and dependency management activities.
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7.4.1.1 Key Functions
By interacting with CMS, users are able to (as shown in Figure 7-7): (i) Submit a new
change request; (ii) View change information, including track status of pending requests and
search the database for previous change history; (iii) Review change requests and make decisions
(approve, partial approve, or reject); (iv) Send out notifications automatically to related team
members (users) when a new change is requested or a new status is updated in a request; (v)
Automate the dependency checking process by the pre-defined dependency matrix to facilitate the
management process; and (vi) Capture change related lessons learned from users and
communicate with KMS (Capri.net).

Figure 7-7 Key Functions of CMS
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7.4.1.2 System Structure
ICKMS is hosted on a Web server so that each team member has access to it. Table 7-4
lists the core Web pages and corresponding functions.

Table 7-4 Core Web Pages and Functions of CMS
#

Web Pages

Functions

1

Request a New Change

This is the starting page to submit a new change request and input
related lessons learned.

2

Advanced Search

Users can define criteria to search the database.

3

My Change Requests

This web page displays a summary of a user’s previous requests.

4

Review Change Request

Users can view and approve/deny ongoing change requests.

5

Review Change Request This is the administration page for the project manager only. It is
(admin)

used to conduct initial review of every change request before the
request is sent out for approval. Project manager is also able to
manually adjust approval sequences and involved users based on
system’s recommendations.

7.4.1.3 Database Design
There are five tables in the database in CMS: userInfo (stores user account information:
userID, username, password, disciplineID, email, etc.), changeRequest (records change request
information: changeID, userID, project, description, etc.), dependency (stores the pre-defined
dependency matrix: element, teamID, etc.), disciplines (stores the information of discipline set up
in the project team: disciplineID, level, disciplineName, etc.), and changeProgress (record the
status of each change request). When a request is submitted, a unique ID (“changeID” in the
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changeRequest table) will be assigned to track all related activities. The main attributes in each
table and structure of the database are shown in Table 7-5 to Table 7-9.

Table 7-5 userInfo Table Structure
Attribute

Type

Description

Attribute

Type

Description

userID

int

User ID

disciplineID

varchar

User’s discipline ID

username

varchar

Login username

email

varchar

User’s email address

password

varchar

Account password

isadmin

int

If the user is administrator
(1-yes; 0-no)

Table 7-6 changeRequest Table Structure
Attribute

Type

Description

Attribute

Type

Description

changeID

int

Request ID

description

text

Change details

date

datatime

Request date

costSchedule

text

Cost and schedule impact

project

text

Project name

userID

int

Initiator’s user ID

subject

text

Request subject

element

text

Affected element

reason

text

Change reason

notes

text

Additional notes

Table 7-7 dependency Table Structure
Attribute

Type

Description

Attribute

Type

Description

changeID

int

Request ID

disciplineID

varchar

Dependent disciplines

element

varchar

Affected element

Table 7-8 disciplines Table Structure
Attribute

Type

Description

Attribute

Type

Description

disciplineID

int

Request ID

level

int

Discipline’s priority level

disciplineName

text

Discipline name
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Table 7-9 changeProgress Table Structure
Attribute

Type

Description

Attribute

Type

Description

changeID

int

Request ID

nextUser

varchar

Next approver

sequenceNew

varchar

New approval sequence

approTime

int

Last approval/deny time

result

varchar

Current status

after manual adjustment
prevUser

varchar

Previous approver

Figure 7-8 shows the schema for the main database in CMS. The tables dependency and
changeRequest are linked via attribute ‘element’ so that the system can query the dependency
matrix information and provide information regarding approvers based on the input for ‘element’.
Table changeRequest and changeProgress are linked via attribute ‘changeID’ so that each change
request submission has its information stored in changeRequest table and approval progress
stored in changeProgress table. Table dependency and disciplines are linked via attribute
‘discipline ID’ to store dependency matrix information. Table userInfo are linked with
disciplines, changeRequest and changeProgress via ‘userID’ and ‘disciplineID’ attributes so that
initiators of change requests and users from dependent disciplines can be identified.
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Figure 7-8 Data Schema in CMS

7.4.1.4 User Interface
Login Page
This is the page where a user logs into the system using username and password (as
shown in Figure 7-9). Once logged in, the user’s role will be identified by the system and related
contents will be displayed. The login page also displays a brief introduction of ICKMS.
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Figure 7-9 User Interface – Login Page

Review Change Request Page
After logging in, the user will be prompted to the Review Change Request page (as shown
in Figure 7-10). It displays a list of change requests that need the approval from the user. The user
can click the “Review” link in each row to view details of a change request. A decision can be
made on the change details page (as shown in Figure 7-11).
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Figure 7-10 Review Change Request Page

Figure 7-11 Change Request Details
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Request a New Change Page
Users can submit change requests on this page (as shown in Figure 7-12). In this
prototype, the information that the system collects for a new change request is: project, subject,
description, reason, cost & schedule, notes and affected building element. Users will be required
to choose the affected building element that is related to the change from the dropdown list. This
help ICKMS make dependency recommendation.

Figure 7-12 Request a New Change Page
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Advanced Search
Change request status and previous change history can be searched on this page (as
shown in Figure 7-13). A list of relevant change requests will be displayed based on user’s search
criteria (by change ID or keywords).

Figure 7-13 Advanced Search Page

7.4.2

Integration with Capri.net Knowledge Management System
Figure 7-14 shows the main database schema in Capri.net (Tan et al., 2010).
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Figure 7-14 The Main Database Schema in Capri.net (Tan et al., 2010)

It is important to capture potential lessons learned simultaneously as users submit change
requests to prevent loss of change related knowledge. The following information will be collected
for each lesson learned and sent to Capri.net: project title, knowledge category, knowledge type,
knowledge topic, details, condition for reuse, and captured from.
To integrate CMS and Capri.net, a new attribute “KnowledgeID” was added in the
changeRequest table in CMS’s database. It is used to link CMS’s database and Capri.net’s
database so that each change request record is associated with its knowledge record. Figure 7-15
shows the data schema of the ICKMS.
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Figure 7-15 Data Schema of ICKMS

Previous knowledge can be retrieved by a user through the GoogleTM-like search
functions or the ‘Advanced Search’ function in Capri.net system (Tan et al., 2010). By interacting
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with the Capri.net interface, users will be able to reuse knowledge in current or future projects.
More details can be found in the work of Tan et al. (2010).
For the system interface design, the Request a New Change page was redesigned with
new input fields of lessons learned (as shown in Figure 7-16). It was divided into two parts: a top
part to collect change request information and a bottom part to collect lessons learned. In this
way, when a user submits a change request, he/she will be prompted to input new lessons learned
(if any). The input from the top part will be stored and managed in the CMS database, and the
input from the bottom part will be transmitted to the database in Capri.net (knowledge repository)
through HTTP protocol. The process is demonstrated in Figure 7-17.

(a) Change Request Information Input Fields (top part)
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(b) Lessons Learned Input Fields (bottom part)
Figure 7-16 Redesigned Request a New Change Page
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Figure 7-17 Integration in ICKMS

7.5

System Implementation

7.5.1

ICKM Process
Typically, a change request/approval process involves four different user roles: initiator,

project manager, approvers/senior approvers, and performer. Figure 7-18 shows the workflow to
use ICKMS to manage changes and knowledge, as well as information exchange between users
and system databases. The first step is that the initiator submits a change request to the ICKMS
on the Request a New Change page. If the user has new lessons learned, he/she can also input that
information on the same page. The system will then provide recommendations of dependent
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disciplines (approvers) according to the dependency matrix, as well as transmitting lessons
learned (if any) to the Capri.net database. Next, the project manager will review the request and
dependency recommendations, and manually adjust related approvers if necessary. This step
ensures that the change request is valid and has all required information. It also grants project
manager the authority to adjust approval sequence (dependency). Then the approvers will be
notified and review the change request on the Review Change Request page. Finally, when the
request is approved by all approvers, ICKMS will notify the performer to implement the change.
The CMS database (changeRequest table and changeProgress table) will also be updated in this
process to document the detailed information and status of the change request. Meanwhile,
previous knowledge can be accessed from Capri.net database to support the change approval
process.

Figure 7-18 ICKM Process

7.5.2

Implementation Scenarios
The two examples from Case B (as shown in Table 7-10) are used here to demonstrate

the implementation of ICKMS.
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Table 7-10 ICKMS Examples
Location

Cause

Description

Requested by

Add a sink to the laundry room. The locations of laundry controller,

the plumbing

data lines, and two dryer circuit duplex receptacles need to be changed

subcontractor

accordingly.

Recreational

Unforeseen

The existing east steam tunnel foundation was not constructed as shown

Commons

condition

in the original construction documents. The thickness of the existing

Dorm 1

footing was approximately ½ of the thickness shown on the original
documents.

Table 7-11 shows the user account designation for these two scenarios.

Table 7-11 User Account Setup
User

Discipline

User

Discipline

User 1

General contractor (project manager-admin)

User 5

Structural engineer

User 2

Architect

User 6

Masonry engineer

User 3

Mechanical subcontractor

User 7

Concrete subcontractor

User 4

Client Representative

User 8

Plumbing subcontractor

7.5.2.1 Scenario 1
In this scenario, the plumbing subcontractor (user 8) requests to add a sink to the laundry
room through ICKMS. The affected element is “Sanitary Drainage” (see Figure 5-5 (b)). ICKMS
will then conduct dependency checking according to the rules in the CMS database (see Table 5-1
and Figure 5-5 (b)) and recommend the involvement of the project manager (user 1, priority 0),
architect (user 2, priority 1), mechanical subcontractor (user 3, priority 2), and client
representative (user 4, priority 4). The approval sequence will be set by each user’s priority level
(as shown in Figure 7-19). Next, following the process in Figure 7-18, the request including
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dependencies will be initially reviewed by project manager (user 1). After the approval from the
project manager, the request will be reviewed by user 2 and user 3 in sequence. Finally, the client
representative (user 4) will make the final decision.

Figure 7-19 Sequence in Scenario 1
There are 3 main steps in this scenario:
Step 1 Submit the Change Request (User 8)
The plumbing subcontractor (user 8) submits a request through ICKMS. After successful
submission, the information will be stored in changeRequest table in the CMS database (as
highlighted in Figure 7-20), and the new request will be displayed in My Requested Changes page
for user 8 (as shown in Figure 7-21).

Figure 7-20 Contents Stored in changeRequest Table (CMS Database)
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Figure 7-21 Change Request Submitted by User 8

Step 2 Initial Review (User 1)
Project manager (user 1) will conduct the initial review for the request, including its
validity and approval sequence (as shown in Figure 7-22). After it is approved, dependency
information will be sent and stored in table changeProgress in the CMS database. The following
approval process will follow this sequence (as shown in Figure 7-23).
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Figure 7-22 Initial Review by Project Manager

Figure 7-23 New Approval Sequence (changeProgress Table in CMS Database)

Step 3 Approvals from User 2 to User 4
Next, the change request will be reviewed by each approver following the approved
sequence from project manager (user 2user 3user 4). When one user completes the review,
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notification email will be automatically sent to the next approver. After user 2, 3 and 4 approve
the request, the change approval process will be complete and the status will be changed to
“Approved” (as shown in Figure 7-24).

Figure 7-24 Change Request Approved

7.5.2.2 Scenario 2
In this scenario, the project manager (user 1) requests to rebuild the tunnel foundation
through ICKMS. The affected element is “Standard Foundations” (see Figure 5-5 (b)). ICKMS
will conduct dependency checking through the rules in the CMS database (see Table 5-1 and
Figure 5-5 (b)) and recommend the involvement of the project manager (user 1, priority 0),
architect (user 2, priority 1), client representative (user 4, priority 4), structural engineer (user 5,
priority 2), masonry engineer (user 6, priority 2) and concrete engineer (user 7, priority 2) The
approval sequence will be set based on each user’s priority level (as shown in Figure 7-25).
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Figure 7-25 Recommendation Approval Sequence by ICKMS

Different from scenario 1, in this example, the project manager will adjust the approval
sequence in the initial review. The request needs to be reviewed by structural engineer first prior
to getting approvals from masonry engineer and concrete engineer. In the initial review page of
project manager’s account, there is a field for approval sequence adjustment (as shown in Figure
7-26). The project manager is able to do a manual adjustment of the approval sequence here if the
recommended dependencies and/or sequence do not comply with the project needs. The new
sequence will start from Group 1 to Group 2, Group 3… and users in each group will review the
request at the same time.
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Figure 7-26 Manual Adjustment in Project Manager’s Initial Review Page

After the adjustment, the approval sequence is shown in Figure 7-27. The new
dependency and sequence information is stored in changeProgress table (as shown in Figure 728) so that the approval process can follow the new sequence.

Figure 7-27 New Approval Sequence
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Figure 7-28 Update changeProgress Table in CMS Database

Next, the request will be reviewed according to the newly adjusted approval sequence
until the last approver (user 4) approves it.
Scenario 1 and 2 were collected from Case B and do not involve lessons learned. When
lessons learned are associated with change requests, users will be able to submit them on the
Request a New Change page (see Figure 7-16(b)).

7.6

System Evaluation

7.6.1

Pilot Evaluation
A pilot evaluation was conducted in Case B. The prototype was brief introduced to the

participant, including its designed purpose, interface, key functions and development
environment.
The participant mentioned that a collaborative system to manage changes and
dependencies is very desirable and pointed out that the system would be very useful in real
project management. The participant also pointed out that the project team should not rely solely
on software as electronic systems may fail due to errors. The following feedback was provided by
the participant:
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Limit what the subcontractors could do with the system. The project manager should be
involved in each change request. Or subcontractors can send their change request
documents to project manager and let the project manager upload to the system;



The system should have the function to generate log/report showing change request
information (e.g. change approval status, approval time and date, and review decisions,
etc.). It would be beneficial to reflect all the information of change requests.
Based on this feedback, the prototype was updated with the initial review process and the

manual adjustment feature for project manager (as discussed in section 7.5). Also, change
information is provided in the prototype and users are able to print the page for documentation.

7.6.2

Detailed Evaluation
Detailed evaluations were conducted to evaluate the performance and potential benefits

of the ICKMS prototype. As the ICKMS is targeted to be used by all disciplines in a project team,
thirteen industry practitioners who have experience of collaborating with other disciplines to
manage changes and/or project knowledge were selected to participate in the evaluation process.
Table 7-12 shows the role and experience of each evaluator.

Table 7-12 Roles and Experiences of the Evaluators
No.

Role

Experience of Using CM and/or KM systems

1

Construction procurement

Change management systems

2

Project manager

Change management systems

3

Construction project manager

4

Facilities project manager

5

Architect

Change management systems & Knowledge management
systems
Change management systems & Knowledge management
systems
Change management systems
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Table 7-12, continued
No.

Role

Experience of Using CM and/or KM systems

6

Architect

N/A

7

Architect

Knowledge management systems

8

Arch designer

Knowledge management systems

9

Assistant director

10

New construction commissioning

N/A

11

Manager of design services

Knowledge management systems

12

Construction contractor

Change management systems

13

Designer code consultant

Change management systems

Change management systems & Knowledge management
systems

The selected evaluators represent users with different experience of using information
management systems. Figure 7-29 illustrates statistical results about the evaluators’ experience of
using information management systems in construction projects. As can be seen from the chart,
77% of the evaluators were experienced or very experienced.

Figure 7-29 The Evaluators’ Experience of Using Information Management Systems in
Construction Projects
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7.6.2.1 Evaluation Objectives
The following objectives were identified for evaluating the ICKMS prototype:


To obtain user feedback about system’s interface and ease of use, such as system
navigation, learning and ease of access;



To evaluate system functionality against the desired features;



To evaluate the potential benefits of implementing the ICKMS in terms of management
of changes and knowledge, decision-making, and energy efficient design;



To identify barriers and challenges of implementing the ICKMS in real construction
projects; and



To obtain suggestions from industrial practitioners for further improving the prototype
system.

7.6.2.2 Evaluation Steps
Figure 7-30 shows the steps in the detailed system evaluation process. Evaluators were
first given a brief introduction which included research objectives, the Integrated Change and
Knowledge Management (ICKM) approach, and features and design of the Integrated Change
and Knowledge Management System (ICKMS) prototype. This step provided a general overview
of the research and helped the evaluators understand the contents and objectives of the evaluation
process. Following the introduction, the evaluators were asked to provide their basic background
by completing a questionnaire. Next, a walkthrough of the ICKMS was presented with the
prototype being hosted on a virtual website server. The system’s configuration, functionality and
user interface were explained and demonstrated to the evaluators. This step helped evaluators
understand the process involved in interacting with the system from the viewpoint of end-users.
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The system walkthrough was followed by a demonstration of a change and knowledge
management example that showed the evaluators a complete process to manage changes,
dependencies and knowledge in a construction project. After the demonstration, a focus group
discussion was conducted to discuss the system usability, benefits, and implementation barriers,
as well as answering evaluators’ questions. At the end, evaluators were asked to complete a
questionnaire to collect their feedback and opinions about the prototype’s performance and
effectiveness. Two workshops were run following these steps (2 evaluators participated in one
workshop and 11 evaluators participated in the second one).

Figure 7-30 Evaluation Steps
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7.6.2.3 Questionnaire Design
A questionnaire (see Appendix B) of 18 questions was developed to collect feedback
from evaluators. Both open-ended questions (to collect subjective feedback and background
information) and closed questions (to collect evaluation ratings) were included in the
questionnaire. To reduce the potential for bias, the following requirements were followed when
developing the questionnaire questions (Taylor-Powell, 2008):


Keep the order of choices the same in the questionnaire;



Avoid using just numbers for the point scale;



Balance the scales with an equal number of negative and positive choices; and



Match response options to questions.
The questionnaire was divided into three parts:



Information on evaluators: collect evaluators’ background information and experiences of
using information management systems in construction projects;



ICKMS evaluation: collect feedback and ratings from evaluators in terms of user
interface, system features, implementation barriers and potential benefits; and



Overall evaluation and suggestions: collect positive aspects and improvement suggestions
from evaluators.

7.6.2.4 Evaluation Results
(1) System Ease of Use
Evaluators were asked to evaluate the prototype’s ease of use in terms of navigating,
learning and accessing the system, and provide their opinions on whether they ‘strongly agree’,
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‘agree’, ‘disagree’ of ‘strongly disagree’ with the statements. Figure 7-31 shows the results in
response to the following statements:
(i) It is easy to navigate the system;
(ii) In my view, the ICKMS is easy enough for an average team member to learn and use
in his/her daily tasks; and
(iii) I think the web-based environment makes ICKMS easy to access.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)
Figure 7-31 Evaluation Results on System Ease of Use
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From the above charts it can be seen that all the evaluators agreed (or strongly agreed)
that the ICKMS prototype is easy to navigate, learn and access. Overall, all evaluators agreed that
the system is user-friendly, with 45% of them indicating that the system is very user-friendly.
(2) System Features
Evaluators were asked to evaluate the system features with regard to checking
dependencies, capturing lessons learned, tracking change approval status and tracing change
histories. Based on a 5-point scale (‘very good’, ‘good’, ‘fair’, ‘poor’, and ‘very poor’), Figure 732 shows the evaluation results in response to the following questions:
(i) How does the ICKMS handle dependency checking?
(ii) How does the ICKMS handle lessons learned (knowledge) capture?
(iii) How does the ICKMS perform in tracking change approval status and tracing change
histories?

(i)

(ii)
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(iii)
Figure 7-32 Evaluation Results on Key System Features

From the above charts, more than half of the evaluators (58.3%) agreed that the ICKMS
is good at checking dependencies. Some evaluators were concerned about the linear process of
change approval processes and suggested to consider possible collaborations between different
disciplines. It was suggested that the project manager be responsible to track change status and
coordinate conflicts between disciplines. 69.3% of the evaluators agreed that the ICKMS is good
(or very good) at capturing lessons learned. It was agreed by all evaluators that capturing lessons
learned is one of the most important and innovative features of the prototype. It is also important
to establish the process to evaluate and filter lessons learned, and fit the knowledge management
process into organizations. As for tracking change approval status and tracing change histories,
84.7% of the evaluators indicated that the ICKMS is good (or very good) at managing change
information.
Figure 7-33 shows the response regarding the notification feature of the ICKMS
prototype based on a 5-point scale (‘extremely useful’, ‘very useful’, ‘moderately useful’,
‘slightly useful’, and ‘not at all useful’). All evaluators agreed that the automatic notification
feature is useful, with 61.6% indicating that this feature is very or extremely useful.
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Figure 7-33 Evaluate Result on Notification Feature

(3) Potential Benefits
Evaluators were asked to evaluate the potential benefits of the system and provide their
opinions on whether they ‘strongly agree’, ‘agree’, ‘disagree’ of ‘strongly disagree’ with the
following statements:
(i) In my opinion, the ICKMS will help the decision-making process in a project;
(ii) The ICKMS will help prevent loss of knowledge (especially change related
knowledge) in a project;
(iii) I think the implementation of such a system will help meet energy efficiency goals;
and
(iv) I believe the implementation of the ICKMS will offer tangible benefits to the AEC
Industry (e.g. reduction of workload, time and cost).
Figure 7-34 shows the corresponding results.
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Figure 7-34 Evaluation Results on Potential Benefits

The evaluators provided very positive feedback regarding potential benefits of the
ICKMS prototype as shown in the above charts. It was agreed by most evaluators that the
implementation of the ICKMS will prevent loss of knowledge, facilitate the decision-making
process and help meet energy efficiency goals.
(4) Implementation Barriers
92% of the evaluators agreed that there are challenges to implementing the ICKMS in the
AEC Industry. The following list of potential barriers was collected from the questionnaires:
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The adoption of the ICKMS will add a new system to a project, which means that each
team member has to deal with a separate user account. It is a common challenge for a
project team when they have to deal with a new tool, and the evaluators suggested that
the ICKMS can be further developed to integrate with existing project management
information systems;



There will be extra cost and efforts to implement the new ICKMS. Organizations
probably have been used to using existing software and may therefore be reluctant to
invest money and associated training efforts in a new tool. It is necessary to plan the
implementation of the ICKMS from the very beginning of a project and estimate the
required resources (financial responsibility, hardware/software support, and ownership of
the system, etc.) for a successful adoption; and



The need for person-to-person interactions should be accommodated along with the
implementation of the ICKMS. It is risky to solely rely on information technologies and
it is critical to involve human factors in the system adoption process.

7.6.2.5 Discussion
In general, the detailed evaluations received very positive feedback from industry
practitioners. By conducting the workshops, evaluators were able to understand the concepts and
innovations in the research, and provide their suggestions and comments on the prototype system.
The system benefits and key features have also been validated by the evaluators. Some of the
illustrative comments are:


“Love the ability to tie lessons learned to changes” (Assistant Director);



“Great resource at the beginning of a job” (Architect); and



“Tracks the status and evolution of changes well” (Manager of Design Services).
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The evaluators were asked the overall significance of the ICKMS in the AEC Industry.
All of them thought that the ICKMS will be useful in the industry, and 70% of them agreed that
the ICKMS will be very useful. During the evaluation process, the evaluators were asked if they
were able to understand the research concepts and prototype functionality, and follow all the
evaluation steps. Only 1 evaluator (7.7%) expressed the concern that it was not easy to
understand the whole picture because limited information was presented in the workshop. It was
also suggested by several evaluators that the ICKMS can be tested in a real project for better
evaluation results.
The following positive aspects of the ICKMS were highlighted by the evaluators:


The ICKMS can capture lessons learned during change approval processes and prevent
loss of knowledge. This feature provides a solution to formally document project
knowledge. It also forces team members to keep lessons learned in mind so that
knowledge can be collected and disseminated among team members;



The web-based environment provides easy access to project teams, and the intuitive
interface can help users navigate the system efficiently;



Tracking where a change request is at the approval stage is highly desirable. It can help
project managers stay updated with each change request and hold people accountable in
the decision-making chain; and



The system provides a central database to track changes, document histories and store
project knowledge. Team members can access the same repository throughout the
construction workflows.
The evaluators showed great interest and expressed the desire to see more features in the

system. The following suggestions were collected from them:
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Further enhance the ICKMS to interact with existing project information management
systems. It is suggested to build an integration platform to share data between the ICKMS
and other systems to avoid information duplication;



The notification reminders (emails) should be more project-specific in the subjects and
contents, because the system could be used by a project manager with different projects.
For example, the project name should be added into the message contents;



More information can be collected from change requests, such as deadlines and
additional comments;



Continue working on the graphic design to make the system more user-friendly. More
graphic icons can be added in addition to word descriptions; and



A mobile app is desirable to make the ICKMS accessible on mobile platforms. In some
circumstances (such as approving/denying a request), a mobile app is preferable than a
computer system because less redundant information will be displayed to the user on a
mobile device.

7.7

Benefits of the Prototype System
The ICKMS prototype demonstrates the implementation of ICKM approach from the

perspective of IT applications. It helps integrate the change management and knowledge
management processes and provides a single platform to manage changes and knowledge. It also
helps to automate the process. When an initiator initiates a change request, the project manager
will be notified automatically by email. Similarly, the approvers will be notified automatically
when the project manager completes the initial review, and the performer will be notified after the
change is approved.
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Although some of the existing project management systems in the market are equipped
with the functions of managing changes, these systems lack the features to simultaneously
manage changes and knowledge, capture change-related lessons learned, and store CM and KM
information in a structured data format. ICKMS provides an effective solution to manage changes
and knowledge throughout the lifecycle of a project, and this eliminates the gap between CM and
KM activities and prevents loss of potential knowledge in CM activities. The web-based feature
makes ICKMS compatible with all types of operating systems and easy to deploy and maintain.

7.8

Summary
This chapter presented the design and development of the Integrated Change and

Knowledge Management (ICKM) prototype system. The prototype system is composed of two
main components: (i) an automated change and dependency management system (CMS) to
implement the CM process, and (ii) a knowledge management system (Capri.net) to implement
the KM process. By integrating CMS and Capri.net, the ICKMS is able to conduct dependency
checking, track change request status, trace change history, manage lessons learned from change
request, and send out notifications to team members automatically. The ICKMS prototype
demonstrates the implementation of the ICKM approach and provides an integrative solution to
manage changes and knowledge in construction projects.
The next chapter, Chapter 8, presents the conclusions, limitations, contributions and
recommendations from this research project.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Conclusions

8.1

Research Summary
The construction project delivery process is complex and knowledge-intensive with

numerous changes during the project lifecycle. Managing changes and knowledge is critical to
enabling the effective and innovative delivery of high-quality products and services. Changes are
inevitable in construction projects and through the lifecycle of a building. In many cases, each
change triggers a chain of other events which need to be managed. This makes change and
dependency management one of the most critical activities in construction project and operations
management. Change and dependency management is particularly important in retrofit projects,
which are typically complex due to the constraints in the availability of information (such as
original owner requirements, design and specifications and associated decisions) and limited or
lack of access to the project team involved in the original design and construction of the building.
Similarly, knowledge is often disconnected from project teams although its importance is often
fully recognized. As a result, lack of right knowledge in a project could hinder the team’s efforts
to meet the owner’s requirements and goals. Furthermore, there is potential for lessons to be
learned during the process of change and dependency management and they are not captured in
current project management procedures.
Unfortunately, current processes do not provide enough support for concurrent
management of changes and knowledge in an integrated fashion. Typically isolated, knowledge
management (KM) and change and dependency management (CM) processes can work in silos
but without integration. Ultimately, the disjunction results in major weakness in the ability and
agility of project teams and building managers to manage knowledge effectively and respond
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appropriately to changes. This can lead to implementing changes with adverse impacts, and
inadequate capture and management of lessons learned. To do this more effectively, the change
and knowledge processes need to be integrated at the points of interactions.
To address the above challenges, the aim of the research is to develop an integrated
approach to efficiently and effectively manage changes, dependencies and knowledge to support
energy efficient design and retrofits. Five objectives were defined at the outset (see Section 1.4 in
Chapter 1); the activities undertaken to achieve these objectives are summarized as follows:
Objective 1: Identify limitations and challenges in existing CM and KM methods in the
AEC Industry.
A detailed literature review has been conducted on the topics of knowledge management
(KM), and change and dependency management (CM), with a focus on the key concepts,
theories, IT applications and current status in the AEC Industry. In addition, two case studies of
retrofit projects have been used in this research to investigate current practices and the procedures
for managing changes, dependencies and knowledge. Both the literature review and case studies
revealed the limitations of current industry approaches to change and knowledge management,
and highlighted the need for an integrated approach. Details were described in Chapters 2, 3 and
6.
Objective 2: Develop an integrated method to manage changes, dependencies and
knowledge for energy efficient retrofit projects.
An Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) approach was developed in
this research. It supports information exchange between team members, automated dependency
checking, capture of lessons learned in CM processes, and systematic management of changes
and knowledge. Details of the development of the ICKM approach were presented in Chapter 5.
Objective 3: Investigate the possibility and feasibility to embed change and knowledge
management processes in construction workflows.
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The need for embedding the ICKM approach in construction workflows was identified as
a major gap in existing knowledge and practice. This research addressed this by implementing
ICKM in the overarching construction workflows represented by the Integrated Building
Lifecycle Process Model (IBLPM). The approach adopted involved using BPMN signal events,
and identifying key stages at which change and knowledge management activities have to be
mapped out. Details of the process models developed and their integration into the IBLPM were
described in Chapter 6.
Objective 4: Establish appropriate protocols to integrate change and knowledge
management processes with Building Information Modeling (BIM).
The BIM Data Hub project was adopted to demonstrate the integration of the ICKM
approach with BIM. Two use case scenarios were developed to explain the integration process at
both the conceptual level and the system design level. These scenarios were fully described in
Chapter 6, and details of how the ICKM approach deals with changes and the associated learning
or new knowledge presented.
Objective 5: Develop and evaluate a prototype system for the integrated approach.
An Integrated Change and Knowledge Management System (ICKMS) prototype was
developed based on the ICKM approach. It was designed with features that (i) undertake
dependency checking, (ii) track and monitor change request status, (iii) notify teams of change
information automatically, (iv) enable auditability and traceability of change history, and (v)
capture lessons learned from changes. A knowledge management system (Capri.net) from
previous research work (Tan et al., 2010) was adopted to support the knowledge management
functions. Details of the ICKM prototype system were described in Chapter 7.
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8.2

Conclusions
Based on the conducting literature review, case studies, rapid prototyping, and other data

collection and analysis undertaken in this research, the following conclusions can be drawn:


Change and dependency management, and knowledge management are both critical for a
successful energy efficient retrofit project. However, changes/dependencies and project
knowledge are currently not effectively managed in the construction industry;



There is a vital need to combine the management of both knowledge and changes, and
embed these within the overarching construction workflows. Such an integrated approach
can ensure that the CKM processes are executed as part of the workflows instead of being
performed independently. When fully adopted and implemented, the integrative approach
of CM and KM embedded in the overarching construction workflows can contribute
towards the effectiveness of decision making. This has particular benefits in energy
efficient retrofit design and construction, which often has a higher number of changes
than new construction.



The ICKM approach developed in this research provides a desirable solution that can
help in the successful design and delivery of energy efficient retrofit projects within the
specified schedule and budget. This is primarily due to its capacity to improve the
efficiency of change management, and the potential to reuse the knowledge/learning
generated from previous changes. This has positive implications for cost control and risk
management;



The two case studies in this research both suggest that project teams need a focused
integrated change and knowledge management system to improve efficiency and reduce
the negative impacts of changes and lack of knowledge on energy efficiency goals. The
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ICKMS prototype demonstrates the possibility to develop such systems to fully
implement the ICKM approach in construction projects.

8.3

Research Contributions
This research investigated change management and knowledge management issues in

construction projects, and developed a systematic approach to managing changes, dependencies
and knowledge. Table 8-1 summarizes the problems identified from the literature review and
empirical studies (outlined in Section 2.5 of Chapter 2 and Section 3.7 in Chapter 3), and how the
outcomes from this research address these problems.
Table 8-1 Research Outcomes that Address the Problems from Literature Review
Problems Identified from Literature

Outcomes in This Research
Change and dependency management (CM) and
No previous research has been conducted knowledge management (KM) process models were
on a structured change and dependency
developed in this research. These process models
management process for energy efficient define ideal processes to manage changes,
retrofit projects.
dependencies and knowledge in energy efficient
retrofit projects.
The Integrated Change and Knowledge Management
There is a lack of systematic procedure to
(ICKM) approach was developed to integrate KM
capture, share, reuse and maintain change
and CM processes, which can prevent loss of
related knowledge.
knowledge in managing changes and dependencies.
There was no research on the integration The ICKM approach was implemented in the
of knowledge management or change and Integrated Building Lifecycle Process Model
dependency management in construction (IBLPM) so that ICKM activities will be integrated
workflows.
into the entire construction workflows.
There is a lack of procedure to integrate
The integration of the ICKM approach with BIM was
change and knowledge management with
investigated and an innovative approach presented.
BIM.
None of the existing knowledge
A prototype system - the Integrated Change and
management systems are able to facilitate Knowledge Management System (ICKMS) was
capture and reuse of lessons learned in
developed based on the ICKM approach. ICKMS can
change and dependency management
be used to facilitate knowledge capture and reuse in
processes.
change and dependency management processes.
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8.3.1

Contributions to Knowledge
This research highlighted the importance of managing knowledge, changes and

dependencies in an integrated way, and investigated the inefficiencies of current industry
practices in knowledge management (KM) and change and dependency management (CM). The
possibility and feasibility of the Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM)
approach was also demonstrated at both the conceptual level and the system implementation level.
Moreover, this research explored the correlation between CM, KM and energy efficiency, and
proposed a new research direction to improve building energy performance.
The outcomes from this research contribute to the existing body of knowledge in the
areas of knowledge management, change and dependency management, and building energy
efficiency in the AEC Industry, and are summarized as follows:


Presentation of a holistic view of CM and KM for the AEC Industry
Comprehensive literature reviews and case studies have been conducted to identify

current practices and challenges regarding the management of changes, dependencies and
knowledge in the AEC Industry. In addition, detailed KM and CM process models were
developed using BPMN method. Key stages and activities in KM and CM processes are well
documented in two levels of details.


Development of an integrated approach to facilitate energy efficient retrofit projects
The Integrated Change and Knowledge Management (ICKM) approach that was

proposed and developed in this research provides a clear process to manage knowledge and
changes simultaneously in energy efficient retrofit projects. It describes how lessons learned from
change events can be captured and stored as knowledge. In this way, projects teams will be better
able to retrieve and leverage the learning from previous changes.
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Development of a theoretical framework to integrate CM and KM processes with
BIM
A theoretical framework was developed in this research to integrate change and

knowledge management with BIM, which contributes to a better method for information
collection and a more effective coordination process among team members. This provides a new
integrative and efficient way to manage project changes and knowledge, and can help reduce the
negative impacts of changes and lack of knowledge on energy efficiency goals. The new
framework can also be adapted and implemented in other types of construction projects in
addition to energy efficient retrofits.

8.3.2


Contributions to the AEC Industry
Application of ICKM Approach in Construction Workflows
An Integrated Building Lifecycle Process Model (IBLPM) was adopted to identify and

map-out key stages where potential change and knowledge activities would be required. These
activities were then modeled at those key stages as triggers for ICKM processes. This makes
change and knowledge management integral components of construction workflows within
IBLPM. The implementation arguably demonstrated that the ICKM approach is practical and has
the potential to enable better management of changes and knowledge as part of the workflows
rather than being performed disjointedly.


Integrated Change and Knowledge Management System (ICKMS) Prototype
The ICKMS provides a possible solution to the problem of lack of ICKM information

systems in the AEC Industry. ICKMS can be used in projects to capture lessons learned from
changes, and manage and track change requests. It eliminates the gap between CM and KM
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activities and prevents loss of potential knowledge in CM activities. The Web-based feature
makes ICKMS easy to access and maintain.

8.4

Research Limitations
While the research undertaken has made contributions at various levels, it has a number

of limitations, which are summarized here:


The IBLPM used in this research only covers the design phase. Thus, the implementation
of the ICKM approach is limited to the design phase. Other lifecycle phases (plan,
construct and operate) are not discussed in this research but it is expected that the same
principles applied to integrated change and knowledge management at the design phase
would be applicable to these phases (with minor modifications);



The BIM Data Hub project is part of a larger national project that is independent of this
research. Due to several factors in that project, some of the BIM Data Hub applications
were not fully developed when this research was undertaken. As a result, the integration
between the ICKM approach with the BIM Data Hub is theoretical and no practical
implementation has been done. Since the concept is based on validated approaches, it is
anticipated that when implemented, the expected functions and benefits will be achieved;



The ICKM approach and the ICKMS prototype were not deployed in live construction
projects. This would be necessary for further evaluation and assessment prior to any
widespread roll out;



Although the ICKMS prototype was designed to function as one complete system to
users, it was run by coupling two systems (CMS and Capri.net) together. This may result
in extra work for system administration and management.
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8.5

Recommendations for Future Research
It is suggested to carry out more research work to further enhance the outcome and value

of this research. The following research trajectories are considered important in this context:


What changes will be needed to make the ICKM approach more generic/specific to
different projects types? This research focused on energy efficient retrofit projects. It is
recommended to explore problems of managing changes, dependencies and knowledge in
other types of projects, such as commercial buildings, health care facilities, and
educational institutions, etc., and adapt the ICKM approach and system according to their
requirements;



Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) based model checking can be used to evaluate the
prototype system to eliminate inconsistencies;



What is the connection between the ICKM approach and risk management? It is
recommended to conduct research to investigate the possible connection between the
ICKM approach and project risk management, and evaluate the benefits of their
integration.



Investigate the possibilities of knowledge modeling integration with BIM. Further
research can be conducted to investigate the concept of “Building Knowledge Modeling”
(BKM), with a view to developing a novel approach to encapsulating knowledge within
BIM models;



Minor improvements for this research: More work can be done to establish the
applicability of the ICKM approach across the whole lifecycle process of a project. In
addition, the ICKMS prototype can be further developed to make it more user-friendly.
Features such as automatic report generation, escalation based on priority and category,
system administration center, and due day reminder can be incorporated in the system. It
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would also be helpful to have the integrated system as one single platform and to manage
the system data in a central repository. Mobile applications can also be developed for
better use on mobile platforms.

8.6

Concluding Notes
This research has highlighted the need for managing changes and knowledge in energy

efficient retrofit projects, and presented an Integrated Change and Knowledge Management
(ICKM) approach. The new approach established a systematic way of improving change and
knowledge management. The implementation of the ICKM approach has been demonstrated in
construction project workflows and the BIM Data Hub. In addition, a prototype system was
developed in this research to implement the integrative approach as a proof-of-concept. It is
anticipated that the new approach, when fully adopted, will ensure that changes, dependencies
and knowledge are effectively managed to reduce their negative impacts on energy efficiency
goals.
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Appendix A

Sample Interview Questions
1. Case A-Second Interview
(1) Follow-up of the First Interview


Updates on change and knowledge documentation methods?



Evaluation of change management in the design phase



Challenges



Key lessons learned

(2) Current Practice and Challenges in the Construction Phase


Methods of managing changes
o

What is the coordination process (change approval process)?

o

Challenges of managing changes

o

Any difficulties in change management?

o

How to assess the impacts of changes? (impact analysis)

o

During the assessment, what information do you need to do the impact analysis?

o

When the change is approved, will the BIM model be updated? Is it done
manually or automatically?

o


How do people get informed of an approved change?

Methods of managing knowledge
o

Where can people get useful knowledge if they do not know how to deal with a
problem?

o

Challenges of managing knowledge
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2. Case B-First Interview
(1) Project Information


Building size



Schedule



Delivery method



Project cost

(2) Current Practice and Challenges for Change Management


Methods of managing changes



What is the coordination process (change approval process)?



How to document/distribute change information?



Challenges of managing changes



Are there any difficulties in change management?



How to assess the impacts of changes?



During the assessment, what information do you need to do the impact analysis?



When the change is approved, will the BIM model be updated? Is it done manually or
automatically?



How do people get informed of an approved change?

(3) Current Practice and Challenges for Knowledge Management


Methods of managing knowledge



Where can people get useful knowledge if they do not know how to deal with a problem?



Challenges of managing knowledge

(3) Review the ICKM approach.
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3. Case B-Second Interview
(1) Follow Up


Change request types



Project team structure

(2) Change request examples


Who is requesting the change?



Who is responsible for change approval?



Change management/approval process?

(3) Review the ICKM approach.

(4) Collect feedback for the ICKMS prototype.
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Appendix B

ICKMS Evaluation Questionnaire
Date:
1. Information about You

Name:

Organization:

Role in the organization:

Experience:
(1) How would you describe your previous experience of using information management
system in a construction project?


Very experienced



Have some experience



Novice/still learning



No experience at all

(2)Which of the following systems have you used in previous/current projects?


Change management system

(Kindly list system names:


)

Knowledge management system

(Kindly list system names:

)
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2. ICKMS Evaluation
2.1 Ease of Use
(1) How user-friendly is the interface of the ICKMS?


Extremely user-friendly



Very user-friendly



Moderately user-friendly



Slightly user-friendly



Not at all user-friendly

(2) It is easy to navigate the system.
1. Strongly agree

2. Agree

3. Disagree

4. Strongly disagree

(3) In my view, the ICKMS is easy enough for an average team member to learn and use in
his/her daily tasks.
1. Strongly agree

2. Agree

3. Disagree

4. Strongly disagree

(4) I think the web-based environment makes the ICKMS easy to access.
1. Strongly agree

2. Agree

3. Disagree

2.2 System Features
(1) How does the ICKMS handle dependency checking?


Very good



Good



Fair



Poor

4. Strongly disagree
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Very poor

(2) How does the ICKMS handle lessons learned (knowledge) capture?


Very good



Good



Fair



Poor



Very poor

(3) How does the ICKMS perform in tracking change approval status and tracing change
histories?


Very good



Good



Fair



Poor



Very poor

(4) What do you think about the notification feature of the ICKMS?


Extremely useful



Very useful



Moderately useful



Slightly useful



Not at all useful

2.3 Potential Benefits
(1)In my opinion, the ICKMS will help the decision-making process in a project.
1. Strongly agree

2. Agree

3. Disagree

4. Strongly disagree
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(2) The ICKMS will help prevent loss of knowledge (especially change related knowledge) in
a project.
1. Strongly agree

2. Agree

3. Disagree

4. Strongly disagree

(3) I think the implementation of such a system will help meet energy efficiency goals.
1. Strongly agree

2. Agree

3. Disagree

4. Strongly disagree

(4) I believe the implementation of the ICKMS will offer tangible benefits to the AEC
Industry (e.g. reduction of workload, time and cost).
1. Strongly agree

2. Agree

3. Disagree

4. Strongly disagree

(5) How useful do you think the ICKMS is in the AEC Industry?


Extremely useful



Very useful



Moderately useful



Slightly useful



Not at all useful

2.4 Implementation
Do you think that the implementation of the ICKMS in the AEC Industry faces
challenges/barriers? (If yes, kindly specify the challenges)


Yes



No
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(If ‘yes’, kindly specify the challenges:

)

3. Overall Evaluation and Suggestions
(1) Please list 2~3 most positive aspects of the ICKMS.
1).

2).

3).

(2) If you have suggestions for system improvements (such as interface, usability and
implementation), please describe below.
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